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    About the ‘CRUX’

Introducing a new and convenient product, to help the aspirants for the various public services examina-
tions.
The knowledge of the Current Affairs constitute an indispensable tool for all the recruitment examinations 
today.However, an aspirant often finds it difficult to read and memorize all the current affairs, from an exam 
perspective.The Newspapers and magazines are full of information, that may or may not be useful for the 
exams. Thus, acandidate is forced to spend a substantial amount of his time in selecting and maintaining 
notes for the current
affairs.
Another problem is that it is difficult to get every bit of information, relevant from the exam perspective at 
oneplace. Thus, candidates are often found wasting their time in search of current affairs material.
It is with this problem in mind that we have come up with the GIST of The Hindu and Press Information 
Bureau(PIB).
The whole concept of the CRUX is to provide you with a summary of the important news and current 
affairs,from an exam point of view. By reading the CRUX, you will be able to save your precious time and 
effort, as you get all the relevant matter in a summarized and convenient form.
The Crux is particularly helpful for the Civil Services, Banking, SSC and other exams that have a current 
affairs section.
The material is being provided in such a manner that it is helpful for both- objective and descriptive sections.
Our aim is to help the candidates in their effort to get through the examinations. Your efforts and dedication
inspire us to keep going. It is our sincere effort to make your journey easier.

Best Wishes
Editorial Board
Team Aspirant Forum

    Courtesy:
    The Hindu
    Press Information Bureau (PIB)
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National
Citizenship Bill may have to wait for House 

nod

The Citizenship (Amendment) Bill, 2016, is unlikely 

to be tabled in the monsoon session of Parliament 

as the Joint Parliamentary Committee (JPC) that 

is examining the legislation intends to have wider 

consultations, its chairperson said.

JPC chairperson Rajendra Agrawal told The 

Hindu that the Bill needed further intensive 

discussions and the JPC would seek the advice of 

legal and constitutional experts. The Bill proposes 

citizenship to six persecuted minorities — Hindus, 

Jains, Sikhs, Parsis, Christians and Buddhists — 

from Pakistan, Afghanistan and Bangladesh who 

came to India before 2014.

Resistance in Assam

There has been strong resistance to the Bill in Assam 

as it seeks to grant citizenship to non-Muslims from 

Bangladesh. Several political and civil groups in 

Assam have said the Bill would pave the way for 

giving citizenship to illegal Hindu immigrants from 

Bangladesh in Assam, in violation of the Assam 

Accord, 1985.

The JPC that visited Assam on May 7 faced protests as 

indigenous groups see the Bill as a move to legitimise 

Hindus who have migrated from Bangladesh after 

1971. As per the orders of the Supreme Court, 

the next draft of the National Register of Citizens 

(NRC) is to be published on June 30, and this has 

also created hurdles to the passage of the Bill. A 

total of 3.29 crore people applied for inclusion in the 

NRC. In the first list, around 1.9 crore names were 

included.

Mr. Agrawal said they would wait for the NRC 

process to be completed. The NRC is being updated 

to weed out illegal migrants who came to the State 

after the 1971 war when Bangladesh liberated itself 

from Pakistan.

Air India’s Boeing 777 set to be overhauled

India is 18 months away from getting its first ever 

exclusive pair of VVIP planes as Air India’s brand 
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new Boeing 777-300 ER aircraft left for the US   

morning to be overhauled for use by the President, 

Vice President and Prime Minister of the country.

The plane will be modified to include VIP enclosures, 

a press conference room, on-board Wi-Fi, and a 

patient transport unit for medical emergencies, 

among other requirements. It will also have a special 

protection suite or an anti-missile system.

“The plane has left for Boeing’s facility at Forth 

Worth, Dallas. Air India has entered into an 

agreement with Boeing to carry out retrofitment, 

which will be completed in 18 months,” said an 

official of the airline.

Unlike the Boeing 747-400, which were borrowed 

from Air India whenever a VVIP had to make a 

foreign trip, a Boeing 777-300 ER can fly for nearly 

20 hours non-stop, or as far as the US, and will not 

have to halt midway for refuelling.

In February and March, Air India added three Boeing 

777-300 ERs to its fleet, completing an order of 68 

planes placed in 2006. Two of these three have been 

set aside for VVIPs.

Govt. to invoke Benami Act for failure to link 

Aadhaar?

The Telangana government is said to be considering 

invoking provisions of a Central legislation ‘Benami 

Transactions (Prohibition) Act’ against those who 

did not link their land holdings with Aadhaar in the 

recent updation of land records.

Though a senior official told The Hindu that the 

decision was not yet taken, the government has 

already barred issue of pattadar passbooks or 

cheques as part of Rytu Bandhu programme to 

those in possession of these lands. The Act prohibits 

benami transactions and provides for confiscation of 

the properties.

Sources said the government was in the know 

about the real owners of the lands. As soon as the 

registration of these lands was completed, mutation 

of the holdings was taken up in records. Based on the 

information, the government was likely to proceed. 

The government suspected majority of lands which 

were not Aadhaar seeded to be benami. The Revenue 

machinery made futile attempts to link the lands 

with Aadhaar for over two months. In this context, 

the government mulled giving the owners one more 

chance before launching legal proceedings. Out of 

57.33 lakh land holdings in the State, only 52.73 
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lakh accounts were Aadhaar seeded. There was 

no response from the remaining 4.60 lakh account 

holders. A majority of them were suspected to be 

banami while a small percentage were NRIs. Film 

personalities, industrialists, politicians and real 

estate dealers were suspected to be behind benami 

transactions. The government had issued pattadar 

passbooks to only those who furnished Aadhaar 

numbers and even ensured that only the pictures 

on Aadhaar cards were used on the passbooks. The 

government was reportedly of the view that it could 

not initiate any legal action against those who did 

not furnish Aadhaar numbers owing to Supreme 

Court directions. Therefore, it considered Benami 

Act.

Centre not to file counter-affidavit on Article 

35A

The Centre has decided not to file any “counter-

affidavit” on Article 35A, which has been challenged 

in the Supreme Court through a Public Interest 

Litigation (PIL) petition.

Article 35A allows the Jammu and Kashmir 

legislature to decide the “permanent residents” of 

the State, prohibits a non-State resident from buying 

property in the State and ensures reservation in 

employment for residents.

The Supreme Court has scheduled further hearing 

for August 6.

Chief Minister Mehbooba Mufti and the former 

Chief Minister, Omar Abdullah, had objected to any 

tinkering with the provision.

Court order

A senior official explained that Attorney-General 

K.K. Venugopal informed the court last year of the 

Centre’s decision not to file any counter-affidavit. 

The Supreme Court gave an order stating the same. 

The official said the Centre would stick to the order, 

though it was an interim one.

On July 17, 2017, the court recorded: “Learned 

Attorney General, representing the Union of India, 

states that a conscious decision has been taken not 

to file any counter-affidavit in this case because the 

issues, which are raised for adjudication, are pure 
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questions of law.”

The State government has filed an affidavit opposing 

any such move.

The official said the case was still being heard as 

similar petitions were bunched together. “This 

particular provision was included in the Constitution 

by a Presidential Order. Our stand is clear: this is 

a matter of interpretation of law and the Supreme 

Court should decide. Though the hearing is still on, 

we will continue to abide by the interim order that 

a conscious decision has been taken not to file any 

counter-affidavit,” he said.

Home Minister Rajnath Singh is expected to visit 

Srinagar and Jammu on June 7 and 8. The visit 

comes amid the Centre’s decision to suspend security 

operations during the month of Ramzan.

During his last visit to the Valley in September, Mr. 

Singh was non-committal on the Centre’s stand on 

filing any affidavit.

Article 35A was incorporated into the Constitution 

by an order of the then President Rajendra Prasad on 

the advice of the Jawaharlal Nehru Cabinet in 1954.

It grants a special status to Jammu and Kashmir.

The Constitution (Application to Jammu and 

Kashmir) Order followed the 1952 Delhi Agreement 

between Nehru and the then Prime Minister of 

Jammu and Kashmir, Sheikh Abdullah, which 

extended Indian citizenship to the ‘State subjects’ of 

Jammu and Kashmir.

India’s rank marginally improves in peace 

index

India’s rank has marginally improved in “global 

peacefulness”, at a time when there is an overall 

decline of global peace owing to escalation of 

violence in West Asia and and North Africa.

Pakistan’s rank too has improved marginally, 

according to the Global Peace Index (GPI), released 

by Australia-based Institute for Economics and 

Peace (IEP).

The IEP, world’s leading think tank that develops 

metrics to analyse peace and quantify its economic 

value, released the 12th edition of the GPI, or 

measure of global peacefulness,  .

India’s GPI rank was 137 out of 163 countries in 

2017, when the year 2016 was assessed. India’s rank 

moved up to 136 for 2017. This is in line with the 

performance of some of the South Asian countries. 

Nepal’s rank moved up from 93 to 84, while Sri 
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Lanka’s position moved up too, from position 80 to 

67. Pakistan’s rank moved from 152 to 151. “South 

Asia experienced the largest regional improvement 

in peacefulness,” the report noted. However, the best 

performer of South Asia, Bhutan, slipped from 13th 

to 19th position, while Bangladesh’ peace index 

deteriorated sharply. Bangladesh moved from 84th 

to 93rd position.

Peace continues to record a “gradual, sustained fall” 

across the world, the report noted. “The results of 

the 2018 GPI find that the global level of peace has 

deteriorated by 0.27% last year, marking the fourth 

successive year of deteriorations,” the IEP report 

said.

Syria remained the least peaceful country in the 

world, a position that it had held for the past five 

years.

Iceland continues to remain the most peaceful 

country in the world, a position it has held since 

2008.

India not ready to sign the Hague treaty

The government is not yet ready to sign the Hague 

treaty on inter-country abduction of children by 

parents fleeing a bad marriage, said a senior official 

of the Ministry of Women and Child Development 

(WCD).

There has been immense pressure from the U.S. 

on the government to sign the treaty though the 

government has long held the view that the decision 

could lead to harassment of women escaping marital 

discord or domestic violence.

“The government is not yet ready to sign the Hague 

treaty. If at all we do, we will follow the Japan 

example and put safeguards in place before acceding 

to the Hague treaty,” said the official on condition of 

anonymity.

‘Political decision’

“This is not a unilateral decision my Ministry can 

take. It has to be a political decision this government 

needs to take. We have sent the report to the Ministry 

of External Affairs and other Ministries, and we are 

waiting for a reaction from them,” WCD Minister 

Maneka Gandhi said.

The Hague Convention is a multi-national treaty that 

seeks to protect children wrongfully removed by one 

of the parents from the custody of the other parent.

A committee constituted by the Centre to examine 

legal issues involved in international parental 
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abduction submitted its report in April, opposing a 

central provision of the Hague Convention. It said 

that the criterion of habitual residence of the child, 

which is used to determine whether the child was 

wrongfully removed by a parent as well as to seek 

the return of the child to the country of habitual 

residence, was not in the best interest of the child.

Nodal body

It also recommended setting up of a Child Removal 

Disputes Resolution Authority to act as a nodal body 

to decide on the custody of the child as well as a 

model law to deal with such disputes.

However, the government is contemplating assigning 

the National Commission for Protection of Children 

the responsibility to adjudicate on such cases along 

with a judicial expert.

While the government had decided in late 2016 that 

it will not sign the Hague treaty, later it appointed 

a panel to prepare a report indicating that there 

was some rethinking within the government on the 

matter.

UN India business forum, NITI Aayog form 

consortium to help women entrepreneurs

The UN India Business Forum and the Women 

Entrepreneurial Platform of NITI Aayog   formed 

a consortium to reduce gender disparities in start-

up investments by providing mentorship and 

networking opportunities and accelerating financial 

and market linkages for women entrepreneurs.

UN India-NITI Aayog Investor Consortium 

for Women Entrepreneurs will bring together 

key ecosystem stakeholders, including venture 

capitalists and impact investors, international donor 

and funding agencies, private sector partners and 

state governments, according to a joint statement.

The consortium aims to strengthen women’s 

entrepreneurship by creating an enabling ecosystem 

for investments. Women entrepreneurs will be 

identified through key partners, including WEP, UN 

Women, and UNDP. The consortium secretariat will 

then connect entrepreneurs with relevant members.

In “full potential” scenario when women participate 

in the economy, equally to men, it could add $2.9 

trillion to India’s GDP by 2025, according to the 

statement. However, Indian women entrepreneurs 

continue to face challenges in accessing investors 

and raising capital.

Sustainable development has the potential to open 
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up markets worth $12 trillion around the world by 

2030.

$5 trillion estimated

It is estimated that up to $5 trillion is needed in a 

year to implement UN’s Sustainable Development 

Goals (SDGs) worldwide. Return on investments on 

implementing the SDGs could be about $30 billion 

a year.

Key partners for finance include HDFC, ICICI 

Bank, State Bank of India, Ambuja Cement, Tata 

Housing and LinkedIn while for health and nutrition 

companies such as Cadila Pharmaceuticals, Philips 

India, and Tata Chemicals have enrolled.

‘GST Council meet may take up inclusion of 

natural gas’

The Goods and Services Tax Council is likely to take 

up the possible inclusion of natural gas in the indirect 

tax regime during its next meeting, according to a 

senior official in the Council.

“Petroleum is a considerably larger source for 

revenues not only for [the] Centre but States also and 

on [the] natural gas front, there is some consensus 

for bringing it into GST ambit and therefore, it 

could be the first petroleum product that could come 

within the GST network,” Dheeraj Rastogi, Joint 

Secretary, GST Council, said while addressing a 

PHD Chambers of Commerce and Industry event.

“[We are] going to propose inclusion of natural gas 

within the GST purview on an experimental basis in 

the forthcoming GST Council meeting,” Mr. Rastogi 

added, saying that this could be soon followed by 

the inclusion of aviation turbine fuel (ATF). Mr. 

Rastogi, however, did not specify the tax bracket for 

natural gas if it was included in GST.

Currently, petroleum crude, motor spirit (petrol), 

high speed diesel, natural gas, and ATF have 

been kept out of GST. However, several officials, 

including Petroleum Minister Dharmendra Pradhan 

and Indian Oil Corporation chairman Sanjiv Singh, 

had repeatedly said that petroleum products and 

natural gas should be brought under the unified 

indirect tax regime.

Advance ruling
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The Joint Secretary also touched upon the issue of 

advance ruling, acknowledging the problems being 

caused by disparate and often, contradictory rulings 

by different States on the same issues. He said a 

policy decision was likely to be taken on setting up 

a centralised advance ruling authority rather than 

leaving the redressal to State authorities.

Separately, Minister of State for Finance Shiv Pratap 

Shukla reportedly said the next Council meeting 

would also look into further rationalisation of tax 

rates.

Fingerprint verification must for availing 

PDS

Beneficiaries of the Public Distribution System 

(PDS) in the State will not be able to get essential 

commodities through “proxies” in the near future 

when the Civil Supplies Department installs 

fingerprint recorders at fair price shops.

Under the new system, every time the benefit is 

availed, one of the beneficiaries enumerated in the 

family card should visit the ration shop concerned 

and get his or her fingerprint recorded.

The proposed system would be in place in a few 

months, said a senior official of the Civil Supplies 

Department. All the 34,772 shops will have the 

devices. Only a week ago, the Department floated 

bids for procuring the recorders. It is planning to 

award the contract by August.

At present, the shops have been provided with PoS 

machines, which serve as billing units at the time of 

distribution of essential commodities.

PM’s maternity scheme benefits 23.6 lakh

After initial hiccups in implementing the maternity 

benefit programme Pradhan Mantri Matru Vandana 

Yojana (PMMVY), the government has finally 

made some headway and provided cash incentives 

to nearly 23.6 lakh beneficiaries out of an estimated 

51.6 lakh a year.

The scheme was approved by the Union Cabinet 

in May 2017 and was expected to be rolled out in 

September that year. However, until January 2018, 

the government programme had covered only 90,000 

women — a mere 2% of the target.
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Under the scheme, pregnant women and lactating 

mothers are offered a cash incentive of Rs. 6,000 on 

the birth of their first child as partial compensation 

for wage loss, to reduce maternal mortality and 

malnutrition levels among children.

“Many States like Tamil Nadu, Telangana, Odisha 

and West Bengal have not yet come on board to 

implement the scheme. As these States account 

for nearly 25% of the total beneficiaries, we have 

actually been able to serve 23.6 lakh of the 38 

lakh beneficiaries or more than 60% of women,” 

R.K. Shrivastava, Secretary, Women and Child 

Development, has said in an interview.

Huge backlog

However, due to a huge backlog from last year, the 

government needed to provide cash benefits to over 

100 lakh estimated beneficiaries by the end of the 

financial year 2018-19.

The official was confident of meeting the target.

An amount of Rs. 673 crore has been transferred to the 

accounts of the beneficiaries out of the total budget 

of Rs. 2,594 crore set aside for the scheme last year, 

and another Rs. 2,400 crore allocated for the current 

fiscal. The scheme is being implemented on a 60:40 

cost-sharing basis with the State governments.

While States like Tamil Nadu, Telangana, Odisha 

and West Bengal have their own maternity benefit 

schemes and have been reluctant to implement the 

PMMVY, the senior official said they were bound to 

comply because the scheme was a by-product of the 

National Food Security Act.

India to host first BIMSTEC war games

India will host the first military exercise of the 

BIMSTEC (Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-

Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation) 

group focussing on counter-terrorism in September. 

As part of this, a conclave of the Army chiefs of all 

seven member-states is being planned.

The exercise is scheduled to be held in Pune in the 
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second week of September.

“The aim of the exercise is to promote strategic 

alignment among the member-states and to share 

best practices in the area of counter-terrorism,” a 

defence source said.

The initial planning conference to work out the 

modalities is scheduled to be held next week and the 

final planning conference is scheduled in August.

BIMSTEC was set up in 1997 and includes India, 

Bangladesh, Bhutan Myanmar, Nepal, Sri Lanka 

and Thailand.

The theme includes counter-terrorism in semi-urban 

terrain and cordon and search, and each side will 

bring in some 30 soldiers.

Counter-terror ops

The conclave of Army chiefs is scheduled on the 

last two days of the exercise. The chiefs will debate 

the challenge of terrorism and transnational crime, 

which is a major concern among all the states and 

on how they can promote collective cooperation, the 

source said.

BIMSTEC countries held a disaster management 

exercise in 2017, but this is the first military exercise 

of the grouping which brings together important 

neighbours of India in South and Southeast Asia.

India is facing its worst water crisis: NITI 

Aayog

‘The demand for potable water will outstrip supply 

by 2030’

The NITI Aayog   released the results of a study 

warning that India is facing its “worst” water crisis 

in history and that the demand for potable water will 

outstrip supply by 2030, if steps are not taken.

Nearly 600 million Indians faced high-to-extreme 

water stress and about 2,00,000 people died every 

year because of inadequate access to safe water. 

Twenty-one cities, including Delhi, Bengaluru, 

Chennai and Hyderabad, will run out of groundwater 

by 2020, affecting 100 million people, the study 
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noted. If matters are to continue, there will be a 6% 

loss in the country’s Gross Domestic Product by 

2050, the report says.

Moreover, critical groundwater resources, which 

accounted for 40% of the water supply, are being 

depleted at “unsustainable” rates and up to 70% of 

the supply is “contaminated,” the report says.

Managing water

The observations are part of a study that ranked 

24 States on how well they managed their water. 

Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh took 

the top three spots, and Jharkhand, Bihar and Haryana 

came in last in the ‘Non-Himalayan States’ category. 

Himachal Pradesh — which is facing one of its worst 

water crises this year — led a separate eight-member 

list of States clubbed together as ‘North-Eastern 

and Himalayan.’ These two categories were made 

to account for different hydrological conditions 

across the two groups. About 60% of the States were 

marked as “low performers,” and this was cause for 

“alarm.”

Many of the States that performed badly — Uttar 

Pradesh, Odisha, Chhattisgarh — accounted for 

20-30% of India’s agricultural output. “Given the 

combination of rapidly declining groundwater 

levels and limited policy action… this is likely to be 

a significant food security risk for the country,” the 

report says.

On the other hand, the index noted, several of the 

high and medium performers — Gujarat, Madhya 

Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Maharashtra 

and Telangana — had faced droughts in recent years. 

Therefore, a lack of water was not necessary grounds 

for the States not initiating action on conservation. 

Most of the gains registered by the States were 

due to their restoration of surface water bodies, 

watershed development activities and rural water 

supply provision.

Envisioned as an annual exercise, the Composite 

Water Management Index (CWMI), to evaluate 

States, has been developed by the NITI Aayog and 

comprises 9 broad sectors with 28 different indicators 

covering various aspects of groundwater, restoration 

of water bodies, irrigation, farm practices, drinking 

water, policy and governance. “While Jharkhand 

and Rajasthan may have scored low, they have made 

remarkable improvement when compared over two 

years,” said Amitabh Kant, CEO, NITI Aayog.

Other experts said that unless India woke up to its 

water crisis, disaster loomed.
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India calls UN report on Kashmir fallacious

India   rejected a report from the UN that called for an 

international investigation into the alleged incidents 

of human rights abuse by Indian forces in Kashmir.

A statement from the Ministry of External Affairs 

said the first-ever UN report on human rights 

situation was “fallacious.”

“It is a selective compilation of largely unverified 

information. It is overtly prejudiced and seeks to 

build a false narrative. The report violates India’s 

sovereignty and integrity... it is disturbing that 

those behind this report have chosen to describe 

internationally designated and UN-proscribed 

terrorist entities as ‘armed groups’ and terrorists as 

‘leaders.’ This undermines the UN-led consensus 

on zero tolerance to terrorism,” the MEA said in a 

response to the report, which covers both the State 

of Jammu and Kashmir and the part of the State 

under Pakistani control. The 49-page report focused 

on the human rights situation in the State between 

January 2016 and April 2018 during which violence 

escalated. In view of the spiralling terrorism and 

counter-terror operations, the report urged India to 

ratify the International Convention for the Protection 

of all Persons from Enforced Disappearance, and 

the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, 

Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment 

and its Optional Protocol.

The UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human 

Rights said the report was drafted through remote-

monitoring as neither Pakistan nor India was willing 

to grant access to the sources on both sides of the 

Line of Control. The U.N. corroborated information 

through sources on the ground.

MEA holds multi-agency meet

Officials from the CBI and the Enforcement 

Directorate   attended a multi-agency meeting held 

by the Ministry of External Affairs on preparations 

for extradition of fugitive economic offenders, 

particularly diamond merchant Nirav Modi and his 

uncle Mehul Choksi.
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Among those present at the meeting were officials 

from the Ministry of Home Affairs. They discussed 

various measures to ensure expeditious extradition of 

the wanted persons and reviewed the developments 

in the case.

Current whereabouts

In the case of Mr. Modi, the investigating agencies 

are yet to establish his current whereabouts through 

Interpol. He is now suspected to be in Brussels 

(Belgium) and probe agencies may soon contact the 

authorities there.

His subsequent movements are not yet clear. The 

fugitive businessman was earlier travelling on an 

Indian passport, which had been revoked by the MEA 

in February. The agencies, it is learnt, have been told 

that upon revocation of passports in such cases, a 

communication is usually sent to all the countries 

informing them of the decision. However, there 

is no system of real-time data sharing on passport 

revocations.

“As the passport — carrying a valid visa — remains 

in the person’s possession, the accused may still be 

able to use it for further travels. It happens mostly 

because there is no global integrated data mechanism 

to keep an updated record of passport revocations in 

different countries,” said an official.

Govt. to study impact of its ads

The Information and Broadcasting Ministry plans to 

conduct an independent study to gauge the impact 

of government advertisements on people, a move 

aimed at drawing up a strategy for the judicious use 

of money for publicity, sources said.

The initiative comes ahead of the Lok Sabha election 

in 2019 for which the government is expected to 

reach out to the people and highlight the works done 

by it in the past four years.

The Directorate of Advertising and Visual Publicity 

(DAVP) is the nodal agency of the government 

for advertising on behalf of various Ministries, 

departments, public sector firms and autonomous 

organisations it funds. The advertisements are 

carried on various platforms, including print and 

visual media.

Sources said the study would help the government 

understand which medium to use for publicising a 

particular scheme for better impact.

Last year, the DAVP was merged with the 

Directorate of Field Publicity and Song and Drama 
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Division to form a new entity — Bureau of Outreach 

Communication — for bringing in synergy for 

efficient publicity works of the government.

Higher spend last year

The DAVP spent about Rs. 1,286 crore in 2016-17 

on advertisements on government policies, schemes, 

projects and events through various media, the Rajya 

Sabha was informed last year.

The amount spent by the agency for 2016-17 was 

8.15% higher than the Rs. 1,188.85 crore spent in 

2015-16. The DAVP spent Rs. 998.34 crore in 2014-

15, Union Minister Rajyavardhan Singh Rathore 

had said in a written reply.

India’s first river interlinking project caught 

in U.P.-M.P. tussle

The project, which involves deforesting a portion 

of the Panna Tiger Reserve in Madhya Pradesh, 

was accorded clearance by the National Wildlife 

Board on the condition that the land lost would be 

made good by acquiring contiguous, revenue land. 

This is to ensure that wildlife corridors in the region 

aren’t hit. “The M.P. government has said that they 

are facing major difficulties over this,” said a senior 

person in the Water Ministry involved with the 

project.

Unlikely this year

Another hurdle is a dispute over how Uttar Pradesh 

and Madhya Pradesh — the two beneficiaries — will 

share water in the Rabi season.

These “major” issues made it quite unlikely that 

the project will get under way this year. A person 

familiar with the deliberations told The Hindu , 

“New points of differences between the two States 

are constantly being raked up… there are still many 

things to be ironed out before the project can be sent 

for the [Union] Cabinet’s approval.”

Conceived as a two-part project, this is India’s first 

river interlinking project. It is perceived as a model 

plan for similar interstate river transfer missions.

Phase 1 involves building a 77 m-tall and a 2 km-

wide dam, the Dhaudhan dam, and a 230 km canal to 

transfer extra water from the Ken river for irrigating 

3.64 lakh hectares in the Bundelkhand region of 

Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh.
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Originally, this phase envisaged irrigating 6,35,661 

ha annually (3,69,881 ha in M.P. and 2,65,780 ha 

in U.P.). In addition, the project was to provide 49 

million cubic metres (MCM) of water for en route 

drinking water supply.

‘No longer valid’

While there’s a 2005 agreement between Uttar 

Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh on how water would 

be shared, Madhya Pradesh said last year that these 

assumptions were no longer valid and the only way 

to meet increased water requirements would be to 

include certain local water management projects — 

the Kotha barrage, Lower Orr and Bina complex that 

were envisaged in the second phase of the project — 

in the first phase.

In theory, this could mean a completely fresh 

environmental appraisal. The Central Water 

Commission is yet to officially take a call, though 

government sources say the Centre is agreeable to 

the change. However, new demands by Madhya 

Pradesh for more water during the Rabi season are 

yet to be negotiated.

Brexit Bill becomes law

A Bill enacting Britain’s decision to leave the 

European Union (EU) has become law after months 

of debate, the Speaker of Parliament announced   to 

cheers from Conservative Party lawmakers.

Speaker John Bercow said the EU (Withdrawal) 

Bill, which repeals the 1972 European Communities 

Act through which Britain became a member, had 

received royal assent from Queen Elizabeth II.

The Bill transfers decades of European law onto 

British statute books in a bid to avoid any legal 

disruption.

March 29 the day

It also enshrines Brexit day in British law as March 

29, 2019 at 11 p.m. (2300 GMT) — midnight 

Brussels time, defined by the end of the two-year 

Article 50 withdrawal processes.

The Bill has undergone more than 250 hours of 

acrimonious debate in the Houses of Parliament 

since it was introduced in July 2017.

Eurosceptics celebrated the passing of the Bill 

through Parliament last week as proof that, despite all 

the continuing uncertainty over the negotiations with 

Brussels, Britain was leaving the EU. International 

Trade Minister Liam Fox said it paved the way 

“irrevocably” for Brexit, adding that the chances of 

Britain not leaving “are now zero”.
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Leading eurosceptic MP Jacob Rees-Mogg, a 

member of the ruling Conservative party, said at 

the weekend: “The legal position is now so much 

stronger for a clean Brexit.

“Crucially this makes the Prime Minister’s 

negotiating hand much stronger.”

Another eurosceptic Conservative MP, Dominic 

Raab, said Ms. May would go to an EU summit later 

this week “with the wind in her sails”.

The government had a tough time getting the Bill 

through Parliament and was forced to concede some 

power to lawmakers over the final Brexit deal agreed 

with Brussels.

ICSSR’s new vision: make research relevant 

to policy

In an attempt at making research projects awarded 

by the Indian Council of Social Science Research 

(ICSSR) move from “pure ideological research” to 

one that is in sync with policy imperatives, the apex 

social science research body has formulated a blue 

print of key areas for future research.

It has sent a vision document called IMPRESS 

(Impactful Policy Research in Social Sciences) to 

the government, sources say.

This apart, it has also made a tentative list of themes 

on which it would like to support research.

“We believe that social science research should focus 

on areas that can link research to pressing policy 

needs of the time. Social science is close to society 

and research in it should contribute to solving the 

problems we face,” a well-placed source said on 

condition of anonymity. The ICHR awards doctoral 

and post-doctoral fellowships. It also awards minor 

and major projects. In future, proposals that are 

related to the thrust areas are more likely to pass 

muster, though other proposals also can.

The document shared with the government identifies 

many thrust areas. These include research proposals 

on public private partnerships, food security, Make 

In India (a key policy initiative of the present 

government), federalism, regionalism and its 

implications, etc.

Significantly, one of the thrust areas mentioned in 

the document is the idea of simultaneous elections 

to the Lok Sabha and State legislative assemblies, 

another idea supported by the present government.

Fake news, paid news and media ownership also 

figure among the thrust areas for research, the 

official said.
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The ICSSR has also internally formulated some key 

themes for research, apart from the document shared 

with the Ministry of Human Resource Development.

These include agrarian issues, farmers’ distress, 

agricultural growth, poverty alleviation, revitalisation 

of manufacturing, trade and investment policy, 

liberalisation and lost opportunities, etc.

Kharif sowing on, but no word on MSPs

The monsoon has arrived in northern India and is 

expected to cover the whole country in the next 

few days, but farmers are still waiting for the 

announcement of the minimum support prices 

(MSP) for major crops.

The Modi government had promised that this year 

the MSPs would be set at least 50% higher than 

production costs, but without a clear announcement 

on actual prices ahead of the monsoon, agrarian 

experts say farmers have been left in the lurch. As of 

June 22,115.9 lakh hectares had already been sown.

Onus on States

The government is also considering three NITI 

Aayog proposals which could shift some of the 

burden of enforcing MSPs to the States and even 

private agencies. A Group of Ministers constituted 

under Home Minister Rajnath Singh in April, has 

been considering the proposals, and is likely to make 

an announcement the next few days, according to 

a senior government official. Several government 

officials told The Hindu this was one of the main 

reasons for the delay in announcing MSPs.

Despite widespread expectations within and outside 

the government, MSPs were not on the agenda of the 

Union Cabinet, meeting  .

Several States have expressed reservations about the 

viability of the proposals, government officials said. 

As late as Thursday afternoon, the NITI Aayog was 

still holding consultations with a group of farmers 

on the possibility of procurement by traders, said 

sources aware of the meeting.

MSPs for 23 major crops are announced at the 

beginning of sowing season, which for the kharif 

(summer) season is signalled by the onset of the 

monsoon. Accordingly, the announcement is usually 

made in the first two weeks of June.

Farmers disadvantaged

Political parties and agricultural experts say the 

delay could prove costly for farmers.

“As the sowing is under way, the farmers should 

have been made aware of the MSPs to avoid unviable 
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crop choices,” said K.C. Tyagi, Secretary-General, 

Janata Dal (U) in a statement  .

“Farmers tend to shift to crops that come with higher 

MSPs to ensure their sustenance.”

Noting that while farmers have been producing 

bumper crops, they have been unable to get MSP 

rates, Mr. Tyagi urged the Prime Minister to call a 

meeting of the Cabinet Committee on Economic 

Affairs (CCEA) to address the issue without delay.

“The government is facing political difficulties as it 

has promised an MSP hike without any substantial 

increase in budgeted outflow,” said Yogendra Yadav, 

president of the Swaraj Abhiyan, adding that crops 

like cotton and ragi were likely to see a major hike 

in MSP, while even a modest increase in paddy MSP 

could result in large outflows. “This is an election 

year, so the government will want to present a 

meagre concession as a big bonanza...This delay is 

about political packaging and financial jugglery.”

Call to quash citizenship Bill grows louder

The brewing discontent against the Citizenship 

(Amendment) Bill, 2016, surfaced yet again in 

Assam   as various organisations, including a 

students’ union, took to the streets here, urging the 

government to accord constitutional safeguards to 

the indigenous people.

People from different walks of life joined the 

protest rally that was taken out from Latasil Field 

here and culminated at Assam Engineering Institute 

playground, a member of All Assam Students’ Union 

said.

‘Bill unconstitutional’

The Bill is “unconstitutional and unacceptable”, it 

will put the identity of local people at stake, AASU 

adviser Samujjal Bhattacharya said.

“The only solution acceptable to us is the revocation 

of the Bill. We urge the opposition parties to push 

the government in that direction,” Mr. Bhattacharya 

said at the protest meet, organised by 29 indigenous 

organisations.

The Northeast region is not a “dumping ground for 

illegal Bangladeshis”, he added.

“Assam Chief Minister Sarbananda Sonowal had 

been saying that people of the State should have 
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faith in the government, but we are worried as the 

existence of tribal people here has come under 

threat,” he stated.

The Bill, introduced in the Lok Sabha to amend 

the Citizenship Act 1955, proposes to make illegal 

migrants of six communities — Hindus, Sikhs, 

Buddhists, Jains, Parsis and Christians — eligible 

for Indian citizenship after six years of residence in 

the country.

The Central government should initiate a bilateral 

dialogue with the Bangladeshi government to ensure 

deportation of Bangladeshis who have been putting 

up illegally in the region, he said.

“It is high time the debate over the controversial 

Citizenship Bill is put to rest. The Centre should 

introduce constitutional safeguards to protect the 

identity of the people and this includes an inner line 

permit in Northeast States, taking into consideration 

the local conditions,” Mr. Bhattacharya added.

Opinion divided

A Joint Parliamentary Committee on the Bill had 

visited Guwahati and Silchar in May to gather views 

of political and social organisations as well the 

general public on the proposed amendment.

Opinions on the Bill, however, appeared divided in 

Assam, with people in Barak valley voicing support 

to it, while those in Brahmaputra valley opposing 

the amendment tooth and nail.

Now, it’s PM’s word on kharif MSP

The Union Cabinet will approve minimum support 

prices (MSP) at 150% of input costs for kharif crops 

at its next meeting, Prime Minister Narendra Modi 

assured a group of sugar cane farmers, who met him 

at his residence   evening.

The PM’s reassurance comes as farmers’ groups 

have started agitating on the lack of announcement 

on MSP rates, though sowing of kharif crops has 

begun in most parts of the country. The MSPs act as 

a price signal for farmers and are usually announced 

in early June, at the onset of the monsoon, when 

sowing begins.

 , the India Meteorological Department announced 

that the monsoon had now covered the entire country, 

and the Agriculture Ministry announced that the total 

sown area has crossed 165 lakh hectares.

Announcements soon

The Prime Minister also assured farmers that the 

Fair and Remunerative Price for sugar cane for the 

2018-19 season would be announced within the next 
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two weeks, and would be set higher than the 2017-18 rate, according to an official statement. The FRP will 

also incentivise farmers whose crops have a sugar recovery rate higher than 9.5%, Mr. Modi said.

More than 140 farmers from major sugar-producing States — Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, Karnataka, 

Uttarakhand and Punjab — met the Prime Minister.

With sugar mills’ arrears to cane farmers crossing Rs. 22,000 crore, the government has approved several 

relief measures over the past few months, including a production subsidy, buffer stock, minimum retail price 

and a hike in import duties, apart from steps to increase ethanol production from cane. Mr. Modi told the 

farmers that more than Rs. 4,000 crore in arrears had been paid off over the past seven to 10 days as a result 

of these new policy measures.

Dues reduced: Paswan

Earlier in the day, Union Minister for Food and Civil Supplies Ram Vilas Paswan told presspersons that 

the pending dues had been reduced by Rs. 3,000 crore, with government data showing that the total arrears 

stood at Rs. 19,816 crore as on June 25.

The NITI Aayog has held several consultations with farmers’ groups earlier this week regarding the 

implementation of the MSP, according to a person aware of the meetings.

According to government officials, several States expressed reservations about the three options which NITI 

Aayog proposed in March to ensure that the MSP was actually available on the ground. The first proposal 

would make States responsible for procurement, storage and disposal of crops with partial financial support 

from the Centre; the second would pay farmers the price difference between market rates and MSP without 

any crop procurement, and the third would involve procurement by private agencies and traders at MSP 

rates.
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‘Our focus is on recovery’

Punjab National Bank (PNB), India’s second biggest 

lender, has been through tough times ever since the 

Nirav Modi fraud was unearthed. It reported the 

biggest-ever loss in India’s banking history during 

the fourth quarter. Managing director and CEOSunil 

Mehta discusses the way forward. Edited excerpts:

What has been the impact of the Nirav Modi 

scam on the bank?

Despite all the turbulence in the last two-three 

months, the bank has maintained the confidence of 

the customers. That is reflected in the numbers for 

March 31. We have grown better than the industry 

even in credit disbursal. Our credit growth was 

9.8%. If you see our deposits, we have seen a growth 

of 6.2% and added roughly fresh savings bank 

deposits of Rs. 10,000 crore during this financial 

year. Customer confidence and sentiments are totally 

intact, which is reflected in our quarterly numbers.

You clocked the biggest loss in banking history...

All these problems have created higher NPAs (non-

performing assets). That is why we have shown 

higher losses. The entire Rs. 14,000-crore problem 

(related to Nirav Modi scam), we have recognised 

in the balance sheet as on March 31. All these will 

provide us [with] a big kitty. So, we can bounce 

back if we go for recovery. We have taken recovery 

as a major priority for the next two quarters. It has 

already started yielding results. Last year, our total 

cash recovery was to the tune of Rs. 5,000 crore. 

This year, in the first two months itself, we have 

reached recovery of Rs. 4,560 crore, almost equal 

to the last year figure. If you factor in the remaining 

10 months, we can achieve Rs. 25,000 crore. On a 

conservative side, we have estimated Rs. 20,000 

crore of recovery. With these kinds of recoveries, we 

can quickly bounce back.

How confident are you of recovering the money 

in the Nirav Modi case?

It is difficult to quantify. Enforcement Directorate 

(ED) has seized assets worth Rs. 6,000 crore. We 

would get to know how much can be recovered, 

when we put it on sale. More than recovery, the 

message to bank employees and corporates is very 

strong ... that unethical behaviour won’t be tolerated 

and we will come down heavily. In this particular 

case, CBI and ED got into action immediately and 

Economy
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the government’s Fugitive Bill is also sending a 

strong message to corporates that even if you want 

to run away with the money to other country, you 

will not be able to live your life peaceful y.

There is speculation that PNB would slip into the 

Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI) prompt corrective 

action...

The decision on prompt corrective action measure is 

the prerogative of the RBI and I cannot comment on 

it. We are the second biggest lender of the country. 

Everybody would like this institution to keep 

performing, because banking is the backbone of the 

economy. Even in the U.S., the government bailed 

out the private banks during the financial crisis and 

they bounced back and the economy is doing well 

now.

In India, banking is dominated by public sector 

banks and they are owned by government. I don’t 

think banking will see a setback. We have the 

capacity to absorb the shock in this financial year, 

and bounce back to black. The bank’s cost of deposit 

is lowest in the industry, with current account and 

savings account (CASA) accounting for 44%. We 

have a very good retail and priority sector portfolio 

which is not affected by current happening and the 

non-performing asset is low and returns have been 

okay in this. We also have non-crore assets which 

can be tapped for resources. We have raised about 

Rs. 12,000 crore last year, Rs. 5,000 crore coming 

from qualified institutional placement, Rs. 5,500 

crore from government and Rs. 1,300 crore from 

sale of small stake in our housing finance arm.

What are the corrective measures you have 

implemented?

Every threat comes out with an opportunity. So, 

we have utilised this threat to improve our system 

and processes. Now, we have integrated the SWIFT 

system with CBS (core banking solutions) well before 

the April 31 deadline prescribed by the RBI. Another 

major improvement we have undertaken is ... all 

our operations were earlier going through branches 

directly ... now we have created a centralised back 

office for trade finance. So, 100% trade finance such 

as letter of credit and other transactions will pass 

through trade office.

So, it will be originated by a branch and processed 

through back office and even before the money is 

being remitted outside, it would be rechecked and 

third level authentication would also take place. We 

have put sufficient level of checks and balances so 
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that these incidents don’t take place in the future.

We have learned a lesson, and we have implemented 

the correction. We are going to implement the same 

thing for our credit processes also.

India’s manufacturing PMI eases in May

India’s manufacturing sector activity eased in May 

as new work orders rose at a weaker pace, while 

rising inflationary pressures might prompt the 

Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to hike interest rates, 

says a monthly survey.

The Nikkei India Manufacturing Purchasing 

Managers Index (PMI) fell from 51.6 in April to 

51.2 in May.

“The latest PMI survey signalled a further, 

albeit slower, improvement in the health of the 

manufacturing sector in May.

“This was reflective of weaker expansions in output, 

employment and new business,” said Aashna 

Dodhia, economist at IHS Markit and author of the 

report.

This is the tenth consecutive month that the 

manufacturing PMI remained above the 50-point 

mark. In PMI parlance, a print above 50 means 

expansion, while a score below that denotes 

contraction.

Inflationary pressures

On the prices, a build-up of inflationary pressures 

re-emerged as input cost and output inflation was at 

the strongest since February due to the upswing in 

global oil prices.

“As a net importer of crude oil, this could potentially 

destabilise India’s recovery, particularly in private 

consumption. At the same time, IHS anticipates that 

high oil prices will lead to a further depreciation of 

the Indian rupee and a wider current account deficit,” 

Ms. Dodhia said.

She further noted that in an effort to contain inflation 

and maintain financial stability, “it is likely that the 

RBI will raise interest rates over the summer“.

In its first bi-monthly monetary policy for 2018-19 

in April, the RBI had left the repo rate unchanged 

at 6%. The MPC (monetary policy committee) 

maintained status quo for the fourth consecutive 

time since August last year.

Meanwhile, amid reports of greater demand 

from international markets, Indian manufacturers 

reported the strongest gain in new export orders 

since February.

On the employment front, firms raised their staffing 
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levels in May but at a softer pace, reflecting weaker 

trends observed in output and new orders.

‘Relaxation in cabotage law to benefit Indian 

ports’

The Centre’ move to relax cabotage law may be a 

‘game changer and transform India’s ports into a 

major transhipment hub,’ according to Mumbai and 

Nhava Sheva Ship Agents Association (MANSA).

On May 21, the Shipping Ministry issued a 

notification lifting restrictions on foreign registered 

vessels on transportation of loaded or empty 

containers between Indian ports. Earlier, it was the 

prerogative of Indian registered shipping lines that 

paid taxes and were governed by Indian laws.

Commenting on the development, Captain Vivek 

Singh Anand, president, MANSA, said, “Apart from 

creating a level-playing field, reduction in freight 

rates and making Indian trade more competitive, 

the move would allow coastal movement of export, 

import/ empty containers by foreign vessels leading 

to healthy competition among shipping lines,”

‘Positive impact’

He said Indian ports can now attract cargo originating 

from or destined to foreign ports, leading to cargo 

growth in India. “This move would also have a 

positive impact on the competitiveness of the Indian 

traders and manufacturers by reducing the supply 

chain lag time and transhipment cost at a foreign 

port,” he said.

According to MANSA the relaxation in cabotage law 

would also address the problem of empty containers 

getting accumulated at some Indian port while other 

ports facing a shortage of empty containers.

“As a result, the additional cost of repositioning of 

these empty containers to deficit port(s) across the 

Indian coast would be reduced substantially with 

foreign vessels now being allowed to pick up such 

containers. The issue of empty containers was an 

outcome of uneven growth in containerised cargo 

resulting from the imbalance in exports and import,” 

MANSA chief said.

New allegations made against ICICI’s CEO

Levelling fresh allegations of quid pro quo deals 

by ICICI Bank MD and CEO Chanda Kochhar, 

independent activist and whistle-blower Arvind 

Gupta has alleged that Ruia brothers of Essar Group 
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got undue favours from the bank for “round-tripping” 

investments into her spouse Deepak Kochhar’s 

NuPower Group.

The Ruias funded the NuPower and its subsidiary 

through their son-in-law Nishant Kanodia and 

nephew Anirudh Bhuwalka during December 2010 

to March 2012 by subscribing to compulsorily 

convertible preference shares and equity shares, Mr. 

Gupta alleged in his fresh letter dated May 11, 2018, 

addressed to Prime Minister Narendra Modi.

Almost two years ago (March 2016), he had written a 

letter to the PM, alleging dirty dealings between the 

bank, through Chanda Kochhar, and the Videocon 

Group to benefit her family..

Citing data accessed from the Registrar of Companies 

(RoC) filings by NuPower Renewables, Mr. Gupta’s 

letter reveals that Nishant Kanodia invested in 

NuPower via Firstland Holdings, Mauritius, the 

holding company of Matix Group (co-promoted by 

Mr. Kanodia).

MSCI mulls caps on EMs including India

What is MSCI?

It is the world’s biggest index compiler, with more 

than $10 trillion in assets benchmarked to its 

products, with emerging markets alone accounting 

for $2 trillion.

Why are MSCI indices important?

The indices are closely tracked by global investors. 

Inclusion in MSCI Inc.’s stock indices opens up 

investment interest from foreign investors in a 

particular country and brings a stamp of financial 

credibility.

Why has MSCI put India on notice?

MSCI said it is placing emerging markets including 

India and Brazil on notice for limiting investor 

access. For instance, MSCI has cited the fact 

that international investors face a lengthy and 

burdensome mandatory registration process with the 

market regulator, the Securities and Exchange Board 

of India (SEBI).

In February, the National Stock Exchange of India 

(NSE) barred foreign bourses from trading in Nifty 

derivatives.

NSE and Singapore Exchange Ltd. are in a legal 

tussle over the issue. MSCI has expressed concerns 

over the dispute.

“It is expected that stock exchanges, which often 

have legal or natural monopolies, should not impose 

clauses in their provision of stock market data,” 
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MSCI said. “The existence of these types of practices 

will lead to a negative assessment,” it added.

What next on the issue?

MSCI said India and Brazil, along with Turkey 

and South Korea, are potential future examples 

of markets whose weights could be capped in its 

indices.

MSCI said it will now consult its clients and 

announce the results by December 31.

What happens if MSCI caps India’s weightage?

India currently has a weightage of 8.3% in the MSCI 

Emerging Markets Index. The weightage, which was 

8.48% till last month, came down slightly following 

the partial inclusion of China A- shares on May 31.

Since it is a widely tracked index, any changes 

in weightage would affect inflows from foreign 

investors.

Flipkart deal: Taxman to act after Walmart 

obtains regulatory nod

E-commerce major Flipkart has shared ‘some details’ 

with the I-T authorities on its $16 billion deal with 

U.S.-based Walmart, but the tax department will act 

only after regulatory approvals have been obtained, 

an official said.

The department is studying the details received from 

the company, the official said, adding that they can 

issue notices seeking details of taxes withheld once 

the transactions are completed.

Last month, the tax department had written to 

Bentonville-Arkansas based Walmart saying that 

the U.S. company can seek guidance about the tax 

liability under Section 195 (2) of the I-T Act.

Under Section 195 of the Act, anyone making 

payment to non-residents is required to deduct tax 

(commonly known as withholding tax).

The official said Flipkart has filed “some details” 

with the tax authorities and the same are being 

examined.

“There is no action required right now on our part. 

We will wait till the regulatory clearances are 

obtained,” the official told PTI.

Nangia Advisors LLP Managing Partner Rakesh 

Nangia said the I-T Department has power to issue 

notices under Section 133(6) of the I-T Act to any 

party involved in this mega deal, including Flipkart, 

Walmart or any of the investors.

Indirect transfer

The department is currently going through Section 9 

(1) of the I-T law, which deals with indirect transfer 
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provisions, to see if the benefits under the bilateral 

tax treaties with countries like Singapore and 

Mauritius could be available for foreign investors 

selling stakes to Walmart.

India flouting laws by taxing global air tickets: 

IATA chief

The International Air Transport Association (IATA)  

castigated India for taxing international tickets, even 

as it asked governments to facilitate the growth 

of worldwide connectivity by avoiding creeping 

re-regulation, maintaining the integrity of global 

standards and addressing a capacity crisis.

“We must take governments to task. It is unacceptable 

that global standards are being ignored by the 

very governments that created them,” said IATA 

Director General and CEO Alexandre de Juniac. 

Asserting that India was taxing international tickets 

in contravention of the resolutions of the UN body 

International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO), 

Mr. de Juniac said India helped develop ICAO 

resolutions prohibiting tax on international tickets.

“Yet it persists in taxing international travel,” he 

said, apparently referring to the imposition of Goods 

and Services Tax (GST) and enhancement of rates 

on international air tickets, especially business 

class. The tax covers airline products and services 

including tickets, ancillary, change, refund and other 

products and fees.

Capacity crisis

IATA also warned that governments need to urgently 

tackle a capacity crisis facing airports as demand 

for international travel grows. But they should be 

cautious about private sector involvement. With 

passenger levels projected to nearly double to 7.8 

billion by 2036, infrastructure such as airports and 

air traffic control systems were not keeping pace, the 

IATA said.

Greenko to buy Orange Renewables

Greenko Energy Holdings, a leading renewable 

energy company, said it had entered into a 

definitive purchase agreement to acquire Orange 

Renewables Singapore for a total enterprise value of 

approximately $922 million.

Once the deal materialises, it would add about 

907 MW operating and near completion assets to 

Greenko’s portfolio, taking its overall capacity to 

about 4 GW of wind, solar and hydro power assets.

“The proposed acquisition is expected to augment 
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capacity, revenue, EBITDA growth and drive 

overall earnings growth potential for Greenko and 

its stakeholders,” Anil Chalamalasetty, MD and 

CEO, Greenko, said.

HUL to integrate foods and refreshment units 

in India

FMCG major Hindustan Unilever Limited (HUL) 

will integrate its foods and refreshment categories in 

India with effect from July 1 in alignment with the 

structure of Unilever globally.

“This integration will help HUL increase 

organisational agility and better serve local 

consumers while harnessing the advantage of global 

scale,” HUL said in a statement.

Key changes

The company has also announced some key changes 

in the management committee. Sudhir Sitapati, now 

executive director, Refreshment, will be re-designated 

as executive director, Foods and Refreshment, and 

will be responsible for the integrated Foods and 

Refreshment (F&R) business. He will continue to be 

a part of the Management Committee of HUL. Mr. 

Sitapati joined the company in 1999 and has worked 

in various roles.

Geetu Verma, who is the now the executive director, 

Foods, India, will be moving to Rotterdam as Global 

VP – Nutrition and Natural Platforms, Unilever. 

This new role is to increase Unilever’s presence in 

the Health and Wellbeing sector.

The F&R business has delivered consistent growth 

in India. It lends significant scale to Unilever in the 

region and will continue to be a strategic priority for 

the business, HUL said, adding that the company 

believed this integration would help drive synergies 

become more agile and more consumer-centric. 

HUL shares on the BSE rose marginally to close at 

Rs.1563. 9 in a weak Mumbai market .

MSMEs’ ordnance orders nixed

The Ordnance Factory Board (OFB) has abruptly 

cancelled several orders with Micro, Small and 

Medium Enterprises (MSME), said members of 

the Federation of MSME Vendors of defence and 

aerospace industries . They called for the intervention 

of the Defence Ministry to save the sector.

“By April, we get orders from OFB for the next 

financial year and we place orders for raw materials 

accordingly. But over the past two months we got 

letters from the OFB not to supply and the orders are 
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cancelled for those already contracted,” Vinod Jolly, 

vice-president of the federation, told presspersons.

Mr. Jolly said this move would render “six lakh 

workers jobless.”

Neeraj Raizada, the federation’s president, said the 

Master General Ordnance placed orders with the 

OFB for the entire year and this year the order value 

was cut down from Rs. 16,000 crore (in 2017-18) to 

Rs. 10,000 crore. This, he said, led to the cancellation 

of orders by OFB.

“We are really very surprised because we met Dr. 

Ajay Kumar, Secretary, Defence Production, in 

February and we were assured that the share of 

defence orders from the private sector, including the 

MSMEs, will rise by 5% every year,” he said.

Mr. Raizada said it was very surprising that the 

government, which claims to be pro-MSME, had 

taken such a decision and added, “On the other hand, 

this decision will wreak havoc on us.”

There are about 6,000 MSMEs that supply over six 

lakh products in the defence sector.

China’s ‘green’ issues boost India’s FY18 

chemical exports

China’s decision to shutter several chemical 

manufacturing units to rein in air pollution and 

protect the environment has helped Indian chemical 

exports grow 31.94% to $15.91 billion in 2017-18, a 

top industry representative has said.

“Indian [chemical] industry has been revived,” 

said Satish Wagh, chairman, Chemexcil (Basic 

Chemicals, Cosmetics and Dyes Export Promotion 

Council). He added that the huge volume of exports 

had resulted in a shortage for domestic consumption.

‘Crucial period’

Stating that exports had increased both in volume 

and value terms, he said the trend was expected to 

continue for another 2-3 years.

“This period will be very crucial for us to encash 

and see that we reach all over the world to each and 

every buyer.

“It is a good opportunity... [we need to build] 

confidence in buyers,” he said, expecting the Chinese 

manufacturers to bounce back in three years,” he 

said.

Chemexcil executive director S. G. Bharadi said 

growth last fiscal was significant as in 2016-17 

exports rose at a modest 3.22% to $12.06 billion.

Chemexcil members export dyes and dye 

intermediates; inorganic, organic and agro chemicals 
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among other things.

Inorganic, organic and agro chemicals account for 

a bulk of these exports, growing to $10.66 billion 

in 2017-18 ($7.71 billion in 2016-17). Their export 

growth was 38.29% in 2017-18 against 3.48% in 

the previous fiscal. Chemexcil office-bearers were 

in the city for a seminar on export refunds and 

e-waybill requirements organised by the Federation 

of Telangana and Andhra Pradesh Chambers of 

Commerce and Industry (FTAPCCI). There is a 

huge shortage of basic chemicals in the country, said 

Gowra Srinivas, president, FTAPCCI. It is against 

this backdrop, Chemexcil wants the Centre to take 

a re-look at the processes relating to environmental 

clearances for the units to help them scale up. 

Tata Power arm bags 150 MW solar project

Tata Power Renewable Energy Ltd. (TPREL), 

wholly owned subsidiary of Tata Power, has won a 

150 MW solar PV project on a long term basis in 

Maharashtra.

TPREL had received the letter of award (LoA) to 

develop the project and would sign a 25-year power 

purchase agreement (PPA) with the Maharashtra 

State Electricity Distribution Co. Ltd (MSEDCL), 

subject to the approval of the Maharashtra Electricity 

Regulatory Commission (MERC) with applicable 

tariff.

“We aim to make the country self-sufficient in 

energy generation and be a support to attain world 

leadership in this sector,” said Ashish Khanna, 

president-renewables, Tata Power.

“TPREL is towards Tata Power Group’s renewable 

energy portfolio and achieve 30-40% generation 

capacity through clean energy sources.

Clean energy projects

“To achieve this goal, we are evaluating clean and 

green energy projects which are in line with our core 

business value of sustainable growth and returns 

to the shareholders and will further enhance and 

increase our clean energy footprint.”

The power plant is a part of MSEDCL’s 1,000 

MW grid connected solar power projects for which 

MSEDCL had invited bids through competitive 

bidding process.

SEBI panel to study option of direct overseas 

listings

The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) 

has constituted an expert committee to examine the 
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possibility of allowing unlisted Indian companies 

to directly list equity overseas while also allowing 

foreign companies to list directly on the Indian 

bourses.

“Considering the evolution and internationalisation 

of the capital markets, it would be worthwhile to 

consider facilitating companies incorporated in 

India to directly list their equity share capital abroad 

and vice versa,” SEBI said in a statement.

The nine-member panel will include Ranu Vohra, 

MD & CEO, Avendus Capital, Cyril Shroff, 

Managing Partner, Cyril Amarchand Mangaldas, 

Kamal Yadav, MD, Morgan Stanley, S Ramesh, MD 

& CEO, Kotak Investment Banking, Deep Kalra, 

Chairman, MakeMyTrip.com and Jamil Khatri of 

KPMG.

Currently, Indian firms can only use the depository 

receipts route — American Depository Receipt 

(ADR) or Global Depository Receipt (GDR) — to 

list on overseas exchanges. For foreign companies 

wanting to list on Indian exchanges, the Indian 

Depository Receipt (IDR) is the only option 

currently.

Masala bonds, IDRs

“Companies incorporated in India can today list their 

debt securities on international exchanges (masala 

bonds) but their equity share capital can be listed 

abroad only through the ADR/GDR route.

Similarly, companies incorporated outside India can 

access the Indian capital markets only through the 

IDR route,” SEBI observed in the statement.

AgroStar, IBM arm to aid agribusiness

AgroStar, an agritech start-up, said it has collaborated 

with The Weather Company as it aims to transform 

the agribusiness for farmers in rural India.

It would be using hyperlocal weather forecast data 

and insights from The Weather Company, an IBM 

business, to help farmers make informed decisions 

for better crop output.

Critical insights

The firm said the collaboration would enable the 

two companies to provide critical insights into crop 

disease risks. It would also provide the probability 

of occurrence of a particular pest or disease with 

high levels of accuracy in crops like cotton and 

chilli. These insights, delivered to the farmer 

through AgroStar’s voice and digital platform, has 

the potential to increase crop yield and reduce crop 

damage, the company said.
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“We are very excited to deliver at scale, near-

precision agriculture practices to small and marginal 

farmers,” said Shardul Sheth, co-founder, AgroStar.

AgroStar said it had acquired a large and accurate 

database of farmer profiles. These inputs are 

combined with The Weather Company’s disease and 

pest forecast algorithms to equip farmers with the 

information they need for effective management at 

every stage of the crop.

NCLT admits Videocon for insolvency 

proceedings

The National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) 

has admitted Videocon Industries for insolvency 

proceedings.

The company claimed that its financials were 

impacted by demonetisation, Supreme Court’s 

cancellation of 2G licences and its inability to develop 

Brazilian oil blocks due to pending approvals.

IRP appointment

The board of directors’ powers have been transferred 

to Anuj Jain who has been appointed as the interim 

resolution professional (IRP).

Videocon’s counsel argued before the NCLT that 

the group had suffered huge losses in the telecom 

business on account of cancellation of telecom 

licences by the Supreme Court leading to non-

payment of bank dues. The counsel also cited 

demonetisation as one of the reasons for the closure 

of the company’s cathode ray tube televisions (CRT-

TV) business as the Indian suppliers were not able to 

provide raw materials.

Videocon Industries’ shares fell 4.91% to a 52-

week low of Rs. 7.56 on the BSE after the company 

informed that the Mumbai bench of the NCLT had 

admitted the reference for initiation of Corporate 

Insolvency Resolution Process (’CIRP’) under 

Sec. 7 of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 

2016 (IBC). The insolvency petition was filed by a 

consortium of lenders led by SBI.

Venugopal Dhoot, chairman Videocon Industries, 

told The Hindu , “I have never criticised 

demonetisation or our PM. I always praised him. We 

have moved to making smart televisions and closed 

down our CRT-TV.”

RBI finds no evidence of destocking by 

companies despite note ban, GST

Despite demonetisation and implementation of 

the Goods and Services Tax (GST), there was no 
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evidence that listed private sector manufacturing 

firms have de-stocked or liquidated their inventories, 

the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) said.

In the report, analysing the performance of listed 

non-government, non-financial firms the RBI 

said these firms posted a turnaround in 2016-17 

mainly due to the improved performance of the 

manufacturing sector, even as losses incurred by 

the companies in the services sector (other than 

in information technology) operated as a drag on 

the aggregate performance. The turnaround has 

extended into 2017-18. While the first quarter of the 

previous financial year saw contraction in operating 

profits for the corporate sector due to moderation in 

sales growth coupled with increase in expenditure, 

performance revived in the second quarter due to 

moderation in input costs.

Demand pick-up

“Demand conditions in the manufacturing sector 

further picked up in Q3:2017-18 as evidenced from 

the sales growth and this improvement was not 

attributable to favourable base effects,” the report 

said.

“In spite of the transitory shocks imposed by 

demonetisation and GST, there was no evidence 

of de-stocking and liquidation of inventory by the 

listed manufacturing companies,” it said.

The report said the revival in nominal GVA (gross 

value added) growth of the manufacturing sector in 

third quarter of 2017-18 was supported by steady 

growth in primary, intermediate, construction goods 

and consumer durables.

“The growth in sales as well as nominal GVA of 

capital goods was in sync with the fixed assets 

investment of the manufacturing sector in H1:2017-

18.” it said. The study noted listed manufacturing 

companies reduced current assets and increased 

long term investments in the first half of 2017-18, 

‘possibly hinting’ towards a revival in capex cycle.

“Further revival in the demand scenario will be the 

key for the private corporate sector performance in 

the coming quarters as there has been no signs of 

respite from input cost pressures,” the RBI added.

India, China discuss ‘Oil Buyers Club’

With oil producers’ cartel OPEC playing havoc with 

prices, India discussed with China the possibility of 

forming an ‘oil buyers club’ that can negotiate better 

terms with sellers as well as getting more U.S. crude 

oil to Asia to cut dominance of the oil block.
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As a follow up of Oil Minister Dharmendra Pradhan’s 

idea floated at the International Energy Forum 

(IEF) meeting here in April, Indian Oil Corporation 

(IOC) Chairman Sanjiv Singh travelled to Beijing 

this month to meet Wang Yilin, Chairman of China 

National Petroleum Corp (CNPC), a top source said.

De-bottlenecking infra

On the discussion table was de-bottlenecking 

infrastructure to facilitate more U.S. crude oil 

coming to Asia so as to cut the dominance of the 

Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries 

(OPEC), which supplies about 60% of India’s oil 

needs.

Production cuts by OPEC have led to international 

oil prices hitting a four-year high last month that 

forced a Rs. 3.8 per litre raise in petrol and Rs. 3.38 

a litre increase in diesel prices. Rates started to cool 

towards month end and retail prices have been cut 

thereafter.

In a throwback to 2005 when the then oil minister 

Mani Shankar Aiyar had proposed an alliance of the 

oil consuming nations, Pradhan wants to form an 

oil buyers’ club with China, Japan and South Korea 

to take up issues like premium being charged from 

Asian buyers.

At the IEF meeting, India and China agreed to 

join hands to have a collective bargaining power 

against cartelisation of oil producers. Singh’s visit 

was to take this forward with concrete proposals for 

cooperation, the source said.

So far, India has not been able to bargain better 

rates from the Gulf-based producers of the oil 

cartel, OPEC. Instead of getting a discount for 

bulk purchases, West Asian producers such as 

Saudi Arabia, charge a so-called ‘Asian Premium’ 

for shipments to Asian buyers, including India and 

Japan, as opposed to Europe.

National Dam Safety Authority in the works

The Union Cabinet, chaired by Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi, has approved a proposal for 

introduction of the Dam Safety Bill, 2018 in 
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Parliament.

The Bill envisages a National Dam Safety 

Authority, which will liaise with State-level dam 

safety organisations and the owners of dams for 

standardising safety-related data and practices. The 

NDSA will investigate dam failures and have the 

authority to fine the States that are found remiss in 

implementing safety measures.

It will look into “unresolved points of issue” 

between the States which share dam territory and 

look to “eliminating potential causes for inter-State 

conflicts,” an official release said.

A case in point is the Mullaperiyar dam in Kerala, 

which is a perennial flashpoint between the State and 

neighbouring Tamil Nadu.

The Chennai floods of 2015 due to unusually 

heavy rain were thought to have been compounded 

by an unprecedented release of water from the 

Chembarambakkam dam into the Adyar.

Due to lack of legal and institutional architecture 

for dam safety in India, dam safety is a perennial 

concern.

Indian job prospects in the Maldives hit

But for some like 31-year-old registered male nurse 

Thomas Jacob*, time is running out, as the manager 

of a resort that hired him now says he will not hold 

his job beyond July 1. He says his “only hope” is to 

have his voice heard by the External Affairs Ministry 

in Delhi, and spends “morning, noon and night” at 

his hometown in Kerala tweeting to Minister Sushma 

Swaraj and emailing officials concerned.

Banking on Minister

Mr. Jacob had been working at a hospital in Male 

when he was recruited as a nurse at an upscale resort 

in January. He accepted the job, and decided to return 

home for a brief holiday to see his four-year-old son 

and pregnant wife, while his work permit was being 

sorted out.

“My entire family, my parents all depend on me and 

now I can’t even pay my life insurance premium 

or my loans back. Ms. Swaraj listens to all sorts 

of requests from people, and hundreds of us have 

been mass-tweeting her for days hoping she will do 

something,” he told The Hindu .

“Frankly, it’s my last hope, as I have no job options 

here,” he said.

The Maldivian Embassy in Delhi declined to 

comment on the issue. On March 12, Immigration 

Department spokesman Hassan Khaleel told the 
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Maldives’Independent newspaper that reports of 

visa delays for Indians were “completely false”.

However, officials who agreed to speak on condition 

of anonymity said they estimate thousands of 

Indians face a squeeze on their work permits from 

the Maldivian government in place since February, 

and there appeared to be a “strict directive” from the 

Maldivian President’s office against work permits to 

Indians, as well as against facilitating other requests 

from Indian companies there. Around 29,000 Indians 

live and work in the Maldives, and an estimated 

2,000 have pending applications for work permits.

India-Maldives ties have been on the downswing 

since 2015, when Prime Minister Narendra Modi 

cancelled his visit to Male over the treatment of 

Opposition leaders by President Yameen. Since 

then, China’s growing presence and a free trade 

agreement with Beijing as well as President 

Yameen’s emergency declaration and arrest of 

Opposition leaders have led to protests from India, 

further straining ties.

, The Hindu reported that the Maldives had told 

India to remove its helicopters from two strategic 

locations by the end of June, when visas of Indian 

Coast Guard and naval pilots and personnel manning 

the choppers will expire.

TransUnion opens technology hub to aid 

global operations

TransUnion opened its first Global In-house Centre 

(GIC) in the city, which is aimed at supporting the 

U.S.-based credit information company’s operations 

worldwide.

“This GIC, the first offshore technology hub for 

the company, will play an active role in driving 

TransUnion’s growth and innovation agenda,” said 

Mohit Kapoor, Chief Information and Technology 

Officer — Global Technology Corporate, 

TransUnion.

“It will serve as a cutting-edge facility to support 

TransUnion’s operations across all lines of business 

and support functions.” The GIC would help cut 

TransUnion’s reliance on third party resources, boost 

its ability to quickly address market opportunities, 

and ensure a development process and culture 

aligned to the firm’s beliefs, Mr. Kapoor said.

Housed at DLF Cyber City, Chennai, the GIC would 

build products for global consumption, he said. 

Observing that India had emerged as a top destination 

for innovative technology and R&D centres, Mr. 
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Kapoor said, “expanding our technology presence in 

India is a strategic move.”

‘Investing in people’

The GIC employs 250 people now and the plan is 

to raise headcount to 500 by the year end and 900 

in future.

“Our investment is into people,” said Piyush 

Sanghani, VP global technology, TransUnion. “This 

GIC will get ready for the future by focussing on 

information security, full IP control, analytics, 

product development and innovation.”

India, U.S. officials to meet soon: Prabhu

Senior officials of India and the U.S. will soon 

meet to address the concerns of both the sides, 

including issues related to visa, continuation of 

certain concessions for exports and duty on steel and 

aluminium.

Enhancing trade

Commerce and Industry Minister Suresh Prabhu, 

who was in Washington earlier this week, said he 

held discussions with U.S. Commerce Secretary 

Wilbur Ross and U.S. Trade Representative Robert 

Lighthizer to find out ways to enhance trade and 

investments between the two countries.

He said the meeting was significantly important in 

the backdrop of the fact that the U.S. was not even 

ready to talk on trade issues with its close trading 

partners like Canada.

Trade deficit widens to $14.62 billion

India’s merchandise trade deficit widened to $14.62 

billion in May 2018, official data released  showed. 

The shortfall was $13.72 billion in April 2018 and 

$13.84 billion in May 2017.

“Exports during May 2018 were valued at $28.86 

billion as compared to $24.01 billion during May 

2017 exhibiting a positive growth of 20.18%,” 

the government said in a release. “Imports during 

May 2018 were valued at $43.48 billion which was 

14.85% higher in dollar terms.”

Smart uptick

In contrast, merchandise exports in April had grown 

by only 5.17%, while imports grew 4.6%. The export 

growth in May 2018 was better than that seen in 

May last year, while the import growth was slower. 

Exports grew 8.32% in May 2017, while imports 

grew 33.1%.

The major export groups that witnessed strong 

growth in May 2018 included engineering goods 
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(14.8%), petroleum products (104.5%), organic 

and inorganic chemicals (34.2%), drugs and 

pharmaceuticals (25.7%), and cotton yarn/fabrics/

made-ups and handloom products (24.7%).

“Exports growing by 20% is certainly good news but 

the challenge is to keep the momentum,” said Ravi 

Sehgal, chairman, Engineering Export Promotion 

Council of India. “While a growing U.S. economy 

would help, the U.S.-China trade war must be 

watched. Back home, rising raw material costs will 

be a challenge.”

‘Vigil needed’

“Escalating trade war between the U.S. and China 

would vitiate the global trading environment, 

making it imperative for India as well to keep a 

vigil on the fast-moving developments,” Mr. Sehgal 

added. “With the U.S. confirming 25% tariffs on $50 

billion Chinese imports and the Chinese stating they 

would retaliate, it is time for India to keep engaged 

with both the U.S. and China to safeguard our own 

interest.”

The government said, “Cumulative value of exports 

for the period April-May 2018-19 was $54.77 billion 

as against $48.65 billion registering a positive growth 

of 12.58% in dollar terms and 16.37% in rupee terms 

over the same period last year.”

“Oil imports during May 2018 were valued at $11.5 

billion which was 49.5% higher in dollar terms and 

56.7% higher in rupee terms compared to $7.69 

billion in May 2017,” the government said.

“Oil imports during April-May 2018-19 were valued 

at $21.91 billion which was 45.6% higher in dollar 

terms and 50.5% higher in rupee terms compared to 

$15.05 billion in the corresponding period last year,” 

the government added in the release.

The government, however, did mention that global 

Brent prices had increased by 50.7% in May 2018 

compared with their levels in May 2017, as per 

commodity price data from the World Bank.

Reliance investing in India’s first carbon fibre 

unit

Reliance Industries Ltd. (RIL) is investing in setting 

up India’s first carbon fibre manufacturing unit to 

cater to aerospace and defence needs, the company 

said in its annual report. The owner of world’s 

largest oil refining complex will also make low-cost 

and high-volume composite products like modular 

toilets, homes and composites for windmill blades 

and rotor blades. Without giving investment details, 
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Reliance Industries, in its latest annual report said it 

has developed capabilities for 3D printing of wide-

range of plastic and metals products.

IRDAI panel to vet insurance marketing firm 

norms

Insurance regulator IRDAI has formed a committee 

to review regulations governing the Insurance 

Marketing Firms (IMF).

Such firms, which serve as a distribution channel 

for insurers, are governed by regulations announced 

about three years ago.

Announcing the constitution of a 10-member 

panel, Member-Distribution Sujay Banarji said 

the committee would revisit IRDAI (Registration 

of Insurance Marketing Firms) Regulations, 2015 

and suggest issue of guidelines in areas on which 

existing norms were silent.

Strengthen distribution

It would also make recommendations to further 

strengthen the distribution channel by taking up 

products which fall under the jurisdiction of other 

financial sector regulators.

This would seek to achieve creating avenues for 

discussions with the other regulators.

Setting a July 31 deadline for the committee to 

submit the report, the order said the panel was at 

liberty to invite persons, as may be required, to its 

meetings as special invitees.

The Insurance Regulatory and Development 

Authority of India (IRDAI) had approved IMF in 

2015 as a measure to increase insurance penetration 

in the country through an area-wise registration 

approach. Last month, at workshops it had conducted 

for IMFs in Chandigarh, Ahmedabad and Hyderabad, 

operational feedback was received from the firms.

Suresh Mathur, executive director (IMF) of IRDAI 

would be the chairperson of the panel, whose 

members would include senior officials of insurers 

and IMFs.

The members are: K.G.P.L. Ramadevi, GM (IMF) 

of IRDAI; Sourabh Bhanot, senior VP of Aviva 

Life Insurance; Siddharth Pradhan, GM of New 

India Assurance; Amit Rathi, Senior VP of Max 

Life Insurance; Deepti Rastogi, senior VP of Apollo 

Munich Health Insurance; Rakesh Kumar, ED of 

LIC; Girish Joshi, ED and ISP of iKuber Financial 

Services IMF Pvt Ltd.; and Rajinder Singh, MD of 

JK Insurance Marketing Pvt. Ltd. IRDAI’s AM-IMF 

Priya Kumari would be the member secretary.
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RBI alters ‘relative’ definition to check 

outward remittances

Aims to prevent misuse of facility

Concerned over funds sent abroad under the 

‘maintenance of close relative’ category of the 

Liberalised Remittance Scheme (LRS), the Reserve 

Bank of India (RBI) has narrowed the definition of 

relatives to check the flow of funds.

Hence, funds under the ‘maintenance of close 

relative’ category can be sent only to immediate 

relatives such as parents, spouses, children and 

their spouses. This has brought about by defining 

‘relatives’ under the Companies Act, 2013 instead of 

the same act of 1956.

“In the context of remittances allowed under LRS 

for maintenance of close relatives, it has been 

decided to align the definition of ‘relative’ with the 

definition given in Companies Act, 2013 instead of 

Companies Act, 1956,” the central bank had said in 

its June policy statement.

Outward remittances under maintenance of close 

relatives shot up to almost $3 billion in 2017-18 

from a mere $174 million in 2013-14. In fact, funds 

sent under this category have more than doubled 

since 2015-16.

Overall outward remittances under LRS went up to 

$11 billion from $1 billion in the same period.

“It may not be the case that the central bank is 

suspecting money laundering,” said Madan Sabnavis, 

chief economist, Care Ratings, when asked on the 

possible reason for the change.

‘Commercial purpose’

“It is possible that the facility [maintenance of 

relatives] under the Liberalised Remittances Scheme 

is used for commercial purposes which is not its 

objective. That may have prompted the regulator to 

narrow the definition of relatives.”

RBI has introduced a system for daily reporting of 

individual transactions under the LRS by banks.

This enables banks to view remittances already made 

by an individual during the fiscal, thus improving 

monitoring and ensuring compliance.

Since the system uses the Permanent Account 
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Number of the remitter to aggregate remitter-wise 

data, the central bank has made furnishing of PAN 

mandatory for such transactions.

India to defend GSP benefits at USTR

India is expected to challenge charges levelled 

against it by the U.S dairy and medical devices 

industries at a hearing before the United States 

Trade Representative (USTR) office scheduled 

for Tuesday and defend its eligibility for benefits 

under the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) 

programme.

The GSP programme provides for the duty-free 

treatment of designated articles when imported 

from beneficiary developing countries to America. 

What is at stake is exports worth about $5 billion 

annually, of 1,937 products from India. The USTR is 

reviewing India’s eligibility under the programme, 

after complaints from bodies representing the 

dairy and medical devices industry. The USTR had 

accused India of implementing “a wide array of trade 

barriers that create serious negative effects on U.S. 

commerce,” in April, announcing the review. The 

petitions calling for a review of India’s GSP benefits, 

“based on concerns that India has allegedly created 

trade barriers for these industries,” are “without 

substantive merits,” Indian embassy official Puneet 

Roy Kundal said in a written submission to the 

USTR. Mr. Kundal was also scheduled to participate 

in the hearing.

“India requires that dairy products [be] derived 

from animals which have never consumed any feeds 

containing internal organs, blood meal, or tissues of 

ruminant origin.

“In this regard, India has explained to the U.S that 

India’s position is based on religious, cultural and 

moral grounds. India is committed to respect the 

religious and cultural beliefs of its people and it will 

be inappropriate to impute any other considerations 

to this decision,” India told the USTR, pointing out 

that several countries export dairy products to India, 

meeting these requirements.

India imports dairy products from countries such 

as Australia and Switzerland. India will tell the 

USTR that this is not a question of market access 

but of certifications. “If several countries can meet 

this certification requirement, how can’t the U.S?” 

wondered an Indian official.

Defends price control

Defending India’s measures to control prices of 
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the medical devices, the submission said, the 

country was committed to providing its citizens 

with equitable and affordable access to essential 

medicines and medical devices. But this is a huge 

business opportunity for American companies, the 

submission argues. “The large size of the Indian 

population…is likely to benefit U.S and other 

multinational companies involved in manufacturing 

of such devices,” it said.

Stocks slide as U.S.-China trade spat roils 

markets

Stocks spiralled lower for the second straight day, 

tracking a sell-off across global markets after the 

U.S. and China reignited their trade dispute.

The BSE Sensex plunged about 262 points to end 

at a two-week low of 35,286.74, while the broader 

Nifty dropped 89 points to 10,710.45.

Asian markets nosedived after U.S. President Donald 

Trump threatened to impose additional tariffs on 

Chinese goods and Beijing vowed to retaliate, 

fanning fears of a full-blown trade war between the 

world’s two largest economies.

Unabated selling by foreign funds and a weak rupee 

added to the gloom, brokers said.

The 30-share Sensex fell on across-the-board selling. 

It finally settled at 35,286.74, down 261.52 points, 

or 0.74%. This is its lowest close since June 6.

The NSE Nifty ended 89.40 points, or 0.83%, lower 

at 10,710.45.

Foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) sold shares worth 

a net Rs. 754.43 crore, while domestic institutional 

investors (DIIs) picked up equities worth Rs. 824.10 

crore , as per provisional data.

“Escalating trade disputes between U.S. and China 

is impacting global market and the ripple effect 

dented the domestic market sentiment,” said Vinod 

Nair, Head of Research, Geojit Financial Services.

“Lack of fresh triggers and weakening rupee may 

lead the market to consolidate further,” Mr. Nair 

said. “Consolidation in oil price in expectation of 

gradual increase in output ahead of OPEC meet may 

provide some support to the rupee,” he added.

Vedanta was the biggest loser in the Sensex pack, 

sinking 3.55%, followed by Adani Ports that fell 2%.

Other laggards included M&M, RIL, IndusInd 

Bank, Sun Pharma, Bajaj Auto, Infosys, SBI, Maruti 

Suzuki, Tata Motors, Wipro, Axis Bank, Tata Steel, 

L&T, Asian Paints, Coal India, Kotak Bank and 

Hero MotoCorp.

Only ITC, HDFC Bank, HDFC Ltd and ONGC 
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managed to close in the green.

All sectoral indices finished with losses. Metals fell 

1.69%, followed by realty (1.33 %), oil and gas (1.22 

%), and IT (1.21 %).

Selling widens

Selling pressure also gathered momentum in broader 

markets, with the BSE small-cap index falling 1.29% 

and the mid-cap index losing 0.98%.

In Asia, Hong Kong’s Hang Seng tanked 2.94%, 

Japan’s Nikkei declined 1.73% and China’s Shanghai 

Composite Index slumped 3.82%.

European markets too slid early in their sessions. 

Frankfurt was trading lower by 1.58%, while Paris 

CAC 40 fell 1.16%. London’s FTSE was down 

0.74%.

Brokerages tip Bakhshi as next CEO of ICICI 

Bank

Sandeep Bakhshi, who is seen as the stand-in chief 

executive of ICICI Bank, may well end up succeeding 

MD & CEO Chanda Kochhar, if the latter does not 

return from leave, analysts said.

, the lender appointed Mr. Bakhshi as chief operating 

officer and whole-time director for five years, after 

Ms. Kochhar decided to go on leave pending the 

completion of an inquiry. The executive management 

of the bank will report to Mr. Bakhshi, who will in 

turn report to the board.

Analysts say Mr. Bakhshi’s association with the 

ICICI Group over the past 32 years — in roles that 

included heading both retail and corporate businesses 

as deputy managing director of the bank — makes 

him a favourite to lead the bank.

‘Good reputation’

“We see Mr. Bakhshi as the de-facto interim CEO,” 

IDFC Securities said in a note to clients. “We believe 

he will take over as CEO from Chanda Kochhar later. 

His good reputation and his experience in banking 

and insurance make him an appropriate candidate 

for the CEO’s post. We believe he will continue with 

the existing policies of the bank.”

A mechanical engineer with a post-graduate degree 

in management, Mr. Bakhshi earlier headed ICICI 

Prudential Life Insurance Company.

“Sandeep Bakhshi has been associated with the 

ICICI bank group... across its diverse verticals and 

other subsidiaries,” said broking firm Jefferies.

“We believe that this deep association should aid a 

smooth transition.”
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Bhutan central bank warns citizens not to 

hold Indian currency in cash

The Royal Monetary Authority (RMA) of Bhutan 

has warned Bhutanese citizens of the risks of 

holding Indian currency, saying that it would not 

be responsible for any future actions — such as 

demonetisation — taken by the Reserve Bank of 

India. RMA has advised the citizens to deposit all 

their Indian currency in the banks and not to hold it 

in cash.

“The RMA would like to inform the general public to 

deposit any INR earnings/receipts in their accounts 

maintained with any commercial banks and refrain 

from holding the INR currency notes in cash,” the 

Royal Monetary Authority said in a statement.

“The RMA shall not be liable or responsible in case 

of any policy changes by the RBI [Reserve Bank of 

India], including demonetisation of INR currency 

notes in the future.”

The Bhutanese central bank also warned citizens of 

counterfeit Rs. 500 notes in the Indian currency and 

requested the public to be careful while accepting 

notes of this denomination. Indian currency is legal 

tender in Bhutan.

The RMA also said that as of June 11, “individual 

concerns may bring in or take out of Bhutan new 

series of INR currency notes of denomination Rs. 

500, subject to the limit of INR Rs. 25,000 per 

person until further notice.”

Reason for notification

“These instructions [regarding the limits on the 

movement of the currency] are the reason behind the 

notification being issued,” an official at the Indian 

embassy in Bhutan told The Hindu on condition of 

anonymity.

“There has been no new information about any other 

action by the RBI. The instruction regarding the 

Indian notes were just as a matter of precaution,” the 

embassy official added.

India notifies higher tariffs on U.S. imports

The notification, however, says these higher tariffs 

would come into effect from August 4, leaving room 

for further discussions between the U.S. and India 

before the new rates are implemented.

Wednesday’s action follows the government’s 

notification to the World Trade Organization last 

week that it was imposing tariffs, amounting to $240 

million, in retaliation for the U.S. duty on steel and 

aluminium.

The notification does not mention a tariff hike on 
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800 cc (or more) motorcycles, which would affect 

Harley Davidson imports, already a sore point.

“The Commerce Minister has said that he will be 

having more talks with the U.S. on the trade issues, 

and so the later date [for the implementation of the 

tariffs] is to give time so that they can be amended 

following the talks,” a Finance Ministry official said, 

on the condition of anonymity.

“But the notification also shows that we are serious 

about the issue,” the official said.

India’s move comes close on the heels of escalating 

trade tensions, with the U.S. and China both imposing 

hefty tariffs on each other, and even the European 

Union joining the fray.

The row began in March, when U.S. President 

Donald Trump signed an order imposing a 25% 

tariff on steel imports and a 10% tariff on aluminium 

imports, causing concern among its trading partners 

and members of the WTO. Recently, International 

Monetary Fund chief economist Maurice Obstfeld 

also highlighted the detrimental effects of such 

a trade environment saying that “the prospect of 

trade restrictions and counter-restrictions threatens 

to undermine confidence and derail growth 

prematurely.”

“The U.S. has more sustaining power. It’s a large 

economy,” Dharmakirti Joshi, chief economist at 

Crisil, told The Hindu .

“But what it does mean is that the costs at both the 

ends would go up, for Indian consumers as well 

as for U.S. consumers. Imposing tariffs basically 

means either you look for other sources, or you 

import at higher prices. That’s the general direction 

this is going, and now it has intensified. Of late it 

was rhetoric, but now these are actions.”

CCI attaches riders to Bayer-Monsanto deal

In a bid to protect farmers’ interests, the Competition 

Commission of India (CCI) has attached several 

conditions to its approval for the merger of global 

major Bayer and Monsanto in India.

‘Adverse effect’

“Based on its investigation, the Commission was of 

the opinion that the proposed combination is likely 

to have an appreciable adverse effect on competition 

in some markets in India but the same could be 

addressed by way of modifications to the proposed 

combination,” CCI said in a statement .

For a seven-year period post the merger, the new 

entity must follow a non-exclusive licensing 
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policy for non-selective herbicides and for GM and 

non-GM traits which are currently or soon to be 

commercialised in India, on a fair, reasonable and 

non-discriminatory basis. The Union government 

and its institutions must also be given free of charge 

access to all Indian agro-climatic data, to be used 

exclusively for creating a public good. CCI asked 

Monsanto to divest its 26% shareholding in Mahyco, 

its Indian hybrid seed arm, and Bayer to divest its 

glufosinate ammonium, crop traits of cotton and 

corn, and vegetable hybrid seeds businesses.

Universal Robots to decide on plant soon

Denmark-based Universal Robots will soon take a 

decision on setting up its second plant, said a top 

official.

“With the current production facility [in Denmark], 

we will be able to match the demand/supply for 

2018 and 2019,” said Jurgen Von Hollen, president, 

Universal Robots.

“We have to take a decision in next six months [on 

the second plant].”

Higher revenue

Asked about the current production capacity, he 

said it could not be revealed as it was a private firm. 

About 50% of sales came from Europe followed by 

the U.S. with 25% and Asia 25%.

During 2017, the company clocked a revenue of 

$170 million, an increase of 72% over 2016.

The firm planned to double its sales in India. Last 

year, it sold 150 collaborative robots (cobots) and 

this year, it aimed to sell 300.

SAT to SEBI: reappraise RIL’s NW18 buy

The Securities Appellate Tribunal (SAT) has directed 

the Securities and Exchange Board of India to re-

examine the manner in which Reliance Industries 

Ltd. (RIL) acquired control of Network 18 Media & 

Investments (NW18) and TV18 Broadcast (TV18) 

and ascertain whether there were any violations of 

the Listing Agreement.

Two minority investors of NW18 had in a complaint 

to the tribunal, claimed that RIL had failed to disclose 

that it had acquired indirect control over NW18 and 

TV18 through Independent Media Trust (IMT), a 

trust established for the exclusive benefit of RIL.

The investors had moved SAT after SEBI had 

disposed their complaint in January 2017 by stating 

that the trust was not a subsidiary of the listed 

company and hence no disclosures were required to 
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be made under Clause 36 of the Listing Agreement.

“The complaint has been disposed of [by SEBI] on 

the basis of a wholly unsustainable ground that IMT 

was not a subsidiary of RIL and therefore RIL was not 

required to make disclosures under Clause 36 of the 

Listing Agreement,” SAT observed. “In our opinion, 

Clause 36 of the Listing Agreement mandates that 

when a listed company acquires indirect control 

over another listed company either through a Trust 

or through any other entity, then, such acquisition 

has to be disclosed to the stock exchanges.”

Not the first time

Incidentally, this is not the first time that the 

tribunal has ordered the capital markets watchdog to 

reappraise this matter.

In April 2016, SAT told SEBI to ascertain whether 

RIL had got control of the two companies without 

following the Takeover Regulations. In February 

2012, IMT — whose sole beneficiary is RIL — 

entered into an investment agreement with six holding 

companies of Raghav Bahl and the Bahl Group. The 

investment was made through the issuance of Zero 

Coupon, Optionally & Fully Convertible Debentures 

(ZOCDs).

“While setting aside the impugned decision of SEBI... 

we deem it proper to direct SEBI to decide afresh the 

question as to whether RIL violated Clause 36 of the 

Listing Agreement by failing to disclose that it had 

acquired indirect control over NW18 through IMT,” 

SAT ruled.

The Competition Commission of India had in May 

2012 passed an order wherein it had specifically 

held that by subscribing to the ZOCDs, IMT had 

acquired control over the holding companies and 

consequently indirect control over NW18 and TV18.

An e-mail to an RIL spokesperson seeking comment 

remained unanswered till the time of going to press.

India targets plastics exports worth $10.6 

billion in FY19

Producers shouldn’t be deterred by ban, must focus 

on exports: PLEXCONCIL

India has targeted plastics exports of $10.6 billion in 

FY19 and plans to corner 3% of the global plastics 
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exports market by 2025 from the current size of 

less than 1% through a multi-pronged strategy, 

according to the Plastics Exports Promotion Council 

(PLEXCONCIL). The global plastics export market 

is estimated at $850 billion.

‘Difficult, but achievable’

“The target is difficult, but achievable. The council 

intends to take concerted efforts towards this front 

with the assistance of members through upgradation 

in technology, increased R&D spend, and innovative 

marketing strategies directed towards increased 

export of value-added plastic products from India,” 

said A.K. Basak, chairman, PLEXCONCIL.

“Besides we also intend to bring in new businesses 

into the export fold by creating awareness for 

exports,” Mr. Basak said.

Commenting on the ban on plastic bags in some 

States, Sribash Dasmohapatra, executive director, 

PLEXCONCIL said, “Domestic manufacturers 

should not lose heart and instead focus energies 

on exporting their products overseas. This will 

give a quantum jump to the country’s merchandise 

exports.”

Export of plastics is growing over the years. In 

FY18, India exported plastics worth $8.85 billion, a 

17.1% increase from $7.56 billion in FY17. This was 

a faster rate of growth than the overall merchandise 

export growth of India, PLEXCONCIL said.

Merchandise exports from India in FY18 at $303.3 

billion, grew by 9.9% while plastics exports grew 

by 17.1% Plastics formed 2.92% of India’s overall 

merchandise exports in FY18, a tad higher than the 

2.74% share held in FY17.

India’s plastics export during FY18 was primarily 

boosted by higher shipment of plastic raw materials 

and value-added plastic products including woven 

sacks, plastic sheets, films, plates, optical items, 

laminates, packaging items, and medical disposables 

to the European Union, North America, Latin 

America & Caribbean, and North-East Asia, the 

council said. “The U.S., China and UAE were the 

top three destinations for India’s plastic products 

during FY18. These three countries accounted for 

25.7% of India’s plastic product exports by value,” 

Mr. Basak said.

‘GM crop technologies may help boost farm 

income’

‘Adopting genetically-modified crop applications 

would also lead to increase in size of the seed market’
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Kaveri Seed Company, the only seed firm listed on 

Indian stock exchanges, is the market leader in the 

southern part of the country, besides Maharashtra. 

The seed producer’s chairman and managing 

director G.V. Bhaskar Rao says product performance 

is the only means to earn farmer loyalty, which also 

enables the company to win market share from 

competitors. Edited excerpts:

What has been the impact of the monsoons over 

the last two cycles. What do you think will be the 

impact this year?

After two years of drought, India witnessed normal 

monsoon in kharif 2017, returning optimism to the 

rural sector and improving farmer sentiment. It was 

one of the best years for cotton. Though the average 

rainfall pattern during this year was normal, rainfall 

distribution was uneven. Monsoon has arrived in 

time for kharif 2018 and rainfalls are expected to be 

normal, according to IMD forecasts.

What do you think about cotton acreages in India 

and the way forward for cotton farmers?

FY 2017-18 was one of the best years for cotton 

in terms of acreages. We expect overall industry 

acreages to be 10% sideways for the next five years. 

Also, cotton price continues be very lucrative and 

cotton remains the highest ROI crop in India. Kaveri 

Seeds will maintain leadership in southern India and 

will make meaningful entry in northern India as well.

What are the various crops farmers are 

concentrating on and how does Kaveri Seeds help 

them achieve a good yield?

Cotton, maize, rice, sunflower, pearl millet and 

vegetables account for a majority of the revenues 

of the Indian hybrid seed industry. We have actively 

undertaken focussed training of field assistants for 

educating farmers across geographies on integrated 

crop management, advanced agronomic practices, 

pest resistance techniques, and product knowledge, 

to increase yields and income.

How do you see Kaveri Seeds contributing to the 

betterment of farmers?

We have been, over the past several years, providing 

farmers with high quality high yield seeds which 

has helped reduce their wastages, improve crop 

yields and income. We participate in and sponsor 

agricultural fairs at state and district levels aimed 

at disseminating knowledge on integrated crop 

management, new technologies, better farming 

techniques, advanced agronomic practices, pest 

resistance techniques and product knowledge to 
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increase yield and income among farmers.

After the cotton revolution, what do you think 

would be the next big game-changer for farmers?

Rice is the largest crop under cultivation in India 

and is the staple food for a large population. Rice 

hybrid seed is the most under-penetrated category in 

India with only 6% penetration. Maize is the most 

widely grown crop worldwide. India is the world’s 

sixth largest producer and fifth largest consumer of 

maize. Maize acreage has grown in India over the 

years as it is highly adaptable to different seasons, 

requires less water, and is easy to grow with a good 

commodity price.

How do you see the future of hybridisation of 

seeds in India?

Rice, maize and vegetable crops are highly under-

penetrated in terms of hybridisation. India’s 

increasing population, arable land and willingness 

of the farmer to adopt newer technologies provides 

multifold opportunities in rice, maize and vegetables.

What are the steps you have taken to address the 

Pink Bollworm challenge affecting crops?

The issue is not restricted to hybrids, but farming 

practices the farmer adopts. So, we have increased 

farmer awareness programmes to prevent the impact 

of Pink Bollworm. We are educating farmers to be 

proactive and take preventive measures rather than 

reactive measures.

How do you see the use of technology impacting 

farm output?

Technology plays a key role in increasing farm 

output by protecting against pest attacks, eliminating 

wastages and increasing yield. Over the years, we 

have been increasing spends on R&D to produce 

better quality seeds year after year. Farmers remain 

under stress as harvesting costs keep escalating, 

Mechanical harvesting and HDP remain viable 

solutions. There are also many other genetically 

modified crop technologies awaiting government 

approvals, which will increase the size of the seed 

market and significantly increase farmer income.

How do you compete with other MNCs in your 

sector?

MNCs have been part of the agri market in India since 

five decades and Kaveri Seeds has been successfully 

competing with both MNCs and local players since 

the last three decades.

Product performance is the only means to earn 

farmer loyalty, and the superior performance of 

Kaveri products over the years across crops has 
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enabled the company to take market share away 

from competitors.

The two facets of NPA management

The phenomenal increase in non-performing assets 

(NPAs) and wilful defaults over the last three years 

raises serious concerns about the effectiveness of 

NPA management. Given the potential adverse 

impact that the increasing incidence of NPAs might 

cause, it is critical that NPA resolution takes place in 

a timely manner. Policies concerning NPA resolution 

must address two critical aspects: first, how to 

prevent it occurring at this scale in the future? and 

second, how to manage the existing accumulated 

NPAs?

Till recently, most of the initiatives by the 

government and the RBI (Reserve Bank of India) 

had centred on the latter — how to manage the 

existing NPAs. The emphasis was on finding ways 

to reduce the magnitude of NPAs. This was driven 

by the idea that bank balance sheets must be cleaned 

up and restored. While it is important to clean up the 

balance sheet of banks by reducing or eliminating bad 

loans, preventive measures are equally important. 

Typically, preventive measures are structural in 

nature. Both elements are quite important to a robust 

NPA management mechanism.

Regulator’s role

The government and the regulator have to play a 

greater role in the process of NPA management. 

The role of the government has historically been 

crucial when there is a banking failure or crisis. It 

is the government which comes to the rescue, either 

through direct intervention or through the regulator. 

The role of government becomes even more 

important as it happens to be the principal owner of 

majority of the affected banks in India.

On preventive measures, there is a need for evolving 

a framework in order to bring transparency into the 

operation and management of SCBs (scheduled 

commercial banks), particularly the PSBs (public 

sector banks), on four major parameters — 

project appraisal, monitoring, accounting, and 

auditing. As large loans constitute a substantial 

portion of the total NPAs, a robust credit appraisal 

mechanism is crucial. As large loans tend to be 

relatively technically complex, banks must enhance 

their technical capabilities to undertake project 

monitoring effectively. Greater emphasis must be 

placed on bringing efficiency and transparency into 
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the accounting system. Emphasis should be given 

on strengthening the audit system in banks. These 

measures can potentially reduce the possibilities 

of collusion among the officials of the funding 

institutions and the borrowers.

‘Bad bank’

On NPA resolution, to deal with the existing 

accumulated NPAs, there is a need for creating a 

publicly funded ‘bad bank’ or an asset management 

company which will deal with the stressed assets 

of PSBs. The approach should be to formulate 

a resolution mechanism which will maximise 

recovery, and thereby, reduce the burden on the 

banks or the government. It can be very similar to 

the Swedish model where the bad bank bought the 

stressed assets from the affected banks and sold it 

at a higher price at the time of economic expansion, 

when asset prices picked up. This way, recovery on 

the bad loans can be maximised. The life span of the 

Swedish bad bank ‘Securum’ was 15 years, and it 

was fully owned by the government.

On a similar line, the Government of India, too, 

can create a bad bank, with full government 

ownership. The proposed institution can continue 

to exist without an expiry date as the NPA problem 

is perennial. The Swedish bad bank ensured the 

principle of transparency in its true spirit, with 

full disclosure of the extent of the problem and its 

resolution mechanism. This gave a boost to the 

restoration of confidence in the banks, which was 

central in such a crisis. The managerial staff of the 

‘bad bank’ may, however, be outsourced to boost 

operational efficiency.

The bank should function independently and be 

accountable to government.

Given the fiscal constraints, it may not be viable for 

the government to finance the proposed bad bank 

through budgetary support fully. The government 

can, however, partly finance the proposed ‘bad 

bank’ by issuing equity shares with the government 

holding the majority share.

Oil India again discovers hydrocarbons in 

KG Basin

Oil India Limited (OIL), one of India’s largest public 

sector oil exploration and production companies, has 

made its second hydrocarbon discovery in the onland 

KG Basin NELP VI Block — KG-ONN-2004/1.

“The well Thanelanka-1 is the first high pressure-high 

temperature (HP-HT) well drilled by OIL and has 
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encountered multiple sands in Gollapalli Formation 

of late Jurassic-early Cretaceous and one zone in 

Raghavapuram Formation of intra Cretaceous,” the 

company said in a statement adding that on testing, 

the HP-HT zone in the depth range 4,912-5,159 m 

in Golapalli Formation produced gas at 300 scmd 

through 16/64” bean choke.

“The size of the discovery can only be ascertained 

after further testing of the wells” said an OIL official.

OIL is the operator of the the block with 90% 

participating interest while the balance 10% is held 

by Geo Global Resources. Earlier, the company 

made a gas discovery at Dangeru-l well in the block.

In 2017-18, OIL produced 3.39 metric million tonnes 

(MMT) of crude oil and 2.93 billion cubic meters 

(BCM) of gas.

Participating interest

Besides having a pan-India presence, OIL has 

participating interest in blocks in more than nine 

countries overseas — Libya, Gabon, Nigeria, 

Yemen, Venezuela, USA, Mozambique, Russia and 

Bangladesh.

Oil India shares closed at Rs. 208.10 or 1.09% lower 

on the BSE . The announcement came after closure 

of market hours.

Oil blocks: India to bid with UAE firms

India is considering jointly bidding for oil blocks 

in the UAE with companies based there, Petroleum 

Minister Dharmendra Pradhan said .

“We are in talks that India could bid in the next 

licensing round of UAE with some Middle Eastern 

nation companies like Mubadala [Investment 

Company],” Mr. Pradhan reportedly said on the 

sidelines of the MoU signing ceremony with Saudi 

Aramco and ADNOC for their investment in the 

Ratnagiri refinery.

Leasing strategic reserve

The Minister also said that India would consider 

leasing a part of its third strategic reserve in Padur 

if Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC) was 

interested. It had already leased a part of the strategic 

reserve in Mangalore to ADNOC.

The MoU signed by Saudi Aramco and ADNOC  

was to jointly develop and build an integrated 

refinery and petrochemicals complex at Ratnagiri in 

Maharashtra. The project would be implemented by 

Ratnagiri Refinery & Petrochemicals Ltd. (RRPCL).

“The investment by Saudi Aramco and ADNOC in the 

$44 billion project will be the highest ever overseas 

investment in the Indian refining sector,” Mr. Pradhan 
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said in his speech following the MoU signing. “The 

significance, however, goes much beyond FDI. It is 

a strategic partnership between India, Saudi Arabia 

and the UAE which is symbolised by the MoU. The 

strategic partnership brings together crude supply, 

resources, technologies, experience and expertise 

of these multiple oil companies with an established 

commercial presence around the world.”

The Ratnagiri refinery would be capable of processing 

1.2 million barrels of crude oil per day or 60 million 

metric tonnes per annum. It would produce a wide 

range of refined petroleum products, including petrol 

and diesel meeting BS-VI fuel efficiency norms. 

The refinery is also supposed to provide feedstock 

for the integrated petrochemicals complex, which 

would have the capacity of producing about 18 

million tonnes per annum of petrochemical products. 

“Saudi Arabia has always been a trusted and reliable 

supplier of crude for India and a key element of 

India’s energy security,” Mr. Pradhan said.

“I have received this assurance from my colleague 

Minister, H.E. Khalid Al Falih, several times, 

including during our last meeting at Vienna last 

week on the margins of the OPEC International 

Seminar. With the UAE too we have investment in 

India’s strategic reserves programme.”

ICICI Bank: SEBI favours adjudication

A preliminary examination by SEBI has favoured 

adjudication proceedings against ICICI Bank and its 

CEO Chanda Kochhar for alleged violation of listing 

disclosure norms regarding ‘conflict of interest’ in 

her husband’s business dealings with the Videocon 

Group.

ICICI Bank may face a penalty of up to Rs. 25 crore 

under the relevant SEBI regulations for such lapses, 

while the fine for Ms. Kochhar may go up to Rs. 

1 crore besides other penal actions, a senior official 

said.

The adjudication process would convene formally 

soon after taking into account the replies to the 

show-cause notices issued by the markets regulator 

to ICICI Bank, Ms. Kochhar and others in this 

matter, the official added.

Independent inquiry

Besides SEBI probe, the ICICI Bank’s board had 

also constituted an “independent inquiry” and Ms. 

Kochhar had gone on leave till the completion of the 

enquiry. According to a regulatory filing by the bank, 

Ms. Kochhar would continue as MD and CEO.
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SEBI set to open commodities to MFs

The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) 

is gearing up to usher the next set of reforms in 

the commodity market by allowing mutual funds 

to participate in the segment while also actively 

considering allowing derivatives on commodity 

indices.

A SEBI committee is separately looking into the issue 

of physical settlement for commodity derivative 

contracts. This comes two months after the regulator 

made it mandatory for stock derivatives to move 

to the physical settlement mechanism in a phased 

manner.

“The proposal for allowing mutual funds and 

portfolio management services (PMS) in the 

commodity derivatives segment is awaiting final 

approval by SEBI, which is also actively considering 

allowing derivatives on commodity indices,” said a 

person who is directly involved in the discussions.

The Commodity Derivatives Advisory Committee, 

which met recently, deliberated upon the issue of 

physical settlement in commodity derivatives and 

formed a subgroup to look into this specific matter. 

Based on the suggestions of the advisory committee, 

the regulator is soon expected to issue a consultation 

paper before framing the final guidelines.

“There seems to be a perception that there is a lot 

of speculative trading in the commodity segment 

and hence the points about physical settlement 

were raised,” said another person familiar with the 

development.

Physical settlements

“Initial discussions have happened and the committee 

has formed a subgroup to deliberate further. Data 

will be analysed along with the other dynamics of 

the commodity market and then suggestions would 

be framed,” he added, wishing not to be named since 

the discussions are not yet public.

Physical settlement refers to the system where the 

contract on the day of expiry is settled through the 

delivery of the underlying commodity instead of the 

current practice of cash. This assumes significance 

as currently only about 1-2% of the total turnover 

of certain commodities is settled by way of physical 

delivery.

The regulator, however, will have to first frame 

the warehousing guidelines for non-agriculture 

commodities before going ahead with physical 

settlement. In September 2016, SEBI introduced 

warehousing norms for agri-commodities to ensure 
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that exchanges do not face any default risk while the 

settlement and delivery of the commodity is assured.

Equity exchanges BSE and NSE, which plan to start 

commodity trading from October, have asked SEBI 

to allow co-location in the commodity derivatives 

segment as well.

RBI slaps Rs. 60 mn fine on TMB

The Reserve Bank of India has slapped a fine of Rs. 

60 million on Tamilnad Mercantile Bank Limited 

(TMB) for contravention of its directive.

The RBI said that the TMB had been fined for its 

lapses in adhering to the master directions issued by 

it on the issue and pricing of shares.

“The penalty has been imposed in exercise of powers 

vested in RBI under the provisions of Section 47A 

(1) (c) read with Section 46 (4) (i) of the Banking 

Regulation Act, 1949 taking into account the failure 

of the bank to adhere to the directions while issuing 

bonus shares to certain non-resident entities,’’ the 

central bank said in a release.

RBI steps in as rupee hits record low

The rupee extended its losing streak for a fourth 

straight session, breaching the 69-a-dollar mark for 

the first time ever in early trade  before the central 

bank intervened by selling dollars through state-run 

banks, curbing volatility in the foreign exchange 

market and helping the local currency trim its losses.

The rupee, which hit an an intraday low of 69.09, 

closed at 68.79. The currency’s previous record low 

was 68.87 reached on November 24, 2016.

“The Reserve Bank of India is said to have intervened 

to stop the sharp fall in the rupee against the dollar,” 

HDFC Bank wrote in a note. “It is estimated to 

have sold dollars about $700-800 million through 

state-owned banks. We expect the RBI to intervene 

aggressively at 69.0 levels to support the rupee,” it 

added.

Climbing crude oil prices, which would fan inflation 

and widen the current account deficit, fears of a 

looming global trade war and the rising U.S. interest 

rates have combined to exacerbate outflows from 

emerging markets and impacted the rupee. The 

Indian currency has depreciated more than 7% this 

year, making it the worst performing Asian currency 

in the period.

Currency traders expect the rupee will remain under 

pressure in the near term as oil prices continue to 

stay high and capital outflows from the emerging 

markets continue.
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“The outflow by foreign investors and the hardening 

of oil prices have impacted the rupee,” said U.R. 

Bhat, managing director, Dalton Capital Advisors 

India.

‘Fairly priced’

“However, I feel that the rupee is fairly priced at the 

current levels. It has been holding steady for almost 

a year. Most of the other currencies have depreciated 

against the dollar and so the correction in the rupee 

is not completely negative as such,” he added.

While the country’s $413 billion foreign exchange 

reserves acts as a cushion, the pile has shrunk in 

eight of the nine weeks to June 15 as the central 

bank intervenes in the currency market to smooth 

volatility. The RBI has said that it does not target any 

specific level for the currency and only intervenes to 

curb volatility.

The weak sentiment spilled onto the bonds and equity 

markets as the benchmark 10-year yield rose 6 basis 

point to 7.94% and the the 30-share BSE Sensex lost 

179.47 points to close at 35,037.64 while the broader 

Nifty ended at 10,589.10, down 82.30 points.

Foreign investors have been net sellers at Rs. 40,439 

crore in the debt segment till date this year. In the 

equity market, overseas investors have been net 

sellers at Rs. 5,753 crore in 2018.

Oil minister Dharmendra Pradhan said India could 

not remain insulated in a globalised economy.

“OPEC’s decision to increase production by 1 

million barrels per day from July 1 will start having 

its impact. Strong dollar and high crude oil prices 

are sentimental and have market driven impact... It’s 

a matter of concern but no commodity can remain 

stagnant,” he said.

Insolvency Code: what’s new

In a major change, homebuyers would now be treated 

as financial creditors or, in other words, on par with 

banks. The amendment enables homebuyers (either 

as an individual or group) to initiate insolvency 

proceedings against errant builders. Homebuyers 

shall have the right to be represented in the committee 

of creditors (CoC), which takes the key decision 

regarding revival of the company or its liquidation.

Definition of a related party in relation to an 

individual

The amendment now defines related party in relation 

to an individual running the firm and they would be 

barred from bidding for the firm under the resolution 

process.
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Prior to the amendment, related party was defined 

only with reference to a company facing insolvency.

Changes in voting share of committee of CoC

The amendment has changed the voting share 

required in CoC meetings. For extending the 

insolvency process beyond 180 days till 270 days 

and for appointment of the resolution professional 

(who oversees the process), now a voting share of 

66% is sufficient, compared with earlier requirement 

of 75%. Unless a specific approval is required in the 

Code, all other decisions of the CoC can be taken 

with 51% voting share against the earlier norm of 

75%.

Withdrawal from the insolvency process is permitted 

with the approval of 90% of voting share of the CoC 

(the norms for which would be prescribed).

If a financial creditor is a related party

If a financial creditor (banks and other financial 

institution) or his authorised representative is a 

related party to the company facing insolvency, it 

shall not have any participation or voting during a 

meeting of the CoC.

However, exemption is provided in case the financial 

creditor has become a related party on account of 

conversion or substitution of debt to equity shares or 

instruments convertible into equity shares prior to the 

date of commencement of insolvency proceedings.

Moratorium not to be available to the guarantors 

of a company

For a company under insolvency, a moratorium period 

is provided during which no parallel proceedings are 

allowed. Whether such moratorium is available to 

guarantors of the company was a subject of debate. 

Now the amendment has said that the moratorium is 

not available to persons who provided guarantee for 

the loans availed by the corporate debtor.

Filing of application by the company

A company can file an insolvency application; 

provided it seeks shareholders’ approval and at 

least three-fourth of the stakeholders approve the 

proposal.

Operational creditor to confirm dues only if 

available

Operational creditors (suppliers of the company) are 

required to furnish a certificate from the financial 

institution managing their accounts regarding 

pending dues from the company, only if it is 

available. Prior to the amendment, it was mandatory.

Tenure of an insolvency resolution professional

Under the insolvency process, an interim resolution 
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professional (IRP) is appointed first and then, a 

resolution professional. As per the amendment, the 

tenure of the IRP would continue till the appointment 

of the resolution professional (RP), compared 

with the earlier 30-day fixed tenure. Also, for the 

appointment of the RP, a written consent from the 

professional is required in a specified format.

Munoth Industries to set up lithium-ion cell 

plant in A.P.

Chennai-based Munoth Industries  announced 

setting up of a Lithium-ion cell manufacturing plant, 

said to be the first in India, at an investment of Rs. 

799 crore. The plant, which would target the mobile 

phone industry in the first phase, would come up in 

Tirupati, Andhra Pradesh.

The first phase of the project will be operational 

by March 2019 and the second and third phases by 

2022.

Munoth Industries was earlier involved in 

distribution of mobile phones, but is now focusing 

efforts on manufacturing Lithium-ion cell, said MD 

Vikas Munoth.

He added that in the first phase the company had 

invested Rs. 165 crore, in which it would get a 

subsidy of about Rs. 25 crore each from the Centre 

and the State under different schemes.

The plant is expected to generate employment for 

about 1,700 people. The MD said in the first phase 

the company was targeting a capacity of 2 lakh Ah, 

which would be increased to 5 lakh Ah in the second 

phase and then to 10 lakh Ah.

Consumption levels

“The current consumption of batteries is about 400-

450 million per annum for mobile phones, including 

replacement, and about 100 million/annum for power 

banks,” said Pankaj Mahindroo, national president, 

Indian Cellular Association.

Munoth Industries chairman Jaswant Munoth said 

the company was targeting a market share of about 

6% of the total number of batteries consumed in 

the mobile phone industry in the first phase of 

production.

Solace for homebuyers

The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Amendment 

(Ordinance) Act, 2018, received the President’s 

assent on June 6. The amendment to the Code was 

brought about with a view to balance the interests 

of various stakeholders, especially the interests of 
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home buyers.

In the context of insolvency proceedings of a 

company involved in real estate development, this 

ordinance benefits homebuyers by treating such 

buyers as financial creditors under the Code.

Prior to the amendment, homebuyers were neither 

treated as financial creditors nor as operational 

creditors but as an ‘unsecured creditor’, because 

of which they were not able to initiate insolvency 

proceedings against a defaulting developer.

In case of a developer facing liquidation, as per the 

liquidation waterfall, homebuyers would get only the 

balance proceeds after paying off insolvency costs, 

workmen dues, financial creditors and government 

dues.

Post-amendment

By virtue of the amendment, homebuyers are now 

classified as an ‘allottee’ under a ‘real estate project’. 

The two terms have their respective meanings 

as defined under Real Estate (Regulation and 

Development) Act, 2016 (RERA).

Any amount raised from an allottee under a real 

estate project is deemed to be an amount having 

the commercial effect of a borrowing. Therefore, 

under the Code, the amounts paid by homebuyers 

to a developer will be treated as financial debt 

and homebuyers will be categorised as financial 

creditors.

In the position of a financial creditor, homebuyers 

can jointly or individually file a petition to initiate 

insolvency proceedings against a defaulting 

developer company.

Default defined

Though the amendment has classified the homebuyer 

as a financial creditor, the definition of the term 

‘default’ vis-à-vis a homebuyer has not been 

amended. Hence, to detect when the default has 

occurred, we will have to take recourse to RERA.

Section 18 of RERA provides a choice to homebuyers 

to either choose the possession of a house or to seek 

a refund.

The section, among other things, states that a 

developer is liable to refund the amount received 

by him in respect of the apartment, with interest, or 

he must pay interest for every month of delay till 

possession is handed over, on demand by the allottee. 

The section further contemplates compensation to 

be paid to homebuyers in cases where the real estate 
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project has a defective title or the developer fails to discharge his obligations under RERA.

Notifications to the rules by States add to the clarity. For example, Rule 19 of the Tamil Nadu Real Estate 

(Regulation and Development) Rules, 2017, prescribes the timelines for refund, and lays down that the 

refund shall be given by the developer within 90 days from the date on which it becomes due.

Therefore, a default could be said to occur on the completion of 90 days from date of demand of refund or 

interest becoming due.

Financial debt

The term ‘financial debt’ as defined under the Code has been amended to include any amount raised by a 

developer from an allotee under a real estate project and these amounts are deemed to have the commercial 

effect of a borrowing. Therefore, transactions entered into by homebuyers with developers would fall under 

the definition of ‘financial debt’ and the default contemplated under RERA will entitle home buyers to 

initiate proceedings under the Code.

After the initiation of the insolvency proceedings against the developer ,the homebuyer can submit his claim 

to the appointed interim resolution professional.

Also, homebuyers as a class of creditors can be represented through an authorised representative at the 

meetings of the Committee of Creditors.

Though the objective of the legislation is resolution and not recovery, it is possible for the real estate 

developer company to go under the process of liquidation. In such a case, the position of the homebuyer in 

the liquidation waterfall has been elevated, where they would be treated on par with other financial creditors.

(The writers are with A.K. Mylsamy & Associates LLP, a law firm)
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U.S. renames Pacific Command

The U.S.   renamed its strategically important 

Pacific Command (PACOM) as the U.S. Indo-

Pacific Command, in a move widely seen as a public 

expression of America’s keenness to count India 

as key partner in its strategic planning. The Trump 

administration has already been using the term Indo-

Pacific instead of Asia-Pacific in official documents.

Secretary of Defence James Mattis made the 

announcement at the change-of-command ceremony 

in Hawaii where Admiral Philip S. Davidson took 

charge of the command from Admiral Harry B. 

Harris Jr.

‘Combatant command’

Mr. Harris, a strong proponent of enhancing ties 

with India, commanded PACOM for three years. Mr. 

Trump has nominated him as U.S. Ambassador to 

South Korea. “For U.S. Pacific Command, it is our 

primary combatant command, it’s standing watch 

and intimately engaged with over half of the earth’s 

surface and its diverse populations, from Hollywood 

to Bollywood, from polar bears to penguins as 

Admiral Harris puts it,” Mr. Mattis said.

The Indo-Pacific Command is critical for “a region 

open to investment and free, fair and reciprocal trade, 

not bound by any nation’s predatory economics or 

threat of coercion, for the Indo-Pacific has many 

belts and many roads,” Mr. Mattis said, alluding 

to China’s ‘One Belt, One Road’ policy for the 

region, and echoing Indian concerns about it. India 

is currently caught in the crossfire of anti-Russian 

sanctions mandated by the U.S. Congress and Mr. 

Mattis has called for waiver for India though it has 

significant defence cooperation with Russia. The 

first ‘two-plus-two’ ministerial dialogue between 

India and the U.S. is scheduled for the first week of 

July.

“America continues to invest vigorously in Indo-

Pacific stability, bolstering the free and open rules-

based international order that has enabled this region 

to grow and to thrive for over 70 years. While we are 

prepared to face any who would seek to challenge 

America’s resolve, our National Defense Strategy 

is not a strategy of confrontation,” the Defence 

Secretary said.

‘Greater connectednesses

International
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“The renaming reflects the existing geographic 

coverage of the command and the acknowledgement 

of the increasing connectedness between the two 

oceans — what happens in the Pacific, doesn’t stay 

in the Pacific —, but also, more broadly, the process 

of India’s re-entry into the U.S. government’s ‘Asia’ 

orbit,” said Tanvi Madan, fellow and director of 

India Project, Brookings Institution in Washington 

DC.

“Renaming the combatant command is strategically 

significant, in that it reflects recognition within the 

U.S. government that East Asia and the Indian Ocean 

Region are gradually becoming a single competitive 

space. It’s also shrewd marketing — a way of 

reaffirming to New Delhi and to the rest of the world 

that India is, and ought to be, an indispensable pole 

of the future Asian order,” said Joshua T. White, 

associate professor at the Johns Hopkins University 

School of Advanced International Studies, 

Washington.

However, the effectiveness of an Indo-Pacific defence 

and security strategy and U.S.-India cooperation 

will still depend on the level of discussion and 

coordination across combatant commands and 

bureaus, according to Ms. Madan. “Such a step 

can have organisational implications, and affect the 

policy debate outside government as well. However, 

it’s worth keeping in mind that, in other parts of the 

government (e.g. State, NSC), these regions are still 

categorised separately. Moreover, the U.S. and India 

have different ideas of what constitutes the Indo-

Pacific — India includes the whole Indian Ocean 

region, which U.S. CENTCOM and AFRICOM 

cover as well,” she said.

Representatives from Australia, the U.K., Japan, 

India, New Zealand, Canada, the Philippines, 

Thailand, Indonesia, Vietnam, Brunei, and Nepal 

attended the change-of-command ceremony in Pearl 

Harbor.

In S-400 deal, U.S. is the elephant in the room

India’s ambition to procure the Russian-developed 
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S-400 Triumf long-range air-defence system has 

landed New Delhi right in the middle of global 

strategic complexities.

The S-400 is a complex military system comprising 

several radars, command post, different types of 

missiles and launchers that can track several dozen 

incoming objects simultaneously from hundreds of 

kilometres away, launch counter-missiles within 

seconds and shoot them down with great efficiency.

Given its advanced capabilities, the weapon system 

has added a new strategic angle to ongoing stand-offs 

around the world — in Syria, between Saudi Arabia 

and Qatar, and in China and its neighbourhood.

As the Defence Ministry prepares to present the 

procurement proposal for the S-400 systems before 

the Cabinet Committee on Security (CCS), officials 

are divided on whether New Delhi will push the deal 

through in the face of possible U.S. sanctions and 

warnings that it will adversely affect transfer of U.S. 

military technology.

Government sources said New Delhi and Moscow 

have concluded the negotiations and the CCS note 

for a $5.5-billion deal is being drafted. However, 

one Indian Air Force source said he was not sure if 

New Delhi would defy Washington and sign up for 

the missile system. “Ideally, the deal should be ready 

for the annual summit between the PM and President 

Putin” in October, a senior official said.

Douglas Barrie, Senior Fellow for Military Aerospace 

at the London-based International Institute for 

Strategic Studies, told The Hindu that concerns over 

the system were partly technical and partly political.

“The S-400 (SA-21 Growler), when properly 

operated, is a potent medium-to-long-range surface-

to-air missile system. To be most effective, however, 

it needs to be integrated with other air defence 

systems and components — such as radars — 

operated by the purchasing country. This however, 

presents problems if some of these have been bought 

from the U.S. or potentially other Western states, 

where the required levels of integration will not be 

possible because of security concerns,” Mr. Barrie 

said.

Frank O’Donnell, of the Belfer Center for Science 

and International Affairs at Harvard University and 

the Stimson Center’s South Asia program, however, 

said New Delhi was unlikely to be deterred from 

completing this purchase by the threat of U.S. 

sanctions.

“Indeed, Washington will likely soon withdraw this 
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threat and quietly acquiesce to the purchase once 

Indian diplomats have the opportunity to explain to 

their U.S. counterparts how the S-400 acquisition 

supports the U.S.-India shared goal of enhancing 

regional capabilities to deter Chinese aggression,” 

Mr. O’Donnell said.

In recent days, senior U.S. functionaries have made 

clear their stand on India’s proposal. Congressman 

Mac Thornberry, Chairman of the U.S. House 

Armed Services Committee, said in New Delhi last 

week that there was a “lot of concern in the U.S., 

in both the Administration and [U.S.] Congress over 

the S-400 system.”

Congressman Harry Cueller of House Appropriations 

Committee pointed out that India wants more 

technology sharing and co-production with the U.S. 

“The issue is: if we provide more technology and 

India buys the S-400, it raises concerns...,” he said.

‘CPEC is elephant in the room’

The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is 

the “elephant in the room” for India, but India does 

not view its bilateral relations with China through 

the prism of China-Pakistan relationship which 

“is getting intense”, Defence Minister Nirmala 

Sitharaman said.

China-Pakistan prism

“There has been an increased dependence of 

Pakistan’s military on Chinese arms and ammunition. 

The fundamental reorientation of the China-Pakistan 

relationship is getting intense. (But) We do not view 

our relations with China through the prism of China-

Pakistan relations,” Ms. Sitharaman said.

She was speaking at an international seminar on 

China’s geopolitics to commemorate the 10th 

anniversary of the Chennai Centre for China Studies 

here  .

Ms. Sitharaman said there was now a greater 

engagement between India and China, and with 

India’s participation in the Shanghai Cooperation 

Organisation (SCO), the relationship was becoming 

stronger.

“There is now a greater scope for engagement, and 

engagement itself can be a very strong way in which 

the relationship can be bettered,” she said.

The Defence Minister further said that India had 

good bilateral cooperation with many members of 

the SCO. “There are many platforms available for 

engagement. There is a reinvigoration, there are 

many mechanisms that are existing whether it is 
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border personnel meet, the dispute redressal meets, 

crisis management study groups meet, are all actively 

engaging every now and then,” she said.

‘Create hotline’

However, having a hotline between the two countries 

would help disputes to be resolved faster.

“A hotline would definitely reduce the time consumed 

in reaching the empowered group of decision-

makers in case there is a crisis at the ground level,” 

in a reference to the Doklam stand-off between the 

two countries.

She added that the two-day informal engagement 

between Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Chinese 

President Xi Jinping at Wuhan “will have some 

outcome in the short term, but without doubt in the 

long term the relationship will benefit from it.”

SCO calls for global front to fight terror 

groups

The Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) has 

resolved to fight terrorism, separatism and extremism 

with a renewed vigour in the next three years, and 

called for a unified global counter-terrorism front 

under the coordination of the UN.

The grouping of eight countries, including China, 

India and Russia, came out with a declaration at 

the end of its two-day annual summit here  , with a 

resolve to deepen cooperation to contain terrorism, 

extremism and separatism.

In his address at the summit, Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi spoke about challenges of terrorism 

and cited as example its effects in Afghanistan.

“The member states strongly condemn all forms of 

terrorism and consider it necessary to make efforts 

to promote the creation of a unified global counter-

terrorism front with the central coordinating role of 

the UN on the basis of international law, without 

politicisation or double standards,” the Qingdao 

declaration said.

However, the declaration did not mention any terror 

group.

Peaceful settlement

It said all the member countries were for reaching 

a consensus on adopting the UN Comprehensive 

Convention on International Terrorism, and 
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emphasised the importance of comprehensive 

measures to reach a peaceful settlement of 

international and regional conflicts.

The SCO leaders adopted a Joint Appeal to Youth, 

in which they asked them not to get influenced by 

extremist ideologies.

The declaration said the SCO would work to stop the 

spread of terrorist ideology and eliminate factors and 

conditions that facilitated terrorism and extremism, 

acknowledging that there can be no justification to 

any act of terrorism or extremism.

“The member states note that the interference in the 

domestic affairs of other states under the pretence of 

combating terrorism and extremism is unacceptable, 

as well as the use of terrorist, extremist and radical 

groups for one’s own purposes,” the declaration said.

The SCO called for “effectively fulfilling” the 

requirements of specialised UN Security Council 

resolutions to counter any forms of financing of 

terrorism and providing material and technical 

support to it. In relation to the developments in West 

Asia, the SCO talked about the growing threat from 

foreign terrorists who returned to their countries 

or find shelter in third countries to continue their 

terrorist and extremist activity within the bloc.

“The member states will work to improve the 

information exchange mechanisms regarding these 

people and their movements, and speed up procedures 

to extradite foreign terrorists in accordance with the 

national legislation of the SCO member states and 

boost international cooperation both on the political 

level and between the security services,” it said.

Three evils

In the summit, the leaders also talked about the 

special role of the SCO Regional Anti-Terrorist 

Structure in the fight against “the three evils” — 

terrorism, extremism and separatism — to ensure 

regional security.

It said a cooperation programme among the 

member countries to fight terrorism, separatism and 

extremism would be prioritised in the next three 

years.

The SCO members reaffirmed their concern about 

the risk of weapons of mass destruction ending up in 

the hands of terrorist groups.

“The leaders advocate the strengthening of the 

international legal framework to counter this threat 

and support the initiative to draft an international 

convention against chemical and biological terrorist 

attacks at the Conference on Disarmament,” the 
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declaration said.

It said the member states would strengthen their 

cooperation in combating the spread and propagation 

of terrorist ideology through the Internet, including 

publicly justifying terrorism.

The SCO countries reaffirmed their commitment to 

improve the mechanism of cooperation within the 

bloc to combat illegal drug trafficking.

Trump calls for Russia to be readmitted into 

the G7 bloc

U.S. President Donald Trump made a shock call   for 

Russia to be readmitted into the G7 as he headed for a 

showdown with America’s closest allies at a summit 

set to be dominated by a roiling trade dispute.

Mr. Trump was to be the last Group of Seven leaders 

to arrive in Canada for the two-day summit, and  , he 

will probably be the first to leave, in a hurry to move 

on to his nuclear summit with North Korea’s Kim 

Jong-un in Singapore.

Battle lines drawn

But battle lines were drawn even before he arrived, 

in a series of duelling tweets and statements between 

Mr. Trump and his former friend President Emmanuel 

Macron of France over Washington’s imposition of 

tariffs on imports from U.S. allies.

And Mr. Trump caused more eyebrows to be raised 

by telling reporters that he wanted Russia — which 

was expelled from the group of the world’s most 

industrialised nations after annexing Crimea — to 

be brought back into the fold.

“They threw Russia out. They should let Russia 

come back in because we should have Russia at the 

negotiating table,” he said before boarding Air Force 

One.

With unmistakable symbolism, the fractious Western 

democracies were meeting on the same day that 

China’s President Xi Jinping welcomed his Russian 

counterpart Vladimir Putin to Beijing and awarded 

him a friendship medal.

Three decades after the end of the Cold War, the G7 

nations are split over trade, climate and multilateral 

engagements such as the Iran nuclear deal, and Mr. 

Trump seems more at home with autocrats than with 
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Washington’s traditional allies.

The ‘America First’ President’s broadsides before 

leaving Washington reinforced predictions that the 

G7 summit in Quebec might be the first such get-

together to end without an agreed joint statement. 

“All of these countries have been taking advantage 

of the United States on trade,” he said before flying 

out.

Envoy lists steps to boost ties

China’s Ambassador to India Luo Zhaohui suggested 

a “5 C” approach to bettering India-China ties 

with more “communication, cooperation, contacts, 

coordination, and control (and management of 

differences)”.

Delivering the keynote address at a day-long seminar 

organised by the Embassy of China in the national 

capital  , Mr. Luo flagged the challenges in reducing 

the $50 billion plus trade deficit, given the low 

interest by Indian companies in doing business in 

China. Only four Indian companies had registered to 

take part at the upcoming China International Import 

Expo in Shanghai, Mr. Luo said.

More sugar, rice imports

However, he said as a result of Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi’s visit to Wuhan to meet with 

President Xi Jinping, the two sides had taken steps 

to reduce the trade deficit.

“China will import more sugar, non-Basmati rice and 

high quality medicines from India to reduce trade 

imbalance. A new bilateral target has been set for 

$100 billion by 2022. India agreed to facilitate the 

establishment of Bank of China branch in Mumbai,” 

Mr. Luo said.

Earlier in his speech, Mr. Luo had proposed that India 

should join a “trilateral” mechanism with China and 

Pakistan, on the sidelines of the SCO.

“This would be a non-starter in my opinion,” Ashok 

Kantha, the Director of the Institute of Chinese 

Studies and former Ambassador to Beijing told The 

Hindu.

“Besides the fact that Indian policy is to only resolve 

its problems with Pakistan in a bilateral format, one 

must see that China would not be an unbiased partner 

in such a dialogue given its ties with Pakistan,” he 

explained, referring to China’s backing of Pakistan 

on terror issues like designation of Masood Azhar 

and the NSG.
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U.S. exits from UN human rights body

UNHRC was founded in 2006. Then President 

George W. Bush was dismissive of the body. Under 

President Barack Obama, the U.S. joined it in 2009. 

The 47 members are elected to serve three-year 

terms on the Council. The U.N. body also focused 

on the situation in Jammu and Kashmir in a report 

recently.

“Look at the Council membership, and you see an 

appalling disrespect for the most basic rights,” Ms. 

Haley, said citing Venezuela, China, Cuba and the 

Democratic Republic of Congo. She did not mention 

Saudi Arabia, a close ally of the Trump administration 

and a member of the UNHRC accused of human 

rights violations. The latest confrontation between 

the U.S. and UNHRC followed the body’s criticism 

of Israel in the aftermath of the recent killing of 

protesters in the Gaza Strip.

The U.S. decision also comes against the backdrop 

of global criticism of the Trump administration’s 

policy of separating children and parents detained 

for illegally entering the U.S. UN human rights chief 

Zeid Ra’ad al-Hussein   asked to halt America’s 

“unconscionable” policy.

India, U.S. 2+2 Dialogue 

The inaugural U.S.-India 2+2 Dialogue will take 

place on July 6, both countries announced  .

Secretary of State Michael R. Pompeo and Secretary 

of Defense James Mattis will host External Affairs 

Minister Sushma Swaraj and Defence Minister 

Nirmala Sitharaman in Washington, D.C., for the 

dialogue that “will focus on strengthening strategic, 

security, and defense cooperation as the United 

States and India jointly confront global challenges,” 

the U.S. State Department said in a statement.

The new dialogue format was agreed to between 

the two sides during the visit of Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi to Washington D.C. in June, 2017. 

“The two sides are expected to share perspectives 

on strengthening their strategic and security ties and 

exchange views on a range of bilateral, regional and 

global issues of mutual interest,” the Ministry of 

External Affairs said in a statement.

The meeting takes place amid considerable divergence 

between the two countries on several strategic and 

trade issues. The Donald Trump administration has 

been reassuring Indian interlocutors that it will shield 

India from anti-Russia third party sanctions required 

by a U.S. law. How this will be achieved remains 
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unclear, and this issue will be top of the agenda in 

the dialogue.

Tina Kaidanow, Principal Deputy Assistant 

Secretary of State for Political-Military Affairs, who 

visited India recently, asked New Delhi to desist 

from conduct that might invite sanctions. The U.S is 

pressing India to scale down its defence cooperation 

with Russia. There are visible contradictions within 

the Trump administration on its Asia strategy also, as 

trade nationalists in it have little patience for long-

term strategic goals.

Negotiations on India’s proposed purchase 

of Guardian Avenger armed drones from the 

U.S. is dependent on the progress of talks on 

the Communications, Compatibility, Security 

Agreement (COMCASA) between the two countries. 

Both countries are exchanging notes on an India-

specific agreement, according to sources familiar 

with the developments. India has found the text 

of the standard agreement that the U.S. signs with 

many countries too intrusive.

Seychelles stalls project for Indian naval base

Govt. not to seek ratification of deal as Opposition 

cites threat to sovereignty

The Parliament of the Seychelles will not ratify 

India’s plans to build a naval base in the western 

Indian Ocean region. Officials of the Seychelles 

government announced this   when the country’s 

President, Danny Faure, arrived in India on a six-

day state visit.

News reports suggest that the Opposition 

members in the Seychelles Parliament argued 

against allowing India to build a naval base on the 

strategically located island of Assumption saying 

it would infringe on the country’s sovereignty. The 

government said the proposal to seek ratification of 

the project would not be presented to Parliament as 

the Opposition had already said that it would not 

clear it, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs Barry 

Faure told Reuters over telephone.

“The state visit of President Faure is part of regular 

high-level exchanges between India and the 

Seychelles, and will accord an opportunity to review 

our wide-ranging bilateral cooperation, including in 

the fields of defence and security and development 
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partnerships,” said the External Affairs Ministry.

Mr. Faure will be accorded a ceremonial welcome 

at the Rashtrapati Bhavan  . The dignitary and his 

senior Cabinet colleagues are also scheduled to visit 

Gujarat, Goa and Uttarakhand.

Coast guard facility

Seychelles has indicated that instead of allowing 

India to run the base, it would like to develop a 

coast guard facility at the Assumption. The Indian 

project was to include facility for Indian ships and 

an airstrip that would allow New Delhi to guard the 

energy lanes vital to India’s economy.

The Parliament’s decision follows several protests 

by civil society activists in the archipelago nation 

who have urged the government to remain non-

aligned and avoid tilting towards either India or 

China. Leader of the Opposition Wavell John Charles 

Ramkalawan had earlier stated that he would block 

the government’s move to seek clearance from 

Parliament.

India had earlier tried to reach out to Mr. Ramkalawan, 

who was extended special courtesies during the PIO-

Parliamentary Conference, a global meet of leaders 

from the Indian-origin people. However, he declared 

on March 27 that the project would not take off.

The agreement for the base was signed on January 

27 when the former Foreign Secretary of India S. 

Jaishankar travelled to the country.

North Korea still a threat: Trump

Extends for one year emergency measures that 

impose economic restrictions on Pyongyang

U.S. President Donald Trump declared   that North 

Korea still poses an “extraordinary threat” to the 

United States.

In an executive order, he extended for one year 

the so-called “national emergency” with respect to 

the nuclear-armed nation, re-authorising economic 

restrictions against it. While expected, the declaration 

comes just nine days after Mr. Trump tweeted, 

“There is no longer a Nuclear Threat from North 

Korea,” following his summit with North Korean 

leader Kim Jong-un in Singapore.

Proliferation risk

The order appears to undermine the President’s 

claim.

It states that “the existence and risk of proliferation of 

weapons-usable fissile material” and the actions and 

policies of the North Korean government “continue 

to pose an unusual and extraordinary threat to the 
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national security, foreign policy, and economy of the 

United States.”

The national emergency has been in place since 

2008 and is a sign of the enduring tensions between 

the U.S. and North Korea that spiked last year as 

the North moved closed to perfecting a nuclear-

tipped missile that could reach American soil, but 

ebbed with the June 12 summit where Kim agreed 

to “complete denuclearisation” of the Korean 

Peninsula.

The two sides, however, still have to negotiate the 

terms under which the North would give up its nukes 

and win relief from sanctions a goal that has eluded 

U.S. administrations for a quarter-century.

Mr. Trump claimed at a Cabinet meeting Thursday 

that denuclearisation had already begun, although 

Defense Secretary James Mattis told reporters a day 

earlier that he wasn’t aware that North Korea had 

taken any steps yet toward denuclearisation, and that 

detailed negotiations have not yet begun.

Indefinite suspension

Meanwhile, the Pentagon said Friday evening that 

it has “indefinitely suspended” a major military 

exercise with South Korea, known as Freedom 

Guard and scheduled for August, as well as two 

Korean Marine exchange training exercises.

Officials had announced   that planning for Freedom 

Guard had been suspended in line with Mr. Trump’s 

decision to halt what he called U.S. “war games” in 

South Korea.

A Pentagon spokeswoman, Dana W. White, said 

further decisions about military exercises in South 

Korea “in support of diplomatic negotiations” led 

by Secretary of State Mike Pompeo will depend 

on North Korea “continuing to have productive 

negotiations in good faith”.

Regarding suspension of the exercises, South Korea’s 

Defence Ministry said, “South Korea and the U.S. 

decided to delay two of KMEP (drills) indefinitely, 

which was going to take place within the next three 

months.

“This is a part of follow-up measures after the 

North Korea-U.S. summit and South Korea-North 

Korea summit. There could be additional measures 

should North Korea follow suit with productive 

cooperation.”

Last year, 17,500 American troops and more than 

50,000 South Korean troops joined the Freedom 

Guardian drills, although the exercise is mostly 

focused on computerized simulations rather than 
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field exercises.

Also,  , the U.S. military began moving caskets to 

North Korea for the recovery of some remains, the 

U.N. Command in South Korea said in a statement.

‘Nepal can be bridge between India, China’

Nepal can serve as a bridge between India and 

China, Prime Minister K.P. Oli has said, insisting 

that his country will maintain close ties with the two 

neighbours while pursuing an independent foreign 

policy.

Mr. Oli, who is here on a five-day visit, held talks 

with President Xi Jinping and Premier Li Keqiang, 

following which a Memorandum of Understanding 

(MoU) was signed to build a railway link connecting 

Tibet with Kathmandu, along with 14 cooperative 

documents.

In an interview to China’s state-run Global Times, 

Mr. Oli said since the formation of his government, 

Nepal has intensified engagements with both 

neighbours.

“We have made it clear that we pursue an independent 

foreign policy and a balanced outlook in the conduct 

of international relations,” he said.

‘Top priority for both’

“In foreign policy conduct, our two neighbours 

naturally receive top priority and with both of them, 

our relations are broad, comprehensive and multi-

faceted,” Mr. Oli said.

Asked whether Nepal will be the “land of the 

competition” or “bridge of cooperation” between 

China and India, Mr. Oli said Nepal has remained 

a sovereign and independent nation throughout 

history.

“We are firmly committed to not allowing our 

territory to be used against the sovereign interests of 

our neighbours. We have the resolve to maintain this 

and we naturally expect similar assurances from our 

neighbours,” he said.

Mr. Oli said Nepal’s developmental needs were 

immense and needed meaningful and mutually 

beneficial economic partnership with both its 

neighbours.

“Fortunately for us, both our neighbours are rising 

in global stature and making tremendous progress 

in every area of development. They are in a position 

to support Nepal in its developmental journey,” he 

said.

“We believe that Nepal can serve as a bridge between 

our two neighbours. In fact, we want to move from 

the state of a land-locked to a land-linked country 

through the development of adequate cross-border 
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connectivity. Our friendship with both neighbours 

places us in an advantageous position to realise this 

goal,” he said.

On the Tibet-Kathmandu railway link, he said, 

“Cross-border connectivity is our top priority. Both 

sides have discussed developing a multidimensional 

trans-Himalayan connectivity network.”

On China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), he said, 

“We believe that the BRI should be beneficial to all 

the participating countries. Nepal wants to benefit 

from the initiative and at the same time, works for 

the benefit of the international community”.

‘2+2 postponed due to scheduling issue’

The abrupt postponement of the first 2+2 dialogue 

between India and the U.S., which was earlier 

scheduled to take place on July 6, has nothing to do 

with any disagreement between the two countries, 

a spokesperson of U.S. State Department told The 

Hindu.

“This scheduling change has nothing to do with 

trade, sanctions, or any other policy issues. We 

remain firmly committed to our partnership with 

India and look forward to rescheduling the 2+2 

as soon as possible,” the spokesperson said, when 

asked whether the postponement of the July 6 event 

was linked to disagreements between India and U.S. 

on sanctions against Iran and trade.

“The U.S.-India relationship is a major priority 

for this administration, and we look forward to 

continuing to strengthen[ing] our partnership,” the 

official said.

Pompeo’s Korea visit

Sources familiar with the developments said that 

the postponement of the dialogue is linked to other 

travel plans for Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, 

who has emerged as the point man for Mr. Trump’s 

risky foreign policy ventures. He will be travelling 

to North Korea on July 6, according to The Financial 

Times. He is also in charge of preparations ahead 

of a possible meet between Mr. Trump and Russian 

President Vladimir Putin in mid-July.

Mr. Pompeo and External Affairs Minister Sushma 

Swaraj agreed that the 2+2 dialogue between the two 

countries “would be rescheduled as soon as possible 

at a mutually convenient time and location,” when 

they spoke on the phone, the spokesperson said.

“Secretary Pompeo conveyed to Minister Swaraj 

his regret at the postponement of the 2+2 dialogue 
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previously scheduled to take place on July 6,” the 

official said, adding that India’s central role in U.S. 

national security is enshrined in the President’s 

National Security Strategy which has noted that 

“We welcome India’s emergence as a leading global 

power and stronger strategic and defence partner.”

Meanwhile, the U.S. has proposed that a meeting 

between Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman and 

Defense Secretary James Mattis could take place on 

July 6. However, India has reservations about going 

down that path, it has been learnt, though New Delhi 

is yet to respond officially to the proposal.

“The rescheduling of the 2+2 dialogue is purely 

a scheduling issue, and other speculations are 

unfounded,” said Mukesh Aghi, president and 

chief executive officer of the U.S.-India Strategic 

Partnership Forum. “Tremendous progress is 

happening on strategic issues and you will see it 

soon,” he said.

‘India shouldn’t meddle with our political 

affairs’

India can have the biggest political impact on 

Sri Lanka’s election, former President Mahinda 

Rajapaksa has said, adding that he hoped India will 

not “meddle with” Sri Lanka’s internal political 

affairs. He made the comment in an interview 

to The Daily Mirror, responding to a question on the 

possible influence of the West and India on the Sri 

Lankan presidential election, likely to be held by the 

end of 2019. “It is not that big,” Mr. Rajapaksa said, 

on the West’s ability to determine poll outcomes.

India’s role in 2015

Following his election defeat in January 2015 to 

an eclectic coalition led by his former Cabinet 

colleague Maithripala Sirisena, Mr. Rajapaksa 

has, on different occasions, alluded to India’s role 

in toppling his government. In an interview toThe 

Hindu in March 2015, he said “it was very clear” 

that India’s Research and Analysis Wing (RAW), 

possibly along with Western agencies, backed the 

opposition alliance that unseated him.

Clarifying that he was not accusing Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi, who had been in power for less than 

a year then, he said it was part of India’s “long-term 

plan”, as New Delhi had “misunderstood” him “over 

the Chinese question”.

In the interview comes in the wake of recent 

speculation over the candidate that the Rajapaksa 

camp might field in the presidential election.
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While the ruling coalition is fractured and perceived to be weak, Mr. Rajapaksa himself cannot contest a 

third term. The 19th Amendment to the Sri Lankan Constitution adopted in 2015 puts a two-term limit.

While it is strongly rumoured that the candidate could be someone from his own family, Mr. Rajapaksa said: 

“We will decide at the right time”.
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issues

Prime Minister Narendra Modi met U.S. Secretary 

of Defence Jim Mattis in Singapore , and discussed 

security-related issues, days after the Pentagon 

renamed its Pacific Command as the Indo-Pacific 

Command.

At the closed-door meeting, they discussed issues 

of mutual and global interest pertaining to security, 

sources said. National Security Adviser Ajit Doval 

was present at the meeting that lasted nearly an hour.

Focus on region

The meeting was held on the sidelines of the annual 

Shangri-La Dialogue (SLD) addressed by Mr. Modi  

night.

“The focus of the conversation was on the region, 

in the context of the PM’s keynote address at the 

#SLD18 yesterday evening,” External Affairs 

Ministry spokesperson Raveesh Kumar tweeted.

In his keynote address, Mr. Modi said an “Asia of 

rivalry” would hold the region back, while an “Asia 

of cooperation” would shape the current century. 

Asia and the world would have a better future when 

India and China worked together with trust and 

confidence while being sensitive to each other’s 

interests.

“We should all have equal access as a right under 

international law to the use of common spaces on 

sea and in the air that would require freedom of 

navigation, unimpeded commerce and peaceful 

settlement of disputes in accordance with 

international law,” he had said.

In his address, Mr. Mattis stressed freedom for all 

and “reaffirmation for rules-based order”.

The meeting between the two leaders assumes 

significance as, in his address, Mr. Mattis spoke 

of both countries working together and with other 

nations, for ensuring peace and security in the Indo-

Pacific region.

“It is only appropriate that waterways remain open 

for all nations,” Mr. Mattis said.

The meeting comes days after the U.S. renamed 

its oldest and largest military command — the 

Pacific Command — as the Indo-Pacific Command, 

amid heightened tensions with China over the 

militarisation of the South China Sea.

India and 
The World
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The U.S. move came in the wake of a series of 

measures by China that have raised tensions in 

the South China Sea. The Pentagon’s move is also 

reflective of the growing importance of India in US 

strategic thinking.

India seeks new security forum

Hopes to get BRICS support for system to counter 

terrorism and radicalisation

India  urged for support from Russia, China, South 

Africa and Brazil to create a new security forum to 

counter terrorism and radicalisation.

Speaking at the BRICS Foreign Ministers meeting, 

External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj said that 

the forum could be realised through an understanding 

among the National Security Advisors (NSAs) of the 

member countries of the grouping.

Common ground

“It is imperative now that the common ground 

reached in our NSAs’ meeting on setting up a BRICS 

security forum is implemented fully,” said Ms. 

Swaraj in a statement in the meeting of the Foreign 

Ministers in Johannesberg.

Apart from the Indian External Affairs Minister, 

the meeting is being attended by Russian Foreign 

Minister Sergey Lavrov, Chinese Foreign Minister 

Wang Yi and South African Minister of International 

Affairs Lindiwe Sisulu.

Brazil is represented at the meeting by Vice-Foreign 

Minister Marcos Galvao.

The National Security Advisers of the BRICS 

member states have a dialogue mechanism to 

counter radicalisation, terrorism, money laundering 

and other international crimes.

Ms. Swaraj also emphasised the contribution of the 

BRICS countries in ensuring stability in a world 

faced with growing insecurity and said, “Our meeting 

today takes place at a time when multilateralism, 

international trade, and rules based world order face 

strong head-winds.”

Johannesburg meet

The statement from the Indian Minister came weeks 

before the Indian leadership’s meeting with the 

Russian and the Chinese leaders at the Qingdao 

summit of Shanghai Cooperation Organisation and 

the next BRICS summit in two months which will 

be held in Johannesburg.

During Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s recent 

meetings with President Vladimir Putin and President 

Xi Jinping, India had expressed willingness to 
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intensify work with the BRICS member- states to 

address pressing issues of collective concern.

‘Indo-Pacific area should be inclusive’

India  joined Australia, Japan and the United States 

to discuss the future of Asia-Pacific region as an 

inclusive space. Senior officials of the four countries 

held the discussion in Singapore.

“The participants reaffirmed their support for a free, 

open, prosperous and inclusive Indo-Pacific Region. 

They also confirmed their common commitment, 

based on shared values and principles, to promote 

a rules-based order in the Indo-Pacific,” a statement 

from the Ministry of External Affairs said.

The statement indicates the discomfort of the various 

stakeholders with China’s bid to alter the status quo 

in the South China Sea, that is interpreted as a hurdle 

to freedom of maritime and air movements.

Delhi charts new line on Indo-Pacific area

India’s stand on region not to contain any country, 

says envoy to Russia

New Delhi does not consider the newly re-established 

quadrilateral format of U.S.-Japan-India-Australia 

a part of its “Indo-Pacific” region policy, India’s 

Ambassador to Russia Pankaj Saran has said.

The senior diplomat, instead, suggested that India 

would like to engage more closely with Russia in 

the Indo-Pacific region as well.

The comments, published , come a day a meeting of 

officials of the four countries — called the “Quad” 

ended in Singapore — and indicate that India’s 

maritime partnerships would not be restricted to the 

Quad formation with the U.S. and its allies.

Mr. Saran will soon take charge as Deputy National 

Security Adviser in the Prime Minister’s Office, 

making his remarks particularly significant, as is the 

timing, just ahead of Mr. Modi’s visit to Qingdao 

in China to attend the Shanghai Cooperation 

Organisation summit, where he will have meetings 

with Mr. Xi and Mr. Putin.

PM Modi’s concept

In an interview to the Russian TASS news agency — 

made available by the Indian Embassy — Mr. Saran 

said,

“The Quadrilateral format of U.S.-Japan-India-

Australia is one of the many multilateral dialogues in 

the region, and not directed against any country. It is 

not part of the Indo-Pacific region concept outlined 

by Prime Minister Modi in Shangri La.”

“It is important that the Indo-Pacific Region (IPR) 
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and Quad format are not confused with each other. 

The Indian view of IPR is positive — this is an open 

and inclusive arrangement, which is not directed 

against any country nor intended to contain any 

country,” he added, referring to the general belief that 

the Quad arrangement came together in November 

2017 in an effort to contain China’s aggressive 

actions in the South China Sea, and forays in India’s 

neighbourhood.

However, given improved relations with China in 

the last few months, the government has been seen 

as less active in promoting the Quad, also declining 

a request from Australia to join the ongoing Malabar 

naval exercises with the other three Quad members.

Xi to visit India in 2019 for Wuhan-style 

informal meet

Modi extends invitation to Chinese President at talks 

during SCO summit

India and China have expanded on the “spirit” of 

the Wuhan informal summit, with Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi and Chinese President Xi Jinping  

agreeing on a string of official engagements ranging 

from a fresh round of boundary talks to a new 

mechanism to step up exchange of films.

Briefing the media after the two leaders held talks 

for nearly an hour on the sidelines of the Shanghai 

Cooperation Organisation (SCO), Foreign Secretary 

Vijay Gokhale said the meeting was “positive and 

forward looking and underpinned the spirit of the 

Wuhan summit”.

Mr. Xi also accepted Mr. Modi’s invitation for 

another “informal summit”, in India, next year and 

described the Wuhan summit as a “new starting 

point” in India-China relations.

In tune with the on-going “strategic communication” 

between the two leaders, China’s defence minister, 

Wei Fenghe and the Minister of Public Security, 

Zhai Kezhi, will meet their Indian counterparts — 

Nirmala Sitharaman and Home Minister Rajnath 

Singh —during the course of the year.

Following the meeting with Mr. Xi, Mr. Modi said he 

had detailed discussions with the Chinese President 

on bilateral and global issues, which would add 

further vigour to the India-China friendship after 

their “milestone” informal summit in Wuhan.

An MoU on sharing hydrological information on 

the Brahmaputra river by China and another pact 

on amendment of the protocol on phytosanitary 

requirements for exporting non-Basmati rice from 
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India to China were signed after the talks.

India rebalancing ties with Pak. to open path 

to Eurasia

In a significant gesture, Prime Minister Narendra 

Modi and Pakistani President Mamnoon Hussain 

shook hands and exchanged pleasantries after a 

press conference by the leaders of the Shanghai 

Cooperation Organisation (SCO) here .

The conciliatory moment came at the end of the 

media briefing which was addressed by Chinese 

President Xi Jinping. China is the host and chair of 

the SCO.

After engaging with China in Wuhan and Qingdao, 

India appeared to be rebalancing its ties with Pakistan 

in order to build bridges with Eurasia, within the 

framework of the eight-nation SCO.

Mr. Modi and Mr. Hussain were among the leaders 

who attended the media briefing after the end of 

the 18th SCO summit where India and Pakistan 

participated as full-fledged members.

The relations between the neighbours have been 

strained after an attack on an Army camp in Uri 

in Jammu and Kashmir by Pakistan-based terror 

organisations in 2016.

Official sources  declined to single out Pakistan as a 

source of international terrorism.

“Pakistan is not the only country responsible for 

terrorism,” an Indian official, who did not wish to be 

named, said. Asked if India’s position on Islamabad 

had shifted since the September summit in Xiamen, 

where Pakistan-based groups had been named in the 

joint BRICS statement, the official said that “the 

SCO format was very different from BRICS, of 

which India was a founding member.”

A diplomatic source told The Hindu that India was 

exploring the possibility of connectivity to Central 

Asia through the Pakistan-Afghan corridor, under 

the SCO framework. “The SCO has been working 

on connectivity among its member countries. Now 

that India and Pakistan are both members, it provides 

New Delhi with a fresh opportunity to reach out 

to Central Asia across the Pakistani corridor,” the 

source said.

An Indian official had earlier told The Hindu that 

as its full participation neared, the Indian side 

“seriously began to explore opportunities presented 

by New Delhi’s participation in the SCO.”

“The result is an evolving policy towards Eurasia, 

with a Central Asia core.”
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Opposes BRI

Asserting India’s continued opposition to China’s 

ambitious Belt and Road Initiative, Mr. Modi 

said mega connectivity projects must respect the 

sovereignty and territorial integrity of the countries. 

However, New Delhi, he said, would support 

initiatives which ensure inclusivity. Referring to the 

“unfortunate” example of the effects of terrorism 

in Afghanistan, he hoped that the steps taken by its 

President Ashraf Ghani would be respected by all 

the players in the region.

Rise in India-ASEAN naval games

In the latest, a bilateral exercise will be held with 

Indonesia in the Java Sea

India is instituting a series of bilateral and multilateral 

naval exercises with Association of South East Asian 

Nations (ASEAN) countries as part of the increasing 

military-to-military cooperation. This is in addition 

to assisting the countries in capacity-building and 

sale of military hardware.

Later this month, the Navies of India and Indonesia 

will hold their first bilateral exercise in the Java 

Sea. India will stage a new trilateral exercise with 

Thailand and Singapore soon.

Beyond patrols

The bilateral with Indonesia is in addition to the 

Coordinated Patrol (CORPAT) that the two sides 

conduct. The 31st edition of CORPAT concluded 

on June 9 in which India had deployed INS Kulish , 

a Kora class missile corvette, and one Dornier 

maritime patrol aircraft.

“The visit of the INS Kulish seeks to underscore 

India’s peaceful presence and solidarity with 

friendly countries towards ensuring good order in the 

maritime domain and to strengthen existing bonds 

between India and Indonesia,” the Indian Navy said 

in a statement.

The new trilateral naval exercise with Thailand 

and Singapore was announced by Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi during his key note address at the 

Shangri-La dialogue in Singapore. The dates and 

modalities of the exercise are being worked out, a 

defence source said.

Similarly, the Navy recently conducted maiden 
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bilateral exercises with Myanmar, Thailand and 

Vietnam. “The Indian Navy has had extensive 

interactions with Vietnam People’s Navy, particularly 

in training, repairs, maintenance and logistics 

support aimed at capacity building,” the Navy said.

India mulls new group in WTO

India is considering bringing together a group of 

8-10 member countries of the WTO to prepare an 

agenda for creation of a conducive atmosphere in 

Geneva to ensure smooth functioning of the global 

trade body, a top government official said.

It would be an informal group within the World 

Trade Organisation (WTO), which may also 

include nations like Brazil, China, South Africa, 

China, Indonesia and Columbia. “We are thinking 

about taking 8-10 countries together to look at a 

way forward for global trading system. Nobody is 

suggesting anything, only attacking each other,” said 

the official.

Now, Nirav Modi comes between India-U.K. 

bilateral ties

His decision to flee to the U.K. comes at a sensitive 

time, with tensions over treatment of Indians by 

Britain’s immigration system and questions about 

Indian jails

The precarious bilateral relationship between India 

and Britain is set to be tested even further, amid 

unofficial confirmation that fugitive jeweller Nirav 

Modi had fled to Britain seeking political asylum. 

British Foreign Office and Indian officials confirmed 

to the Financial Times  that Mr. Modi had sought 

political asylum, following months of speculation as 

to his whereabouts.

While parallels will be drawn with the case of Vijay 

Mallya, the liquor baron whose extradition to face 

charges of money laundering and fraud of around Rs. 

9,000 crore that India is currently pursuing through 

the British court system, the cases appear to be quite 

different.

Mallya case

Mr. Mallya, who had his Indian passport revoked 

by Indian authorities, has said he has been a British 

resident, now with indefinite leave to remain, 

since 1992. The decision on whether to return him 
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to India lies within Britain’s court system, under 

an extradition process set out in a 1992 bilateral 

extradition treaty.

Mr. Modi — if he has claimed political asylum as 

reports suggest — would have to navigate Britain’s 

highly uncertain political asylum process.

It is not known which passport Mr. Modi was 

travelling on, though some reports have suggested it 

was Singaporean.

“To be eligible you must have left your country and 

be unable to go back because you fear persecution,” 

explains the section of the British government’s 

websites on applying for asylum, which urges those 

who apply to do so “as soon as they arrive or deem 

it unsafe to return to their own country”. A decision 

on an application — which would be made by the 

Home Office’s UK Border Agency — could take 6 

months, it estimates.

“Seeking political asylum would involve the 

suggestion he’s being hounded by the government 

for political reasons,” says Sarosh Zaiwalla, founder 

of London-based law firm Zaiwalla & Co who has 

dealt with a number of cases involving high-profile 

political asylum claims.

“This cannot just be about an election: it has to be 

much more serious.”

Unlike the Mallya case which is being heard at 

Westminster Magistrates Court, the claim for 

political asylum would be considered by the Home 

Office’s UK Border Agency. “It’s an administrative 

decision but one that India can feed into,” said Mr. 

Zaiwalla, who noted that unlike in an extradition case 

where the onus was on the country to prove there was 

a prima facie case to be heard against him (and that 

other criteria such as prison conditions were met), 

in a claim for political asylum the burden of proof 

would be on the claimant. Still, said Mr. Zaiwalla, 

India, to ensure a swift decision rejecting the claim 

could make representations to the Home Office on 

why the political asylum application constituted an 

“abuse” of the process of asylum. “The burden on 

proof would be on him but India must work behind 

the scenes immediately,” he said.

Another London-based source cast doubt on whether 

Mr. Modi would be going down the route of claiming 

political asylum, saying that the key question would 

be if he had indefinite leave to remain in Britain (in 

which case the extradition process would have to 

kick in).

Mr. Modi’s apparent decision to flee to the U.K. 
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comes at a particularly sensitive time for bilateral 

relations, with tensions not only over Britain’s 

immigration system (and its treatment of Indian 

nationals, particularly skilled professionals), but also 

over the questions about Indian jails raised in recent 

court cases. While India has by and large sought to 

emphasise its respect for the UK judicial system and 

processes, the issue has surfaced at a political level 

too. The issue of jail conditions has figured in India’s 

attempt to extradite Mr. Mallya (to Arthur Road 

Prison) as well as alleged bookie Sanjeev Chawla (to 

Tihar). India is currently appealing a judge’s decision 

to deny the extradition of Mr. Chawla because of 

concerns around conditions at Tihar.

India seeks action against desecration of 

national flag

India has asked U.K. authorities to take action 

against “miscreants” involved in desecrating the 

Indian flag during Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s 

visit to London in April.

India said that while there was a possibility of 

such an incident, “it was the police’s inaction that 

surprised us,” and no arrests have been made in the 

case despite there being “photographic proof”.

Union Minister of State for Home Kiren Rijiju is 

learnt to have told U.K. Minister Baroness Susan 

Williams  that he was absolutely “aghast and 

shocked” at the unfortunate incident relating to the 

desecration of the Indian flag at Parliament Square 

by “miscreants in the presence of Metropolitan 

Police” during the PM’s visit to the U.K. in April.

Caught on camera

A group under the banner of ‘Minorities against 

Modi’, led by a Pakistani-origin man, was caught on 

camera desecrating the Indian flag. Indian agencies 

suspect that pro-Khalistani activists and Kashmiri 

separatists jointly carried out the act when Mr. Modi 

was in London to attend the Commonwealth Heads 

of Government Meeting on April 19.

“I would like to insist that action is taken urgently 

against the culprits who have been caught on video. 

It has been almost two months since the incident 

and in spite of photographic proof and witness 

statements, there have been no arrests or progress in 

the investigations. This is quite disappointing, to say 

the least,” Mr. Rijiju is learnt to have told the U.K. 

delegation.

Fringe groups

He said that India was disappointed with the anti-
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India activities of some fringe Kashmiri and Sikh 

groups that continued unabated in the U.K.

“Increasing instances of better coordination between 

the Kashmiri and Sikh separatists have come to 

our notice. We hope that the U.K. government will 

take cognisance of such anti-India activities being 

planned on British soil and take steps to curb them,” 

he is learnt to have told the U.K. delegation.

A senior government official said the flag issue was 

strongly taken up by the Indian High Commission 

with the Foreign and Commonwealth Office.

“The Mission has also submitted video and 

photographic evidences of the culprits to the 

Metropolitan Police and is following up with them,” 

the official said.

‘SCO can be a vehicle to better India-Pak. 

ties’

China and Russia proposed that the eight-nation 

Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) can 

become a peace platform to resolve India-Pakistan 

differences.

In an interview with state broadcaster CGTN, 

Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi said that the 

SCO, which has been expanded with the inclusion of 

India and Pakistan, could provide a “better platform” 

to resolve the bitter feud between New Delhi and 

Islamabad of over seven decades.

“We know that there are unresolved historical 

conflicts existing between Pakistan and India. But 

I think after their joining the SCO, maybe we can 

provide a better platform and opportunities for the 

building of relations between them.”

He added: “I feel the SCO serves a great vehicle 

for bettering the two nations’ relations. As a result 

it will better safeguard the peace and stability of the 

region although their relations have seen their ups 

and downs.”

In a separate interview with CGTN, Russian 

President Vladimir Putin hoped that the SCO forum 

can provide India and Pakistan an opportunity to 

resolve their differences in a “multilateral format”. 

He was optimistic that “all countries of the region will 

use this platform for in-depth work in a multilateral 

format and resolve their differences”.

India’s BRI stand lost in translation

Avoiding embarrassment for Centre, SCO agrees to 

pull down English version

A major embarrassment for the government was 
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averted , after the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation 

(SCO) agreed to pull down the English version of 

the Qingdao Declaration signed by Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi , which appeared to show that all 

“member states”, including India, had supported and 

endorsed China’s Belt and Road Initiative.

Major departure

The wording of the paragraph in the statement in 

English, which differed from the official versions in 

Russian and Chinese on the SCO website, would have 

marked a big departure from the Modi government’s 

stand on the Chinese connectivity project, which 

India is staunchly opposed to.

According to the version available online , the 

statement said, “Reaffirming their support for 

the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)” of China, 

Kazhakstan, Kryrgyz Republic, Pakistan, Russia, 

Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, “the Member States 

express appreciation for the joint efforts taken 

towards its implementation”.

India, the only member state which is not part of the 

BRI, has publicly criticised it.

Senior former diplomats that The Hindu spoke to 

termed the SCO declaration in English a case of 

“sloppy drafting” and “an oversight”, and called 

for the External Affairs Ministry to take note of the 

statement lest it became a reflection of the Indian 

position for the future.

“It is for the MEA to decide if they should insist 

on an amendment,” said former Foreign Secretary 

Shyam Saran, adding that the Ministry should opt 

for a “statement in clarification”.

The Hindu also contacted the Ministry spokesperson’s 

office, which then contacted the SCO and had the 

faulty version of the document deleted from the 

website. “It was an unofficial translation that should 

not have been there in the first place,” said a source, 

adding that the SCO secretariat agreed to delete it 

when the error was “pointed out to them”.

However, the SCO secretariat did not clarify when 

it might upload the corrected version. Until Tuesday 

evening, the MEA website, which records all 

bilateral and multilateral documents signed by the 

government, had not uploaded any version of the 

SCO Qingdao declaration, released .

LS Speaker Sumitra Mahajan meets Latvian 

President Raimonds Vejonis

Lok Sabha Speaker Sumitra Mahajan met Latvian 
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President Raimonds Vejonis and said the bilateral 

ties could be strengthened further through high-level 

governmental, parliamentary and cultural exchanges. 

“India and Latvia share a broad convergence of views 

on issues such as United Nations reforms and other 

aspects of global order,” a Lok Sabha Secretariat 

statement quoted Ms. Mahajan as saying. She also 

appreciated Latvian support to India for permanent 

membership in the UN Security Council.PTI

India’s proposed Assumption Island deal 

drifts

No official word from the Seychelles yet, but 

President Danny Faure had announced cancelling 

the agreement

Nearly two weeks after an official announcement 

by Seychelles President Danny Faure cancelling 

the agreement with India for the development 

of Assumption Island in the Indian Ocean, the 

government has refused to respond to the move, with 

Defence sources saying they are yet to be informed 

of the decision.

“We have seen the reports. We are awaiting further 

details,” an official told The Hindu  referring to a 

press conference by Mr. Faure on June 4 when he 

announced that the “Assumption project will not 

move forward”.

“In next year’s budget, we will put funds for us to 

build a coast guard facility on Assumption ourselves. 

It is important for us to ensure that we have a military 

post in this area,” Mr. Faure told journalists in 

Victoria, according to the Seychelles News Agency.

Mr. Faure made it clear that he would have no further 

discussions on the subject with Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi when he visited India on June 25 

and 26, and that he was not going table it in the 

Seychelles National Assembly for ratification. The 

External Affairs Ministry refused to comment on the 

issue despite several requests.

Security setback

The decision by the Seychelles President to drop the 

deal in the face of protests over a perceived loss of 

sovereignty is a blow to the government’s “SAGAR” 

(Security and Growth for All in the Region) 
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programme, announced by Mr. Modi during a visit 

to Indian Ocean Rim (IOR) countries in March 2015.

It also comes amid India’s troubles with another 

IOR country, the Maldives, where the government 

has demanded that India withdraw two helicopters, 

pilots and personnel from its atolls that had been 

sent there to help with maritime patrols.

Discussions regarding development of Assumption 

Island began in 2003, but were formalised in 2015 

during Mr. Modi’s visit.

The deal was to include a 20-year access to the 

base, as well as permission to station some military 

personnel on ground with facilities on the island 

funded by India, owned by the Seychelles and jointly 

managed by both sides. In a reply in Parliament, the 

Ministry said that the agreement was “renegotiated” 

at the request of the Government of Seychelles in 

January to help push the deal through the National 

Assembly.

Attempts futile

However, despite two visits by the Foreign Secretary 

(in January by then Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar 

and in May by Vijay Gokhale), as well as discussions 

during two meetings between Mr. Modi and Mr. 

Faure on the sidelines of the Solar Summit in Delhi 

and the Commonwealth Summit in London, Victoria 

and New Delhi appear to have been unable to save 

the deal.

In an attempt to engage with the Opposition in 

the Seychelles that had led protests against the 

agreement, India had raised the issue with Leader 

of the Opposition Wavel Ramkalawan, who was a 

special guest at the PIO Parliamentary Conference 

this year, which was addressed by the Prime Minister 

and External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj and 

had met President Ram Nath Kovind.

However, he rebuffed the Indian request, saying 

during a speech in New Delhi that “Seychelles 

would never accept any naval base of any country, 

be it the U.S. or India or any other”. Naval 

officials pointed out that India’s defence maritime 

cooperation with the Seychelles is long-standing and 

some of the upgrade work on Assumption Island was 

already under way. According to a source, India has 

resurfaced the old airstrip on the island as part of 

the infrastructure development project worth over 

$500 million. The cancellation of the agreement 

in a strategically important island could have far-

reaching implications, said a government analyst, 

who preferred not to be named.
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Arab group wants India on board in Yemen

The Arab coalition which is fighting to secure the 

strategic Yemeni port of Hodeidah will be reaching 

out to India for its support, a leading Arab diplomat 

said here .

A formal discussion regarding this would be held 

during the visit of the Foreign Minister of the United 

Arab Emirates (UAE) next week.

Speaking to The Hindu , Ahmed Albanna, 

Ambassador of the UAE to India, said the operation 

at Hodeidah would secure the energy lanes of India 

with the Gulf, and that the Arab coalition had sourced 

large quantity of relief material from India to help 

the Yemeni population.

“The operation at Hodeidah is ongoing and its main 

target is to fight terrorism that is a common enemy 

of both India and the UAE. Therefore, support from 

allies like India will be appreciated, especially 

in view of our exceptional strategic relationship 

with India,” said Mr. Albanna explaining that the 

operation will force the rebels in Yemen to sit down 

for a negotiated settlement of the conflict that has 

caused a major humanitarian disaster in Yemen.

Final phase

The military campaign on the port of Hodeidah is 

reportedly in the final phase as the Houthi militia 

members are retreating. The UN Security Council 

last week voted against an immediate end to 

hostilities in the port, even as India has maintained a 

studied silence on the conflict.

The envoy’s request for support from India, for 

the Arab coalition’s Yemen campaign has added 

a broader context to the upcoming visit by the 

Foreign Minister and leading royal of the UAE, 

Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed, who is expected to hold 

bilateral meetings in Delhi next week.

The Ambassador pointed out that the UAE was not 

yet offering a military role to India in the ongoing 

operation.

“India can help by extending diplomatic support 

to the Hodeidah operation on the international 

platforms. The campaign is in accordance with 

the resolutions of the UN and invitation from the 

legitimate government of Yemen. Our Foreign 
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Minister will brief his Indian counterpart on the 

issue,” said Dr. Albanna.

Yemen’s port of Hodeidah was under the control of 

the Houthi rebels who are believed to be drawing 

support from Iran. The Arab coalition, led by Saudi 

Arabia and the UAE, claims that the Iranian military 

has used the port to supply the Houthis with weapons 

and ammunition. Mr. Albanna declared that the 

Houthis have been supporting pirates in the western 

Indian Ocean region. The campaign will ultimately 

help Indian maritime goals as the Houthis used the 

port for facilitating the piracy network in the western 

Indian Ocean region that is vital for India’s energy 

security, the envoy said in support of India’s interest.

The envoy said the Arab coalition has already sent 

a large amount of relief material, including rice 

and food parcels sourced from India, and that his 

country remains open to allowing it a broader role in 

resolving the regional conflict.

“The Arab coalition also includes non-Arab partners 

and we have remained open to granting a role to 

India to support in diplomacy for peace in the Gulf,” 

he said.

India, Italy agree to revitalise bilateral ties

India and Italy  agreed to boost cooperation in 

counter-terrorism and cybersecurity as External 

Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj met the top Italian 

leadership and discussed steps to revitalise bilateral 

ties.

In her first engagement of the day, Ms. Swaraj 

called on Italian Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte 

and their discussions focussed on forging bilateral 

cooperation across sectors, said a statement issued 

by the External Affairs Ministry.

It was the first major political exchange between the 

two countries after Mr. Conte assumed charge early 

this month.

Ms. Swaraj “conveyed felicitations of the Government 

of India to the newly elected Government of Italy, 

and reiterated India’s desire to strengthen bilateral 

relations with Italy,” the statement said.

Ms. Swaraj, who is here on the first leg of her seven-

day tour of four European countries, also met her 

Italian counterpart, Enzo Moavero Milanesi.

“They exchanged views on regional and global 

issues of mutual interest,” External Affairs Ministry 

spokesman Raveesh Kumar said.
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“Recognising the need to sustain the momentum 

generated by the visit of former Italian Prime 

Minister [Paolo] Gentiloni to India in October 

2017, the Ministers emphasised the importance of 

promoting regular high-level contacts and bilateral 

dialogue mechanisms,” the statement said.

JCEC meet in India

“To augment collaboration in areas of mutual benefit, 

the Ministers agreed to hold the next meeting of 

the Joint Commission for Economic Cooperation 

(JCEC) in India later this year,” it said.

They also welcomed Italy’s participation as a partner 

country at the Tech Summit in India in November 

2018 which would boost cooperation in technology 

and innovation.

The year also marks the 70th year of establishment 

of diplomatic relations between the two countries.

Later in the day, Ms. Swaraj left for France for the 

second leg of her visit.

Road map laid for India-U.S. meet

Indian and U.S. experts began a three-day 

consultations  to find meeting points in bilateral 

relations in preparation for the first-ever meeting of 

the Ministers for External Affairs and Defence with 

their U.S. counterparts next month.

The July meeting in Washington DC between 

Sushma Swaraj and Nirmala Sitharaman and 

their U.S. counterparts, called the two-plus-two 

discussions, is expected to further cement the India-

U.S. engagements.

According to officials, among the key focus areas 

of the meeting that began here  morning is finding 

a breakthrough in concluding the Communications 

Compatibility and Security Agreement (COMCASA), 

one of the four foundational agreements that help 

the U.S. to intensify its defence cooperation with a 

partner nation.

Indications emerging from the U.S. side are that 

they are keen to stress the importance given to 

India in its Indo-Pacific strategy. The U.S. Pacific 

Command (PACOM) was recently renamed Indo-

Pacific Command (INDOPACOM), symbolic of the 

significance U.S. attaches to India in the region.

Apart from the foundational agreements, the U.S. 
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is also keen on a broad based intelligence-sharing 

agreement with India as the two countries have vastly 

expanded their counter-terror cooperation. In this 

context, the fourth foundational agreement, Basic 

Exchange and Cooperation Agreement for Geo-

spatial Cooperation (BECA), will be significant.

COMCASA and BECA are the two foundational 

agreements that India is yet to sign. It has already 

signed the General Security Of Military Information 

Agreement (GSOMIA) and the Logistics Exchange 

Memorandum of Agreement (LEMOA). The most 

significant of them is LEMOA, which gives both 

nations access to each other’s military facilities. But 

it does not make it automatic or obligatory.

The U.S. has been engaging India since 2002 

on the foundational agreements, but successive 

governments have been wary of giving in to the U.S. 

demands.

Sale of drones

The COMCASA will facilitate transfer of encrypted 

communications systems. The agreements are a 

key requirement by Washington for sharing h-tech 

military hardware, especially armed drones which 

the U.S. is willing to supply to India. Sale of armed 

drones is high on the agenda of the 2+2 dialogue.

New Delhi has shed its traditional reluctance and has 

been open to COMCASA, with both sides holding 

several rounds of discussions in recent times. There 

have been widespread expectations that a broad 

understanding could be reached ahead of the 2+2 

dialogue.

However, India had concerns on some of the clauses 

and the language, which both sides would attempt to 

address in the discussions.

As part of improving high tech cooperation, India 

and the U.S. announced the ambitious Defence 

Technology and Trade Initiative and India was 

designated a major defence partner. But it has not 

made any progress.

Sushma writes to Maldives on visa row

Ministry officials meet Male diplomats to discuss 

bilateral ties as job applicants are left stranded

India and the Maldives are engaging in an effort to 

resolve issues over the denial of visas to Indians, 

with officials meeting in Delhi, and External 

Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj reaching out to her 

counterpart in Male to help hundreds of Indian job-

holders left stranded over the past few months.

Support at UN
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In addition, a growing controversy over whether 

India voted against the Maldives at the UN Security 

Council could be put to rest after a letter emerged 

clearly stating India’s support to the Maldivian 

candidature issued a day before the vote.

Sources said External Affairs Ministry officials 

had met Maldivian diplomats at least twice since 

Thursday to discuss bilateral ties — under strain 

since February, when Maldives President Abdulla 

Yameen declared a state of Emergency, which India 

had objected to.

Ms. Swaraj wrote to her counterpart, Mohamed Asim, 

specifically indicating India’s concern about the visa 

issue. Both the meetings and the letter transpired 

, the day a story appeared in The Hindu outlining 

the plight of what some officials estimate are 2,000 

applicants for work visas who have been waiting 

since February.

Asked about the outcome of the discussions, Maldives 

Ambassador to India Ahmed Mohamed confirmed 

that the “issues related to visas have been notified” 

to him, and he would be “consulting his government 

in Male while trying to find a resolution”.

‘No discrimination’

Mr. Mohamed also referred to a formal statement 

from the Immigration Authority in Male that had 

denied that the visa delays were “discriminatory”. 

Neither the Ambassador nor the Immigration 

spokesman Hassan Khaleel would comment on 

specific cases where both hotel chains and IT 

colleges have written to job holders to say that 

Indians are not being issued work visas at present. 

Diplomatic sources suggested that the public denial 

from the Immigration authorities could be a positive 

sign, and matters may move forward “soon.”

The Hindu has learnt that on the issue of India’s vote 

for the UNSC non-permanent seat on June 8, the 

Permanent Mission of India had written a letter to the 

Maldivian Embassy at the UN expressly committing 

support to Maldives, and not Indonesia, who were 

contesting against each other for the Asian seat.

The Ministry declined to comment on developments 

and discussions with the Maldives.

India, South Korea to align policies for 

Southeast Asia

India and South Korea will align their policies for 

the region during the visit of South Korean President 

Moon Jae-in to India next month, a senior South 

Korean diplomat said .
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“When President Moon visits New Delhi and holds 

summit with Prime Minister Narendra Modi, they 

will link their own initiatives, Modi’s Act East policy 

and Moon’s New Southern policy. So it will be a 

very comprehensive one,” said Enna Park, Deputy 

Minister of Foreign Affairs and Ambassador for 

Public Diplomacy of South Korea. She was speaking 

to the media on the sidelines of a seminar organised 

by Observer Research Foundation.

Last November, Mr. Moon unveiled the “New 

Southern policy” aimed at deepening ties with 

Southeast Asia as part of efforts to diversify trade. 

This complements the Modi government’s Act East 

Policy of deepening strategic ties with Southeast 

Asian nations.

Stating that the two countries were looking for 

expanding cooperation in security and defence 

industries, Ms. Enna said they expect the summit to 

produce substantial outcomes.

“There are many initiatives to be agreed to at the 

summit. We are expecting around 20 Memorandum 

of Understanding (MoU) among other outcomes,” 

she said.

As part of the deepening defence engagement, 

last year the two countries signed agreements to 

build artillery guns for the Indian Army and an 

inter-governmental MoU for defence industry co-

operation in shipbuilding.

China offers to boost ties between India and 

Pakistan

Without explicitly proposing a trilateral dialogue 

among India, Pakistan and China, Beijing  offered 

to “strengthen” its cooperation with New Delhi and 

Islamabad to bolster “stability” in the region.

“Both India and Pakistan are China’s neighbours 

and friends. We are willing to conduct relations with 

all our neighbours, including Pakistan and India, to 

strengthen our cooperation for better development 

and stability in the region,” Foreign Ministry’s 

spokesperson Geng Shuang said.

Without abandoning the prospects of a trilateral 

meeting altogether, the Chinese Foreign Ministry 

seemed to step back from explicit offer of a meeting 

among China, India and Pakistan, made by its 

Ambassador in New Delhi, Luo Zhaohui.

In reference to the recently concluded SCO summit 

in Qingdao, where India and Pakistan participated as 

full members, Mr. Zhaohui had said: “Some Indian 

friends suggested that India, China, and Pakistan may 
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have some kind of trilateral summit on the sidelines 

of the SCO. So, if China, Russia and Mongolia can 

have a trilateral summit, then why not India, China, 

and Pakistan.”

Official sources told The Hindu that India was 

exploring the possibility of connectivity to Central 

Asia through the Pakistan-Afghan corridor, under 

the SCO framework. “The SCO has been working 

on connectivity among its member countries. Now 

that India and Pakistan are both members, it provides 

New Delhi with a fresh opportunity to reach out 

to Central Asia across the Pakistani corridor,” the 

source said.

However, another official said that New Delhi had 

not been considering the SCO as a forum where 

bilateral differences between India and Pakistan 

were to be addressed.

Personal opinion

In response to Mr. Zhaohui’s proposal, the External 

Affairs Ministry had earlier said: “We have 

seen reports on comments made by the Chinese 

Ambassador in this matter. We have not received 

any such suggestion from the Chinese government. 

We consider the statement as the personal opinion 

of the Ambassador. Matters related to India-Pakistan 

relations are purely bilateral in nature and have no 

scope for involvement of any third party.”

Mr. Shuang said he hoped that “India and Pakistan 

can strengthen their dialogue to improve their mutual 

trust.”

Asked whether Mr. Zhaohui’s remarks in Delhi were 

China’s official position, Mr. Shuang said: “What I 

have just said is China’s official position.”

Analysts say that it is become apparent that China is 

imparting greater urgency for the resolution of India-

Pakistan differences under the SCO framework.

During the Qingdao summit, Chinese Foreign 

Minister and State councillor Wang Yi told state 

broadcaster CGTN, “I think after their joining the 

SCO, maybe we can provide a better platform and 

opportunities for the building of relations between 

them.”

India contests overstayers’ figures

Asks from where the British government arrived at 
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the number of 100,000

India has questioned Britain’s assessment of the 

number of Indians overstaying their visa in the U.K. 

and called for policies based on statistics, amid an 

ongoing controversy over Britain’s failure to include 

Indian students in the relaxation of visa norms, and 

whether it was linked to India’s failure to sign an 

MoU on the return of illegal immigrants.

Exclusion slammed

The exclusion of Indian students has also been 

condemned by the main political parties.

“I am sure there are many [over stayers] but where 

did this figure of 100,000 come from,” asked Indian 

High Commissioner Y.K. Sinha speaking at a U.K.-

India event in Buckinghamshire , referring to a 

figure that has regularly been cited as the British 

government’s estimates for the number of Indians 

overstaying their visa in the UK.

He pointed to Home Office figures from 2016 to 

2017 that showed over 300,000 visas were issued to 

Indians. “97% of them went back…so I think this is 

important. We need to see this whole debate in the 

proper context.”

Earlier this week Britain’s Trade Minister Liam Fox 

linked the decision not to include Indian students 

in the visa relaxation announced last Friday to 

cooperation between the two countries on the return 

of illegal migrants, including the failure of India to 

sign an MoU with the U.K. on the issue during Mr. 

Modi’s visit earlier this year.

New Delhi’s demands for “easier norms” as part of 

a “constant conversation” between the two countries 

could not be dealt with without India addressing the 

issue of “overstayers,” Mr. Fox said .

“Allegations that India and visitors have misused 

the system is an enormous roadblock in the way of 

having some kind of special trade relationship,” said 

Vincent Cable, leader of the Liberal Democrats, who 

described the decision to exclude students from the 

visa changes as a “retrograde step.”

The Labour Party has also condemned the exclusion 

of India. “The government’s approach to Indian 

student visas is discriminatory and counter-

productive. This country benefits hugely from the 

presence of overseas students,” said Diane Abbott, 

Labour’s Shadow Home Minister, in a statement.

“Indian students have not been included in the 

liberalised tier 4 visas. Now we could say that’s 

linked to the MOU not being signed on illegal returns 

but I want to tell everyone that our cooperation with 
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the UK on this subject is very robust,” Mr. Sinha 

said.

India, Maldives hold discussions to sort out 

issues

India and the Maldives are engaged in a series of 

high level meetings to end the logjam in the relations 

over strategic issues, sources have confirmed.

Maldivian Ambassador Ahmed Mohamed had met 

the Foreign Secretary last week, and diplomats and 

officials held another meeting . Further, a high-level 

meeting of defence officials is scheduled later this 

month.

According to the sources, one possible solution to 

the problem caused by the Yameen government’s 

insistence on returning two helicopters India had 

stationed in the Maldives for the past few years, 

would be if the Maldives accepts a long pending 

Indian offer of a Dornier patrol aircraft instead.

“Male is likely to revive an old Letter of Exchange 

[LoE] that India had sent offering a Dornier aircraft 

for maritime surveillance,” an official source familiar 

with the matter told The Hindu .

The Maldives, itself, had requested the Dornier some 

time ago but has not approved the LoE for the past 

two years. According to the source, the LoE would 

be slightly modified and will include terms for about 

30 Indian personnel, including pilots and engineers, 

as well as a construction team required to build a 

hangar for the plane at the Kadhdhoo National 

Defence facility. Expenses for the effort would be 

shared by both governments, according to the terms 

being discussed presently.

Two-year validity

As in the case of the helicopters, the LoE is expected 

to be valid for two years with the standard provision 

that it can be terminated at any point. Maldives 

hopes to replace the Indian pilots over time with 

their pilots. One Maldivian pilot has already been 

trained in India for the Dornier and one more is to 

be trained soon.

According to sources, the Maldives government is 

not willing to reconsider the leases of the two Dhruv 

Advanced Light Helicopters (ALH) stationed in 

Addu and Laamu atolls and won’t extend the visas 

for Indian military personnel stationed there to 

operate them. There are about 26 Navy personnel, 

including pilots, currently posted there.

India had gifted the two helicopters in 2013. One of 

them was operated by the Indian Coast Guard, the 
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LoE of which expired early this year, and the other 

by the Indian Navy. Its LoE is due to expire soon.

Decision awaited

While discussions are on, the Indian military 

establishment said it is yet to be informed of these 

developments. A defence source said a decision on 

withdrawing the helicopters that are still stationed 

in the Maldives, is awaited from the Ministry of 

Defence.

The bilateral relationship has been on a downward 

trajectory since the Maldives started moving closer 

to China and further when President Abdulla Yameen 

declared emergency in the country in February.

As reported by The Hindu last week, the Maldives 

had set India a deadline to remove its helicopters by 

the month-end and refused to extend the visa of the 

Navy personnel there, forcing the External Affairs 

Ministry to step in to resolve the issue.

The main reasons for the unhappiness over the 

helicopters, that India has been keen to have stationed 

in the strategically located atolls, said a senior official 

aware of the negotiations in Male, were statements 

made during the period of the emergency.

South Korean President to visit India in July

Main purpose is to emphasise New Southern Policy

South Korean President Moon Jae-in will visit India 

in July and hold meetings with Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi when the two countries are expected 

to sign a number of MoUs and strengthen the 

bilateral economic engagement, a senior South 

Korean official said .

“The main purpose of his visit to India is to upgrade 

the partnership. When Prime Minister Modi visited 

South Korea in 2015, we launched a special strategic 

partnership. This time it is to mature this partnership,” 

Enna Park, Ambassador for Public Diplomacy, said  

during a visit to The Hindu office in Chennai.

Ms. Park said under the leadership of President 

Moon, the country wants to expand the scope of its 

diplomacy beyond North-East Asia. “So we have to 

create a broadened new community along with our 

southern partners — ASEAN and India mainly,” she 

said.

The visit of Mr. Moon will lay emphasis on his 

vision of a New Southern Policy, and his vision of 

3Ps — People, Prosperity, and Peace.

On the Comprehensive Economic Partnership 

Agreement between India and South Korea, Ms. 

Park said there could be progress before Mr. Moon’s 
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visit.

Pace of business, a hitch

However, Ms. Park said the pace of the business 

processes in India was an issue for businessmen. 

“We want to see a real change in daily business 

practice, how they do business... For example, the 

immigration office — business people… they apply 

for visa. If they have a three- or five-year stay visa, 

it will be convenient for them. Every year, they have 

to visit the office many times, different types of 

documentation, lot of paperwork, lot of procedures,” 

she said.

According to Ms. Park, it would also help Korean 

businessmen, if they can at least complete their stay 

permit processes in one meeting. “But instead of 

that, five or six visits are required now.”

She said it would help Korean companies in India 

if more ‘Korea Plus’ desks are set up in south India.

“Right now there are 450 companies and 6,000 

Korean nationals in south India — it’s a starting 

point for us,” South Korean Consul General Hyung 

Tae Kim added.

A chorus against U.K.’s ‘hostile policy’ on 

visas for Indian students

London Mayor says he will continue to lobby for 

change in immigration rules; senior Labour and 

Liberal Democrat leaders flay the exclusionary 

policy

Pressure has continued to build on the British 

government to reassess its approach to Indian 

students, following a political outcry — both 

domestically and in India — over their exclusion 

from a relaxation of visa documentation requirements 

that was last week extended to those from China, the 

Maldives and other countries.

London Mayor Sadiq Khan  night condemned as 

“deeply offensive” the link made by British Trade 

Minister Liam Fox between the issue of Indian 

“overstayers” and the lack of progress on an MoU 

on the return of illegal migrants, with the decision 

on student visas. Mr. Khan accused the government 

of continuing a “hostile” approach towards 

immigration, despite the change of leadership at the 

Home Office.

The exclusion of Indian students has been condemned 

by senior figures in both the Labour and Liberal 

Democrat Parties, with politicians linking it to wider 

issues around the treatment of students, including 

the end of the post-study work visa, and the harsh 
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treatment of students who had been victimised by 

“bogus” colleges.

“The way students from the subcontinent are being 

treated is absolutely killing the desire of students 

and young people who may want to come here,” said 

Barry Gardiner, the Labour spokesperson on trade 

matters. “It’s barriers like these that are blocking the 

way forward for India-U.K. relations, particularly 

when we look for a free trade agreement after 

Brexit.”

The past week has seen long-simmering tensions 

over Britain’s immigration policy and its focus on 

overstayers ratchet up, over the student visa issue.

While the British High Commission sought to 

emphasise that the decision to revise the country 

list was based on risk criteria, which India fell 

below, India’s High Commissioner to London Y.K. 

Sinha questioned the British narrative on Indian 

overstayers. “I am sure there are many [overstayers], 

but where did this figure of 1,00,000 come from?,” 

he asked, referring to a figure that has regularly been 

cited as the British government’s estimates for the 

number of Indians overstaying their visa in the U.K.

Double standards

“The timing of this is just flabbergasting,” said 

crossbench peer Lord Karan Bilimoria, who will 

be raising the exclusion of Indian students in the 

House of Lords. He pointed to the “hypocrisy” of 

the positive spin the government sought to give 

its relations with India with the “discriminatory” 

treatment meted out to its citizens.

“All of us realise there has to be a change in the visa 

system,” said Foreign Office Minister Mark Field, 

acknowledging the strength of feeling on the issue, 

as the U.K.-India Week concluded. “All I will say 

to you all is … these things take a little bit of time 

… there has been progress under the new Home 

Secretary, which I hope we can build upon.”

India cuts export quotas for Maldives

India has lowered the limits on the export of certain 

essential commodities such as potatoes, onions, 

and eggs to the Maldives, according to a recent 

notification, in a move that sparked reports of 

possible food shortages there. This move, though 

ostensibly based on a new method of calculation, 

comes against the backdrop of a recent heightening 

of tensions between the two countries.

The Maldivian media, however, recently reported 

that the Managing Director of the State Trading 
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Organization, Ahmed Shaheer, had assured the 

people that there would be no shortage of essential 

goods due to the Indian decision. According to a 

bilateral pact that came into effect in 1981, India 

exports essential commodities by and large in line 

with the requirement as communicated by the 

government of Maldives.

However, last week’s notification by the Directorate 

General of Foreign Trade reduced these limits. 

Government sources said the calculations for 2018-

19 were arrived at using a new methodology.

“This is not an arbitrary action that has been taken,” 

an official in the Central Board of Direct Taxes and 

Customs told The Hindu .

“India and Maldives have had a long-standing 

relationship and this is a continuation of that. 

Normally, they send us their requirement and we try 

to meet all of it. This time, we have not received the 

requirement and so we calculated the average of the 

last three years and have set that as the limit for this 

year.”

“It seems to be a rationalisation of the quota based 

on actual utilisation in the recent past,” an official 

in the Ministry of External Affairs said. “Earlier, 

the government of India used to routinely grant in 

complete trust whatever amounts were requested 

by the Maldives side. This is probably a political 

message.”

Relations between India and Maldives have soured 

somewhat in recent times.

While Commerce Ministry officials were not 

immediately available for comment, calculations 

by The Hindu confirm that the new limits do conform 

to the three-year average explanation.

India, Bangladesh navies to join hands

India and Bangladesh have agreed to institute a 

Coordinated Patrol (CORPAT) as an annual feature 

between the two navies. The first edition will be 

inaugurated by Navy Chief Admiral Sunil Lanba 

during his visit there from June 24 to 29.

“The commencement of CORPAT is major step 

towards enhanced operational interaction between 

both navies. Naval cooperation between India 
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and Bangladesh has been traditionally strong, 

encompassing a wide span which includes 

operational interactions through port calls, passage 

exercises along with capacity building, capability 

enhancement and training initiatives,” the Navy said 

in a statement.

The Navy said the aim of Adm. Lanba’s visit is to 

“consolidate bilateral defence relations between 

India and Bangladesh and to explore new avenues 

for naval cooperation.”

During his visit, Adm. Lanba will call on Bangladesh 

President Md Abdul Hamid and Prime Minister 

Sheikh Hasina and also interact with the three service 

Chiefs of Bangladesh armed forces.

Widening cooperation

Over the last few years, the Navy has expanded 

its assistance to countries in the region through 

“material support, training, EEZ (Exclusive 

Economic Zone) surveillance, provisioning of 

platforms, hydrographic assistance, joint exercises 

and offering slots in professional training courses.”

The Navy regularly conducts CORPATs with 

Indonesia, Myanmar and Thailand. It also conducts 

EEZ surveillance of Maldives, Mauritius and 

Seychelles on their request.

India, Seychelles talk of ‘mutual welfare’

 “We have expressed our strong desire to elevate our 

bilateral relation to a comprehensive partnership of 

greater strategic partnership,” said Mr Faure.

India also declared that India will remain committed 

to Seychelles’ development.

“India is ready to finance three civilian infrastructure 

projects in Seychelles under Special Grant. 

Government House, New Police Headquarters and 

the Office of the Attorney General is included in 

this,” declared Prime Minister Modi.

India will remain committed to capacity development 

of Seychelles.

“India will send officials to Seychelles to support the 

country for projects that it decides for itself,” Prime 

Minister Modi said.

President Faure expressed his country’s appreciation 

of the Indian moves and said that his country will 

soon be celebrating the 250th anniversary of the 

arrival of the Indian origin people to the archipelago.

The Prime Minister also thanked the visiting 

President for gifting two large Aldabra turtles that 

are unique and are known to live for centuries.

Six agreements

Both sides sealed six agreements including one that 
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will twin Panjim in Goa with Victoria of Seychelles.

President Faure arrived in Gujarat on 22 June and 

has travelled to Goa before reaching Delhi .

Maldives leader seeks India’s help

Ahmed Naseem, former Maldives Foreign Minister, 

at a press conference in New Delhi .Shanker 

Chakravarty  

Says it should ensure free and fair election as 

prominent figures of the country are in jail or exile

Counselling India not to be “fooled” by assurances 

from the Maldivian government that it would 

safeguard New Delhi’s interests, Ahmed Naseem, a 

leader of the Opposition Maldivian Democratic Party 

(MDP), has said that if President Abdulla Yameen 

returns to power, he will allow a full “takeover” of 

the islands by China.

“I know that Maldivian officials are telling India that 

they will look out for its security interests if President 

Yameen is allowed to return to power [after elections 

in September]. Don’t be fooled. This regime can 

never normalise relations with India because their 

paymasters won’t allow it,” Mr. Naseem said at a 

press conference here .

Mr. Naseem, who was Foreign Minister when 

Mohammad Nasheed was President, appealed for 

India’s help in ensuring fair elections in the island 

nation, given that all Opposition leaders were either 

“in jail or in exile”.

Of the two most prominent Opposition leaders, 

former President Maumoon Abdul Gayoom is in 

prison serving a 19-month sentence pending appeals, 

while Mr. Nasheed, who was earlier in prison, is 

now in exile. MDP leaders have complained that 

they are unable to hold their party conventions and 

campaign rallies because of the restrictions imposed 

by the government.

Mr. Naseem is one of the most senior MDP leaders 

to visit India after Mr. Nasheed travelled here 

in February. New Delhi and Male have been at 

loggerheads since then over a number of issues, 

including the Maldives’ squeeze on work permits for 

Indians and the Yameen government’s insistence on 

Delhi taking back two helicopters by the month-end.
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Food export curbs

, the External Affairs Ministry sought to clarify 

its stand after it emerged that the government had 

“rationalised” or reduced food quotas on a number 

of items exported to the Maldives.

“The requirements of [the Maldives] are calculated 

based on actual utilisation in recent past and is 

consistent with the mechanism of the trade agreement 

signed between India and Maldives in 1981. India 

remains firmly committed to strong people-to-people 

ties between the two countries and will ensure that 

the people of the Maldives do not have to endure 

any hardships,” said spokesperson Raveesh Kumar, 

terming reports that India had reduced its food 

exports as a retaliatory measures “misleading”.

Special request

Mr. Naseem too said that the issue of food imports 

was an ongoing negotiation between the two 

countries, but he expected to meet External Affairs 

Ministry officials during his visit to Delhi to discuss 

their expectations from India, and make a special 

request for an Indian delegation to visit the Maldives 

to oversee elections there.

“If President Yameen is allowed to steal the election, 

he will complete this journey from democracy 

to dictatorship. He has only been able to do this 

because he has been backed to the hilt by Beijing,” 

Mr. Naseem alleged, adding that the MDP now 

believes at least 16 of the 26 main atolls that form 

the Maldives currently see investments and control 

by Chinese companies.

India voices concern over housing project

Calls the tendering process ‘opaque’

India has voiced concern to Sri Lankan authorities 

over a housing project in the island’s Tamil-

majority north and east, to be executed by a Chinese 

company, citing the Resettlement Ministry’s “lack of 

transparency” in choosing the builder.

According to a recent report in Sri Lankan 

newspaper Sunday Times , Indian officials have 

questioned the government’s decision to award 

a huge contract — to build 40,000 homes — to a 

Chinese company, reportedly without a fair tendering 

process. In May, Sri Lanka’s Resettlement Ministry 

obtained Cabinet clearance for the project, which 

involves China Railway Beijing Engineering Group 

Co. Ltd and its local representative.

The Indian mission has not commented on the issue 

formally, but sources in Colombo confirmed that 
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top officials had flagged the issue. They particularly 

raised the “opaque” manner in which the Ministry 

finalised the project, apparently “excluding” 

experienced companies from India that would have 

been interested.

India’s owner-driven scheme of 46,000 homes across 

the north and east is nearly complete. Additionally, 

it is building 14,000 houses in the central highlands. 

The projects are being executed with a grant totalling 

nearly $400 million.

Source of funding

In a statement, D.M. Swaminathan, the Resettlement 

Minister, said  that the Cabinet-cleared project came 

with a 100% financing option from the company, 

and was likely to be completed fast, in two years. 

The project, according to an earlier Sunday Times 

report , will be funded through private commercial 

loans at a base price of LKR 1.28 million per house.

According to official data, as many as 1,65,000 

houses are required in the north and east. Locals 

have sought brick-and-mortar housing that are 

suitable for their warm climatic conditions, and have 

been pushing for initiatives that will generate local 

employment.

India gifts aircraft to Seychelles

 “We have provided hands-on training to the pilots and 

technical staff from Seychelles. We are committed 

to extending full support to the teams involved in 

the maintenance and operation of the aircraft,” HAL 

CMD T. Suvarna Raju said.

This is the second Dornier aircraft to be gifted 

by India to Seychelles; the first one was given in 

January 2013. The second aircraft was announced 

by Mr. Modi when he visited the island nation in 

March 2015, and the contract was signed in March 

2017. The Dornier is equipped with a 360-degree 

surveillance radar, a forward-looking Infra-red 

system, satellite communication, a traffic collision 

and avoidance system and an enhanced ground 

proximity warning system, among others.

The Do-228 can be used for EEZ monitoring, 

maritime surveillance, pollution monitoring and 

control, search and rescue and commuter services.

‘China proposed 2+1 format for India talks’

Idea was broached during Oli’s visit

The spirit of the Wuhan informal summit echoed 

strongly last week during the visit of Nepal Prime 

Minister K.P. Oli to Beijing, with China proposing 
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a new dialogue mechanism that would also involve 

India.

An official source told The Hindu that the Chinese 

side proposed to Mr. Oli a “two plus one” format 

for dialogue. “This is different from a trilateral 

mechanism. Under the Chinese proposal, China and 

India can jointly conduct a dialogue with a third 

regional country,” the source said.

The Chinese initiative is not Nepal-specific. “My 

impression is that the two-plus one formulation is 

flexible and can be applied to any other country in 

South Asia,” the source said.

Meet with Xi

During Mr. Oli’s visit, the Chinese side made 

its intent clear to engage deeply with Nepal, and 

develop special ties with its Himalayan neighbour. 

The hosts broke protocol by initiating Mr. Oli’s 

meeting with President Xi Jinping, ahead of the 

customary delegation level talks with Prime Minister 

Li Keqiang.

Yet, Beijing also made it plain that China-Nepal ties 

would be docked with India’s shared interests as 

well. The Chinese leadership, in fact, made direct 

reference to the April Wuhan informal summit, 

which has begun to have a cascading impact on the 

region. “The Chinese made it clear that they were 

not interested in pursuing a zero-sum approach with 

Nepal. In fact, the hosts spoke about the Wuhan 

informal summit between President Xi Jinping 

and Prime Minister Narendra Modi, including the 

discussion between the two leaders on achieving 

greater regional cooperation, which covered 

connectivity,” the source said.

During Mr. Oli’s visit, it had become evident that 

China was inclined to fulfill its ambitious agenda 

with Nepal gradually, after ensuring that such steps 

were in sync with India’s interests.

Analysts say, that the Nepali side has understood 

the “big picture”, appreciating that China is keen to 

build bridges with India, as Beijing’s friction with 

the U.S. under the Trump administration begins to 

mount.

Iran not just an energy supplier: Ansari

Says govt. should consider the ‘totality’ of its ties 
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with the country while responding to U.S. demand

Iran ensures overland connectivity between Eurasia 

and India and it is not just an energy supplier, former 

Vice-President Hamid Ansari said here .

Mr. Ansari, who served as India’s Ambassador to Iran 

during the early 1990s, said the government should 

take into consideration the “totality” of India’s 

ties with Iran, while responding to U.S. President 

Donald Trump’s demand to cut down drastically 

energy imports from that country.

“Our relationship with Iran has been built carefully 

and thoughtfully by all past governments as Iran for 

us is not just an energy supplier from the Persian Gulf 

region. We have to look at Iran from a different point 

of view. For us, Iran is a land power on the other 

side of Pakistan that provides us with an alternative 

route to Afghanistan,” said Mr. Ansari, reminding 

the government that Iran is a geopolitical entity in 

its own right.

He pointed out that Iran has borders with a large 

number of countries that India could not access 

because of the barrier that Pakistan posed to India’s 

overland connectivity plans.

The note of caution came a day after Mr. Trump’s 

envoy to the UN, Nikki Haley, conveyed the message 

that India should adhere to the November 4 deadline 

given by the Trump administration and drastically 

reduce energy imports from Iran.

However, Mr. Ansari argued that Iran and India had 

many other compelling linkages that the government 

should not neglect.

Alternative access

Mr. Ansari said Iran provides alternative access 

to Afghanistan, which was a strategic necessity 

for Delhi and therefore India should view this 

relationship with special care.

“We have to view relations with Iran in totality and 

not let only one dimension like energy to define 

our ties. Our infrastructure-building activity in 

Afghanistan is done with support from Iran. Iran 

has the port of Chabahar where we have invested 

because access to Afghanistan is crucial for us,” Mr. 

Ansari said.

He said India maintained relations with countries 

strictly on the basis of bilateral dynamics and 

in this context, Iran’s importance had remained 

undiminished over the past several decades. Mr. 

Ansari also said that at times, India disregarded 

political inclination of the government in Tehran 

with an eye on the overall necessity of the country 
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for India’s strategic security. “During the war of 

1971, the government of Shah was pro-Pakistan, but 

we maintained ties with that government and that 

relationship helped us address energy security,” he 

said.

India ‘waiting and watching’ Iran issue unfold 

before taking a decision: Pradhan

Will do business with whoever gives us oil, gas on 

good terms, says Oil Minister

India is “waiting and watching” the unfolding 

events surrounding the U.S.’ announcement that it 

will impose sanctions on any country importing oil 

from Iran after November 4, according to Petroleum 

Minister Dharmendra Pradhan.

“We will take a decision which will serve India’s 

best interests,” Mr Pradhan toldThe Hindu . “We are 

waiting and watching on the issue.”

Separately, in an interview, the Minister also said 

that India was open to doing business with any 

country that was willing to offer favourable terms 

on oil. He added that the size and growth potential of 

the Indian market was such that it had played a large 

role in convincing the OPEC countries to increase 

their supply by one million barrels per day, and also 

in mitigating some of the higher costs incurred by 

the ‘Asian premium’ charged by Middle Eastern 

countries.

“The Asian premium issue will be resolved when 

it is, but in the meantime, haven’t we seen Qatar 

renegotiate its gas prices,” Mr. Pradhan said. “Did 

we not have a major role in convincing the OPEC 

countries to increase their production? What 

compelled the OPEC nations to revisit the topic of a 

production cut and commit to produce an additional 

1 million barrels per day? The reason is India’s 

market strength. It’s not our claim, it can be checked 

in the OPEC proceedings.”

“We are open to anybody, starting from China to the 

U.S.,” he added. “Whoever gives us oil and gas on 

good terms, we will do business with them.”

The Minister went on to highlight the good 

relationship India was fostering with West Asia and 

how this was to India’s benefit.

Field in West Asia

“They (the UAE) will open the bid round in 3-4 

months in which India is looking at participating 

in partnership with a UAE company,” Mr. Pradhan 

said. “India’s relationship is stronger than it has ever 

been with countries like the UAE and Saudi Arabia. 
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Did we ever have a producing field in the Middle East? We had in Russia, Sudan, Canada, but not where the 

oil is! For the first time, through a nomination route, the UAE gave it first to India and only then to Japan.”

Speaking on petrol prices in India and whether increased production by the OPEC nations would have an 

effect on them, Mr. Pradhan said that there “should be an effect on prices, but slowly”.

However, the Minister was guarded about when petroleum products would be brought under GST, saying that 

both the Centre and States have financial imperatives to keep the status quo taxation on fuels intact.
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WHO report

Problem of chewing tobacco in country not 

addressed, say experts

From 19.4% in 2000, the prevalence of smoking 

tobacco in India dropped down to 11.5% in 2005, 

according to a World Health Organization report 

released on Thursday.

The report projected the prevalence to drop down 

further to 9.8% by 2020 and 8.5% by 2025.

“The prevalence of tobacco use has decreased more 

slowly in low and middle-income countries than in 

high-income countries, because the introduction of 

strong tobacco control policies by low and middle-

income countries is impeded by relentless lobbying 

from the tobacco industry”, it stated.

While the report only covered tobacco usage in 

the form of smoking, India has a large population 

of chewing tobacco users, thus posing additional 

burden.

Experts said the decrease therefore is nothing to 

rejoice over. “The drop in smoking prevalence is in 

sync with the Global Adult Tobacco Survey (GATS) 

outcome. However, India has a unique problem of 

chewing tobacco. More than 3/4th tobacco users have 

it in the chewing form. Therefore, we need policies 

that address this form of tobacco rigorously”, said 

Dr. Pankaj Chaturvedi, head and neck surgeon from 

Tata Memorial Hospital in Mumbai. Dr. Chaturvedi 

who is also India’s most vocal anti-tobacco activist 

said that it is upsetting that our government has 

turned a blind eye towards regulating pan masala.

According to Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, WHO 

Director-General, “Most people know that using 

tobacco causes cancer and lung disease, but many 

people are not aware that it also causes heart disease 

and stroke — the world’s leading killers.”

“This ‘World No Tobacco Day’, WHO is drawing 

Science,
Tech. and 
Environment
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attention to the fact that tobacco does not only cause 

cancer, it quite literally breaks your heart.”

While many people are aware that tobacco use 

increases the risk of cancer, there are alarming gaps 

in knowledge of the cardiovascular risks of tobacco 

use, said the health organisation.

It also noted that while tobacco use has declined 

markedly since 2000, the reduction is insufficient 

to meet globally agreed targets aimed at protecting 

people from death and suffering from cardiovascular 

and other diseases (NCDs).

Risk of ignorance

Tobacco use and second-hand smoke exposure 

were major causes of cardiovascular diseases, 

including heart attacks and stroke, contributing 

to approximately three million deaths a year. But 

evidence revealed a serious lack of knowledge of the 

multiple health risks associated with tobacco.

In China, over 60% people were unaware that 

smoking could cause heart attacks, said the Global 

Adult Tobacco Survey.

Lupin launches oral antibiotic Solosec in US

Lupin unveils oral antibiotic Solosec in U.S.

Drug major Lupin said it had unveiled Solosec, an 

oral antibiotic used in treating bacterial vaginosis 

(BV) in women, in the U.S. market, after receiving 

approval from the USFDA earlier. With more than 

four million women treated for BV in the U.S. 

annually, and only 50% completing 5 to 7 day 

treatments, there is a clear need for an effective, 

single-dose oral treatment, Lupin CEO Vinita Gupta 

said in a statement.

Arctic sea route not possible: Finnish official

A 2008 photo of Baffin Bay near the Arctic Circle. 

Owing to global warming, the region may be ice-

free by 2060APJonathan Hayward  

‘Despite melting ice, it’s tough to navigate the 

waters’

Contrary to popular belief that the melting ice in the 

Arctic would open up alternate shipping routes, a 

senior Finnish official said it would still not be an 

easily navigable route. He also called for a greater 
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Indian role in the region as an observer in the Arctic 

Council.

“Even if the Arctic becomes ice-free, the Northern sea 

route will not be an easily navigable route anytime 

soon. It will not be practical for container traffic, 

it may be okay for bulk carriers carrying gas. But 

it is containers which constitute the major traffic,” 

Rene Soderman, senior Arctic official in the Finland 

Ministry for Foreign Affairs told The Hindu .

Finland is holding the Chairmanship of the Arctic 

Council from 2017-19.

Temperatures a hurdle

He explained that despite melting ice, the waters 

would be tough to navigate due to sub-zero 

temperatures and would pose serious challenges to 

ships effecting their movement and schedules which 

carries a premium in container traffic.

The Arctic region which has permanently frozen ice 

is melting at an increasing rate due to global warming 

and is expected to be ice- free by 2060.

Already several countries have sent their ships and 

ice breakers in the summer months to demonstrate 

the navigability. Countries such as China and Japan 

are investing in infrastructure development there. It 

is seen as an alternate shipping route to cut time and 

costs and also circumvent the global choke points.

Mr. Soderman, who held discussions with several 

officials in the government, welcomed greater Indian 

role especially in renewing commitment to climate 

change and environmental protection.

There is increasing concern in India as China makes 

inroads into the strategically important Arctic region 

which has large reserves of untapped minerals and 

fossil fuels.

The Arctic Council is currently formulating a long-

term strategy for action looking into the 2030s based 

on its founding charter. “This is the first time the 

council is trying to see what it can do in the long 

term. Hopefully the strategy will be adopted by the 

ministerial council in May next year,” Mr. Soderman 

said.

The Arctic Council, which is an intergovernmental 

organisation, has eight member-states, six 

independent permanent participating organisations 

and observers which are non-Arctic states like India 

and China.
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Decline in low-intensity rainfall reduces 

groundwater recharge in north India

Low-intensity rainfall provides maximum time for 

water to percolate and recharge the aquifer and so 

is favourable for groundwater in north India, says 

Vimal Mishra (left) Special arrangement  

The findings have implications on managing 

groundwater resources in north India

Based on data collected between 1996 and 2016 from 

over 5,800 groundwater wells spread across India, 

researchers from Indian Institute of Technology 

(IIT) Gandhinagar have been able to find that 

rainfall intensity is “strongly” linked to groundwater 

recharge.

While low-intensity rainfall during summer 

monsoon is responsible for groundwater recharge in 

the case of India, particularly north-west and north-

central India, high-intensity rainfall is a major driver 

for recharging groundwater in south India. The size 

of aquifers and the yield are much larger in north 

India compared with south India. The results were 

published in the journal Geophysical Research 

Letters.

Rainfall is classified as low-intensity if the amount is 

between 1-35 mm per day. High-intensity rainfall is 

characterised by rainfall in excess of 35 mm per day.

Nature of aquifers

A team of researchers led by Prof. Vimal Mishra from 

IIT Gandhinagar found that groundwater recharge 

with respect to intensity of precipitation in the three 

regions studied is related to the nature of the aquifers. 

While aquifers across north India, particularly in the 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, are characterised by alluvial 

soil, southern India is characterised by hard-rock 

aquifers.

Though specific yield of alluvial soil is higher than 

hard-rock aquifers, alluvial aquifers take longer 

time to get recharged in response to rainfall. “Low-

intensity rainfall provides maximum time for water 

to percolate and recharge the aquifer and so is 

favourable for groundwater in north India,” says 

Prof. Mishra. “High-intensity rainfall mostly leads 

to surface run-off and doesn’t contribute much to 

groundwater recharge in north India.”

“In contrast, hard-rock and basaltic aquifers are 

seen in south India. Here, high-intensity rainfall 

contributes more to groundwater recharge than low-

intensity rainfall in south India,” he says.
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The researchers used groundwater level data 

available between 1996 and 2016 from over 5,800 

wells and estimated the groundwater recharge for 

each well and for each year. Groundwater recharge 

estimation was done using water table fluctuation 

method by taking the groundwater table difference 

between pre-monsoon (May) and post-monsoon 

(November) months.

Total amount of rainfall received per year between 

1951 and 2016 has declined in the Indo-Gangetic 

Plain, Maharashtra, parts of Tamil Nadu and Western 

Ghats. But specifically, the total rainfall contributed 

by low-intensity rainfall has significantly declined 

across India, with the maximum reduction seen 

in central India, Indo-Gangetic Plain and to a less 

extent in north-west India and south India.

In contrast, the total rainfall from high-intensity 

precipitation has increased in north-west India 

(Gujarat and Rajasthan), south India, West Bengal 

and Orissa. Kerala has witnessed a decline in both 

high- and low-intensity rainfall.

The study found the decline in groundwater recharge 

between 1996 and 2016 is strongly associated with 

decline in low-intensity rainfall in north-west and 

north-central India. At the same time there is an 

increase in groundwater recharge in south India due 

to an increase in high-intensity rainfall.

Managing groundwater

“Our findings have implications on managing 

groundwater resources in India. Nature of rainfall 

supportive of groundwater recharge has changed 

in north India even as groundwater withdrawal for 

irrigation has been increasing to meet the demands 

of intensive agriculture. This has created an 

imbalance and has led to an unsustainable scenario 

for groundwater use for irrigation,” he says.

“Our study suggests that north India must make 

additional efforts (in the form of artificial groundwater 

recharge) to check the decline in groundwater table 

while also reducing groundwater withdrawal for 

irrigation. Both these measures have to be adopted 

simultaneously,” he adds.

NASA’s IMAP to study cosmic rays in 

heliosphere
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An artist’s impresion of the heliosphere encompassing 

the entire solar system, with the sun as a white dot.

AP  

The mission will probe its boundary

NASA is targeting 2024 for the launch of a new 

mission to learn more about the generation of cosmic 

rays in the heliosphere, a sort of magnetic bubble 

surrounding and protecting our solar system.

Cosmic rays created locally and from the galaxy 

and beyond affect human explorers in space and can 

harm technological systems, and likely play a role in 

the presence of life itself in the universe.

The Interstellar Mapping and Acceleration Probe 

(IMAP) mission will help researchers better 

understand the boundary of the heliosphere, NASA 

said in a statement on Friday.

IMAP was selected following an extensive and 

competitive peer review of proposals submitted in 

late 2017, it added.

Heliosphere is the region where the constant flow 

of particles from our Sun, called the solar wind, 

collides with material from the rest of the galaxy.

This collision limits the amount of harmful cosmic 

radiation entering the heliosphere. IMAP will collect 

and analyse particles that make it through.

Protective sheath

“This boundary is where our Sun does a great deal 

to protect us. IMAP is critical to broadening our 

understanding of how this ‘cosmic filter’ works,” said 

Dennis Andrucyk, Deputy Associate Administrator 

for NASA’s Science Mission Directorate in 

Washington.

“The implications of this research could reach well 

beyond the consideration of Earthly impacts as we 

look to send humans into deep space,” Andrucyk 

added.

The spacecraft will be positioned about 1.5 million 

kilometres away from Earth towards the Sun at what 

is called the first Lagrange point or L1.

Mapping southern Bay of Bengal for insights 

into the summer monsoon

The ocean–atmosphere interaction plays a major 

role in controlling weather systems

An international team of ocean researchers has now 

generated a comprehensive in situ observational 

dataset of the physical, chemical and biological 

parameters of the southern Bay of Bengal, air–

sea interface and the overlying atmosphere. The 

ocean–atmosphere interaction plays a major role in 
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controlling the weather systems associated with the 

Indian summer monsoon (June–September).

The field programme was carried out as a part of 

the Bay of Bengal Boundary Layer Experiment 

(BoBBLE) to collect the dataset, onboard one of 

India’s research ships Sindhu Sadhana, and the 

findings were recently published in theBulletin of 

the American Meteorological Society.

The two-month study — June to July 2016 — was 

carried out on multiple platforms (ship, ocean gliders 

and Argo floats) to measure salinity, conductivity, 

temperature, dissolved oxygen and chlorophyll 

content in the sea water.

Salinity contrast

“There is a huge salinity contrast between Arabian 

Sea and the Bay of Bengal. There are no major rivers 

in the western side of India. So Arabian Sea does 

not get much fresh water. But [since] rivers [such 

as] Ganga, Brahmaputra, Mahanadi and Godavari 

empty huge amounts of fresh water [into the Bay 

of Bengal] and with heavy rainfall, the salinity of 

Bay of Bengal is comparatively less. The exchange 

between these two basins takes place in the southern 

Bay,” explains Prof. P.N. Vinayachandran from the 

Centre for Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences at 

Indian Institute of Science, Bengaluru. The southern 

Bay region hosts a salt pump which draws high 

salinity water from the Arabian Sea and supplies to 

the Bay of Bengal.

The research was mainly focussed on the waters east 

of Sri Lanka which are marked by intense Summer 

Monsoon Current and at the Sri Lankan Dome, which 

is a patch of ocean with anti-clockwise circulation 

with upwelling in its centre. “The Experiment shows 

that a barrier layer of about 40 metres thickness can 

be found here. This boundary layer exists between 

the upper warm fresh layer and the bottom layer.

The layer insulates the upper layer of the ocean from 

cooling from below while maintaining high sea 

surface temperature thus helping rapid build-up of 

weather systems,” he says in an e-mail to The Hindu.

Gliders equipped with photosynthetically active 

radiation sensors were used for studying the 

biological components of the water. “Phytoplankton 

was studied, as the southern Bay of Bengal is a 

biologically productive region [which is] rich 

in chlorophyll content,” he says. “The physical 

processes such as upwelling at the Sri Lankan Dome 

and [the] nutrient carried by monsoon currents 

support the biological process.”
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Carbon dioxide

The study region exhibited high carbon dioxide and 

the report says that southern Bay of Bengal could be 

a possible source of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere 

during summer.

The data collected during BoBBLE programme 

found that the sea surface temperature in this region 

increases steadily during the break period of the 

monsoon.

The paper states that as the rainfall over the entire 

Asian landmass during the monsoon is linked to 

moisture and heat exchange over the Indian Ocean, 

it is essential to get a detailed understanding of this 

region.

The researchers are now analysing the data to 

understand how the monsoon system and ocean 

atmospheric systems in the southern Bay of Bengal 

are linked.

Agni-5 successfully test-fired

Long-range ballistic missile Agni-5 was successfully 

test-fired off the Odisha coast on Sunday, proving 

its reliability. This is the sixth successful test of 

the missile and the second in its pre-induction 

configuration.

Environment Day bouquet: 539 species 

discovered in India in 2017

Name and fame:1, 1A & 1B: Drypetes kalami; 

2: Rhabdops aquaticus; 3: Xenophrys sanu; 4: 

Himalayapotamon garhwalense;5: Monolophus 

suksathanii; 6: Impatiens zironiana; and 7: Gyroporus 

paramjitii.Special Arrangement  

Publications from the Zoological and Botanical 

Surveys of the country record the species discovered 

in the past year, a big plus for the biodiversity of the 

country

As many as 539 new species of plants and animals 

were discovered by scientists and taxonomists in the 

country in 2017, say publications from two major 

survey organisations: the Zoological Survey of India 

(ZSI) and the Botanical Survey of India (BSI).

Released on Tuesday, World Environment 

Day, Animal Discoveries, 2017 from the ZSI lists 

300 newly discovered species of fauna.

Plant Discoveries, 2017 lists as many as 239 newly 

found flora species.

Besides these discoveries, the biodiversity in the 

country recorded another 263 species with 174 new 

records of animals and 89 of plants found.
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The number of discoveries of sub-species and 

varieties takes the number of floral discoveries to 

352.

Among the animal discoveries are 241 invertebrates. 

The number of vertebrates discovered includes 27 

species of fish, 18 of amphibians and 12 of reptiles.

New fossils

The highlight of the animal discoveries is a new 

fossil reptilian species —Shringasaurus indicus 

— recorded by scientists of the Kolkata-based Indian 

Statistical Institute.

The important discoveries include a frog 

species, Nasikabatrachus bhupathi , with snout-

shaped nose like a pig and named after Indian 

herpetologist S. Bhupathy; and a snake, Rhabdops 

aquaticus , discovered from the northern Western 

Ghats and deriving its name from the Latin word 

for water in reference to its presence in freshwater 

bodies.

With these discoveries, the number of animal species 

in India stands at 1,01,167, which is 6.45% of the 

faunal species found in the world.

The number of plant species has increased to 49,003, 

which is 11.4 % of the world flora.

Among the 352 species and sub-species and varieties 

of plants, there are 148 flowering plants, 108 macro 

and micro fungi, four pteridophytes, six bryophytes, 

17 lichens, 39 algae and 30 microbes.

In 2017, scientists discovered some 20 species 

of balsams and three species each of wild musa 

(banana) and jamun.

The BSI publication lists 18 species of grasses 

discovered under the familyPoaceae and two 

gymnosperms particularly cycads. In terms of 

names for the discoveries, Tupistra khasiana , named 

after the Khasi tribe of the Khasi hills, andDrypetes 

kalami , named after former President A.P.J. Abdul 

Kalam, stand out.

Riches among hills

The Western Ghats and the Himalayas are home to 

most of the plant and animal discoveries.

While the Western Ghats contributed 19% of the 

discoveries of species and sub-species of plants, the 

number was 37% in terms of animal discoveries.

The Himalayas contributed 35% of all plant 

discoveries (18% of the plant discoveries from 

the western Himalayas and 17% from the eastern 

Himalayas).

In terms of animal discoveries, over 18% of the new 

species were discovered from both the eastern and 
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western Himalayas.

Kerala’s record

Among the States, Kerala recorded the highest 

number of discoveries — 66 species, sub-species 

and varieties of plants and 52 species of animals.

Tamil Nadu recorded 31 new species of animals and 

24 species, sub-species and varieties of plants.

West Bengal, which has the distinction of having 

both Himalayan and coastal ecosystems, recorded 27 

discoveries in categories of plants and 45 discoveries 

of animal species.

Nitrogen emissions going up: study

Make up largest fraction of PM2.5; fertilizers, 

agriculture and untreated sewage causing the rise

Nitrogen particles make up the largest fraction 

of PM2.5, the class of pollutants closely linked to 

cardiovascular and respiratory illness, says the first-

ever quantitative assessment of nitrogen pollution in 

India.

While the burning of crop residue is said to be a key 

contributor to winter smog in many parts of North 

India, it contributes over 240 million kg of nitrogen 

oxides (NOx: a generic term for the nitrogen oxides 

that are most relevant for air pollution, namely nitric 

oxide and nitrogen dioxide) and about 7 million kg 

of nitrous oxide (N2O) per year.

The Indian Nitrogen Assessment assesses the 

sources, impacts, trends and future scenarios of 

reactive nitrogen in the Indian environment, says N. 

Raghuram, Dean, School of Biotechnology, GGS 

Indraprastha University, who is one of the authors 

of the report.

Though agriculture remains the largest contributor to 

nitrogen emissions, the non-agricultural emissions 

of nitrogen oxides and nitrous oxide are growing 

rapidly, with sewage and fossil-fuel burning — for 

power, transport and industry — leading the trend.

Indian NOx emissions grew at 52% from 1991 to 

2001 and 69% from 2001 to 2011.

Annual NOx emissions from coal, diesel and other 

fuel combustion sources are growing at 6.5% a year 

currently, the report says.

“As fertilizer, nitrogen is one of the main inputs for 

agriculture, but inefficiencies along the food chain 
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mean about 80% of nitrogen is wasted, contributing 

to air and water pollution plus greenhouse gas 

emissions, thereby causing threats for human health, 

ecosystems and livelihoods,” Dr. Raghuram said at a 

conference to mark World Environment Day.

Agricultural soils contributed to over 70% of N2O 

emissions from India in 2010, followed by waste 

water (12%) and residential and commercial activities 

(6%). Since 2002, N2O has replaced methane as the 

second largest Greenhouse Gas (GHG) from Indian 

agriculture.

Chemical fertilizers (over 82% of it is urea) account 

for over 77% of all agricultural N2O emissions in 

India, while manure, compost and so on make up 

the rest. Most of the fertilizers consumed (over 

70%) go into the production of cereals, especially 

rice and wheat, which accounts for the bulk of N2O 

emissions from India.

Cattle emissions

Cattle account for 80% of the ammonia production, 

though their annual growth rate is 1%, due to a stable 

population.

India is globally the biggest source of ammonia 

emission, nearly double that of NOx emissions.

But at the current rate of growth, NOx emissions will 

exceed ammonia emissions and touch 8.8 tonnes by 

2055, the report says.

The poultry industry, on the other hand, with an 

annual growth rate of 6%, recorded an excretion 

of reactive nitrogen compounds of 0.415 tonnes in 

2016.

That is anticipated to increase to 1.089 tonnes by 

2030.

The authors suggest that nutrient recovery/recycling 

from waste water for agriculture could cut down 

N2O emissions from sewage and waste water by up 

to 40%.

Govt approves Rs 10,000-cr continuation 

programmes for PSLV, GSLV

The Centre on Wednesday approved the continuation 

of the Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle and 

Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle Mark-III 

programmes, together costing over Rs. 10,000 crore, 

in a move that will help ISRO launch light and heavy 

satellites.PTI

DAC approves procurement of radars, air 

cushion vehicles

The radars have capability to detect high speed 

targets
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The Defence Acquisition Council (DAC) on 

Thursday approved procurement of high powered 

radars for the Indian Air Force and air cushion 

vehicles for the Army and the Coast Guard together 

worth over Rs. 5,500 crore.

The 12 high power radars will be procured 

indigenously under the ‘Buy (Indian) IDDM’ 

category.

“The radars will provide long range medium and 

high altitude radar cover with the capability to detect 

and track high speed targets following parabolic 

trajectories. Technologically superior, the radars 

will have the capability to scan 360 degrees without 

mechanical rotation of Antenna and will operate on 

24x7 basis with minimal maintenance requirement,” 

the Defence Ministry said in a statement.

In the other deal, air cushion vehicles (ACVs) to be 

procured from an Indian shipyard will enable travel 

at very high speeds over shallow water, sand banks, 

mud flats and swamps which are non-navigable by 

boats and small crafts due to draught restrictions or 

uncharted depths.

The DAC meeting, chaired by Defence Minister 

Nirmala Sitharaman, was scheduled to discuss the 

broad contours of the Navy’s ambitious project to 

build six advanced submarines under the multi-

billion P-75 (I) programme. But, it was not known 

whether there was any decision on it during the 

meeting.

Palm leaf manuscripts at ORI set to be 

digitised

The project is expected to cost the institute around 

Rs. 20 lakh

The Oriental Research Institute (ORI) in the city, 

which is a treasure trove of ancient palm leaf and 

paper manuscripts, is set to digitise its collection and 

preserve them for posterity.

To be taken up in a phase-wise manner, the 

digitization entails scanning and copying some 

of the oldest extant texts in Sanskrit, including 

Kautilya’s ‘Arthashastra’ which was discovered in 

the ORI collection in 1905 by R. Shamashastry and 

first published in 1909.
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There are about 30,000 palm leaf and paper 

manuscripts in the ORI collection apart from about 

40,000 rare books of which 215 seminal works have 

been published so far to throw light on various facets 

of Indian history, literature and culture.

Director of ORI S. Shivarajappa told The Hindu that 

the project is expected to cost around Rs. 20 lakh and 

it may take up to two years for the digitisation work 

to be completed from the date of commencement. 

He said the institute was in the process of appointing 

additional staff for the purpose and shoring up the 

infrastructure for the purpose.

“Our objective is to not only ensure that the rare 

manuscripts in our collection are preserved for 

posterity but are easily made available to scholars 

across the world through download for a fee,” he 

added.

“Scholars and indologists working on different facets 

of Indian history and culture may not have access to 

certain works that may be with us. At present the 

only way to access them is through a personal visit 

which is time consuming,” said Prof. Shivarajappa.

But once the manuscripts are digitised, it would be 

easier for scholars to access the classical texts.

This would also help in dissemination of valuable 

information and bringing it to public domain, he 

added.

ORI was established during the reign of the 

then Maharaja Chamaraja Wadiyar in 1891 and 

was housed in the present building which was 

constructed in 1897 to mark the golden jubilee of 

Queen Victoria’s ascension to the British throne.

In addition to digitisation, the ORI has embarked 

upon publication of very rare works through private 

funding. It has identified nearly 20 classic works 

originally published by it and is in the process of 

printing about 500 copies of each work for the 

benefit of public.

Of the nearly 70,000 works in Sanskrit there are 

repetitions or multiple copies of the same work 

and hence the ORI is taking up works of scholastic 

importance which have not been published 

anywhere else earlier or not currently available, said 

T.V. Satyanarayana and K.V. Ramapriya, scholars 

working on the project.

The edifice housing the ORI was restored with 

funding by the US Consulate, Chennai, a few years 

ago.

The authorities are seeking additional funds for 

its digitisation and publication projects and plan 
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to approach National Mission for Manuscripts, 

University Grants Commission, Infosys, TTD 

Board, Tirupati, Dharmasthala Manjunatheshwara 

Trust among others for the purpose.

‘Uranium contamination in Rajasthan 

groundwater’

Many parts of Rajasthan may have high uranium 

levels in their groundwater, according to a study by 

researchers at the Duke University in North Carolina, 

United States, and the Central Groundwater Board 

of India.

The main source of uranium contamination was 

“natural,” but human factors such as groundwater 

table decline and nitrate pollution could be worsening 

the problem.

“Nearly a third of all water wells we tested in one 

State, Rajasthan, contained uranium levels that 

exceed the World Health Organization (WHO) and 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) 

safe drinking water standards,” said Avner Vengosh, 

a professor of geochemistry and water quality at 

Duke’s Nicholas School of the Environment, in a 

press statement.

“By analysing previous water quality studies, we 

also identified aquifers contaminated with similarly 

high levels of uranium in 26 other districts in north-

western India and nine districts in southern or south-

eastern India,” he said.

While previous studies have referred to high uranium 

levels in some districts of India, this analysis gave a 

bird’s eye view into the extent of such contamination. 

The WHO has set a provisional safe drinking water 

standard of 30 micrograms of uranium per litre, a 

level that is consistent with the U.S. EPA standards. 

Despite this, uranium is not yet included in the list of 

contaminants monitored under the Bureau of Indian 

Standards’ Drinking Water Specifications.

Mr. Vengosh and his colleagues published their 

peer-reviewed study on May 11 in Environmental 

Science & Technology Letters .

Even small dams have severe impact on river 

ecology
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Research shows that they alter rivers and their fish 

communities drastically

It seems to stand to reason that small dams cause 

less environmental problems than large ones. But 

the first study on small hydropower projects in India 

proves that they cause as severe ecological impacts 

as big dams, including altering fish communities and 

changing river flows.

Such hydroprojects, which usually generate less 

than 25 megawatts of power and consist of a wall 

that obstructs a river’s flow, a large pipe that diverts 

the collected water to a turbine-driven powerhouse 

to generate electricity and a canal that releases the 

water back into the river, are touted to be better than 

large dams because they submerge fewer regions 

and barely impact river flow. Such projects receive 

financial subsidies — even carbon credits — for 

being ‘greener’.

To see how green such small dams really are, 

scientists from organisations including Bengaluru’s 

Foundation for Ecological Research, Advocacy and 

Learning (FERAL) compared almost 50 kilometres 

of three river tributaries — over one undammed and 

two dammed stretches — of the Netravathi river in 

the Western Ghats of Karnataka.

They studied three zones in detail: above the dam 

(upstream), in the area between the dam’s wall and 

the powerhouse, sometimes completely devoid of 

water (‘de-watered’) and below the powerhouse 

(downstream). Here, they studied differences in 

water depth and width, which signify how much 

habitat is available to the river’s denizens, and 

habitat quality through factors including dissolved 

oxygen content and water temperatures.

Their results show that changes in water flow in the 

dammed sections reduced the stream’s depth and 

width; water in these stretches was also warmer and 

had lower dissolved oxygen levels. These changes 

were most evident in the ‘de-watered’ zones and 

worsened in the dry seasons.

Habitat quality

This decrease in habitat quantity and quality showed 

in fish diversity too. The team found that un-dammed 

stretches recorded a higher diversity of fish species, 
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including endemics (species seen only in the Western 

Ghats).

“The upstream and downstream stretches get 

disconnected and this impedes the river,” says Suman 

Jumani, lead author of the study and researcher at 

FERAL.

Such small hydro-projects cropping up on rivers in 

the Ghats is a serious worry, she adds, especially 

because they do not require environmental impact 

assessments.

“It is not a question of small versus big dams,” says 

Jumani. “Small dams are not necessarily bad if there 

are proper regulations in place.”

Regulations could include limiting the number of 

dams in a river basin or maintaining a minimum 

distance between dams on the same river stretch.

Conquering the emperor of maladies

Cancer occurs when an otherwise healthy cell is 

damaged, leading to uncontrolled growth, affecting 

health

The title that the cancer specialist, Dr Siddhartha 

Mukherjee chose for his Pulitzer-prize winner book 

on cancer was “The Emperor of All Maladies.” 

It signifies both the awe and a sportsman-like 

admiration of the challenge posed by the opponent, 

cancer. Earlier in 1971, President Richard Nixon of 

the US, on a similar vein, declared a “war on cancer,” 

with a federal funding of $1.4 billion. And over these 

47 years, the US National Cancer Institute alone has 

spent $90 billion on the war on cancer. We are yet 

to win.

Each year, 1.73 million new cancer cases are reported 

in the US, with apparently one cancer death every 20 

minutes. In India, it is 2.5 million people, with one 

death every 8 minutes. It is thus urgent and vital that 

solutions be found for this deadly disease, which has 

been with us since the dawn of civilisation.

Cancer occurs when an otherwise healthy cell is 

damaged, leading to uncontrolled growth, affecting 

the health of the body. Damage can occur either 

because of inborn or inherited errors in one or 

more genes affecting the cell, or due to lifestyle 

and environmental factors. While normal cells are 

programmed to multiply and grow to a certain size 
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and stay so, cancer cells, whose DNA is mutated 

by such damage, go on rampant growth leading to 

tumours. The cancer specialist removes these errant 

cancer cells and tumour by medication or surgery. 

But the big challenge is not the first treatment alone, 

but that it should not recur and/or metastasise (move 

to and affect other parts of the body). The fight 

against cancer is thus to uproot the cause of the 

damage once and for all.

Immunity

It is here that we turn to the in-built defense 

mechanisms in the body. These are through the 

immune system, which is a complex network of 

cells, tissues and the molecules they make to help 

in fighting infections and other diseases, including 

cancer. White blood cells play the main role here. 

In particular, there is the group of cells called 

B-lymphocytes which recognise the shape of the 

molecules in the invader, and make proteins called 

antibodies which lock on to the invader and removes 

it. (Importantly, this shape is ‘remembered’ so that 

when a fresh attack by this same invader occurs, B 

cells are prepared!) Another set called T cells release 

chemicals that push the invading cells to commit 

suicide. In this process, these T-killer cells are aided 

by a group called T-helper cells. In addition, there 

is another group called dendritic cells which help 

activate both the B- cells and T-killer cells, enabling 

them to respond to specific threats.

Each cell has on its surface a little marker, a small 

molecular ID- card or a biometric, called an antigen. 

These are small molecular fragments found on the 

cell surface. Antigens in the normal cells of the body 

are recognized as “self” by the immune system of 

the body and left alone. But when “foreign” cells 

such as those of an invading microbe or virus enter 

the system, their ‘non-self’ antigens are detected, 

attacked and thrown out of the body by the B and T 

lymphocytes.

This is also the basis of vaccines. In a vaccine, we 

introduce the disease- causing germs (either in the 

dead from or highly- disabled “live” form) into the 

body. This causes the immune system to recognise 

the “non-self” foreign antigen, grab it (using the 

antibody proteins) and throw it out of the body. 

Plus, the immune system ‘remembers’ this non-self 

antigen and when the invader comes again, has the B 

cells make antibodies against it and remove it from 

the system, thus offering protection for a long time. 

This is the basis behind vaccination against many 
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diseases, including cancer-causing viruses such as 

human papilloma virus (HPV) and the hepatitis B 

and C viruses.

Once bitten, twice prepared

How is this relevant to other forms of cancer? Cancer 

cells too have antigens on their surface. These form 

the cancer-associated antigens, including some that 

have not been seen previously by the body’s immune 

system. These are called neo-antigens. They are 

foreign to the body, and come from the invader.

In the current excitement on the cure of the cancer, 

this idea of using our immune system and make an 

anti-cancer vaccine is on the high table. This is not a 

preventive vaccine (as the HPV or hepatitis vaccines 

are) but a therapeutic (or treatment) vaccine. Here, 

the doctor first treats the cancer by existing methods. 

In order that it does not recur, nor metastasise, he/

she then takes a piece of the cancer tissue from the 

patient, and has the neo-antigens identified. Next, 

he/she works with a group of scientists who use 

computer methods to check which fragment will 

trigger the patient’s immune system best to fight 

the cancer cells. The so-chosen neo-antigen is used 

to make the vaccine, and once the vaccine is made, 

use it on the patients to protect them from further 

recurrence of the illness and thus get rid of the 

cancer, hopefully forever.

Some cancer vaccines are already in the market; 

for example, HER2 against breast cancer, Provenge 

against prostate cancer, and T-VEC against melanoma. 

Increasingly though, some researchers want to read 

the patient’s genome, sequence the DNA or RNA of 

the tumor there, identify the mutations therein and 

make a specially constructed ‘personalised’ vaccine 

for the individual. The emperor may hit and maul. 

But now that we are adopting the Boys Scouts 

slogan, “Be Prepared”, will his days be numbered?

Now, polyethylene plastic with antibacterial 

properties

When the concentration of silver-clay complex was 

increased, the moulded specimens showed excellent 

activity against two pathogens, says Mangala Joshi 

(right).  

IIT Delhi team used silver nanoparticles to 

achieve this

Silver nanoparticles embedded on clay have now 

been successfully dispersed inside plastic to create 

new antimicrobial films, filaments and can also be 

moulded into other plastic items. Silver nanoparticle-
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embedded plastics were found to have greater than 

99% antibacterial activity against common bacterial 

pathogens like Escherchia coli and Staphylococcus 

aureus.

Silver nanoparticles of about 10 nanometre size 

were deposited on clay particles of about 200-300 

nanometre length. “We used an inorganic clay found 

in volcanic sites called Montmorillonite. Silver 

nanoparticles have a tendency of agglomeration or 

clumping due to high surface area, so we provided 

clay as a platform for the silver to sit on,” explains 

Anasuya Roy, PhD scholar at IIT, Delhi and first 

author of the paper published in Polymer Composites.

Clay-silver compound

The clay–silver compound, contain 10% silver, 

was then loaded into the high density polyethylene 

plastic using a melt compounding method. “The clay 

is inorganic and highly hydrophilic, whereas our 

plastic is organic, hydrophobic and nonpolar. They 

are highly incompatible. So we use a compatibilizer, 

which gives the required adhesion between the two 

phases. Also, inside the twin screw extruder machine, 

the necessary speed, temperature and time gives 

uniform mixing and the silver-clay is well embedded 

inside the plastic,” explains Prof. Mangala Joshi, 

from Department of Textile Technology at IIT Delhi 

and corresponding author of the paper.

Films and filaments

They then converted the newly formed silver–clay–

plastic nanocomposite into films, filaments and 

also moulded these into specimens and checked 

the antibacterial property. The films and filaments 

showed higher activity than the moulded ones. “In 

the moulded ones, we found that the antimicrobial 

silver was not available on the surface leading to the 

reduction in activity. But when the concentration of 

silver–clay complex was increased from 3% to 5%, 

the moulded ones also showed excellent activity 

against the two pathogens,” adds Joshi. The research 

team has got a U.S. patent.

The team also tried other metal ions like zinc and 

copper in the place of silver. “Silver has a high 

reduction potential, meaning it can quickly go 

from silver ions to silver nanoparticles without the 

need of any external reducing agent. These silver 

nanoparticles interact with the bacterial cell wall 

and also generate oxidative stress inside the cell, 

thus killing it,” explains Roy. “The content of silver 

is very low in these nanocomposite plastic so no 

toxicity to human cells. Further, we checked the 
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biocompatibility of the plastic with human skin 

and blood in vitro . In vivo tests are in progress and 

we hope that the new plastic can find a wide range 

of applications in the biomedical field and also in 

commodity items where this antimicrobial property 

can be an added advantage.”

What caused Dec. 1, 2015 Chennai downpour?

On December 1, 2015 Chennai and its surrounding 

regions experienced an unprecedented, heavy 

rainfall. In a region where the average rainfall during 

the season is expected to be 8-10 mm per day, one 

of the rain gauges in the city recorded an abnormally 

high, 494 mm, rainfall over 24 hours that day. This 

led to death of nearly 250 people, and Chennai was 

declared a ‘disaster zone’. There have been attempts 

to explain this phenomenon of how clouds remained 

stationary over this region, continuously giving 

rain over 24 hours. In a first, Jayesh Phadtare of 

Centre for Atmospheric and Ocean Sciences, Indian 

Institute of Science, Bengaluru, links the presence 

of the Eastern Ghats to this phenomenon, in a paper 

published in Monthly Weather Review.

Cold pool

When clouds give out water droplets, the droplets 

evaporate mid-air, as they fall down. This cools the 

surrounding air, forming a cold pool of air which 

sinks down and flows horizontally. “The gusty cold 

wind that heralds an approaching thunderstorm is 

nothing but a cold pool, which plays a pivotal role in 

cloud dynamics.” says Jayesh.

Unlike the Western Ghats, which run close to the 

west coast of India, the Eastern Ghats are nearly 200 

km away from the coast. Therefore, the link between 

the mountains’ orography and the rainfall over the 

region is not obvious, and this is the first study to link 

the two. Jayesh, who is studying cloud propagation 

over the Indian region, could see the connection by 

observing satellite images: “In Kalpana-I satellite 

images, I saw that the clouds that gave so much rain 

over Chennai on 1 December 2015 moved from Bay 

of Bengal to the coast and became stationary there,” 

he says. Realising that the Eastern Ghats must be 

having a role in this, he went on to study a model 

of the system. “The interaction between mountains, 

clouds and cold pools became clear after performing 

the model experiments,” he adds, in an email to The 

Hindu.

According to the model, the cold pool was obstructed 

by the Eastern Ghats from flowing downward. 
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Hence it piled up and remained stationary over 

the Chennai region. “The reason for the clouds 

remaining stationary was that there was a balance 

between the piling of cold pool along the mountain 

and the winds from the bay. This does not happen 

in all heavy rainfall incidences over Chennai,” says 

Jayesh.

Sensitivity experiments were done to check 

this model. In the experimental model in which 

the orography was absent, the winds just swept 

downstream and the clouds moved inland. In the 

model where the evaporative cooling was removed, 

the cold pool did not form at all and the clouds 

moved over the Ghats.

Dust storms

Cold pools are known to play an important role 

in the dust storms (Aandhi) that form in northern 

India. They form by the evaporation of raindrops. 

This process is more efficient in the drier and 

warmer environment as there is lot of scope of 

evaporation. So, the cold pools that form in these 

conditions, are deeper and more vigorous. “As pre-

monsoon conditions in north India are very dry and 

warm, cold pools that accompany the pre-monsoon 

thunderstorms there are far more destructive, causing 

widespread damages,” says Jayesh. For the first 

time, this study links cold pools and the mountain 

structure to explain rainfall over south India.

Though the primary aim of the study is to explain 

the anomalous rainfall over Chennai on December 1, 

2015, “the understanding gained from this analysis 

can be useful for improving the general weather 

forecast over this region,” the author writes in the 

paper.

New route to clean wastewater

Self-propelling nanomotors, just 200 nanometre in 

size, could be used for wastewater management in 

chemical industries. Developed by researchers from 

Indian Institute of Science Education and Research, 

Kolkata, and The Institute of Mathematical Sciences, 

Chennai, the nanomotor can be used for transporting 

catalysts needed in harsh chemical environments 

and removing unwanted chemicals in water.

Nanorods (rod shaped nanomotors) aremadeusing 

ammonium heptamolybdate tetrahydrate and 

dispersed in the solution to be treated. When 

hydrazine sulphate is added to water, it reacts with 

the nanorods producing nitrogen gas. This leads to 

an osmotic stress in the fluid and causes the nanorods 
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to move along the direction of the gas evolved.

The paper published in Frontiers in Chemistry says 

that this nanomotor is amongst the fastest reported 

active nanoparticles.

“Molybdenum based soft-oxometalates are non-

toxic and easy to synthesize. The complementary 

charge interactions on the surface trigger their 

motion. The speed can be increased by increasing 

the concentration of the fuel hydrazine on the 

surface of the nanorods and they were found to 

remain in their motile state for about three days,” 

says Prof Soumyajit Roy from the Department of 

Chemical Sciences, IISER Kolkata and one of the 

corresponding authors of the paper.

Structure matters

The anterior end of these structures is capped like a 

pencil while the posterior end consists of a series of 

rod like protrusions. “We believe that these exposed 

ends of the rods provide a more accessible reaction 

surface than the capped end.

Therefore, the fuel hydrazine preferentially reacts at 

the posterior open end and generates gaseous nitrogen 

which triggers motion and the propulsion speed 

reaches up to a maximum of 600 metres per hour.” 

says Prof. R. Adhikari from Department of Physics 

at IMSc, Chennai who is one of the corresponding 

authors of the paper, in an email to The Hindu.

In a paper to be published in the journal Nanoscale, the 

researchers have shown that another type of 

nanomotor in the form of a sphere (using titanium 

dioxide, heptamolybdate and gold) can also be 

used for delivering a catalyst to a particular area of 

interest by using visible light. The nanospheres were 

found to move away from visible light. “The catalyst 

triggers a reaction and the pollutants get adsorbed 

on the nanospheres leading to quickly removal of 

organic pollutants from water. The solution can 

then be filtered, dried and the nanosphere can be 

retrieved,” says Apabrita Mallick, an Integrated PhD 

student at IISER Kolkata and one of the first authors 

of the paper.

Govt. revamps website of ‘Incredible India’

The Centre has unveiled a revamped version of its 

‘Incredible India’ website with an aim to pitch the 
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country as a ‘must-visit’ destination.

The website, which has been developed by Tech 

Mahindra, is mobile-ready and will provide more 

interactive and personalised experience for the 

travellers.

Engaging with visitors

“With the help of Adobe solution suite, the Ministry 

of Tourism will now be able to engage effectively 

with visitors across web and social channels and 

measure engagement to deliver real time personalised 

experiences for each visitor,” an official statement 

said.

Tourism Secretary Rashmi Verma said that new 

website had already started getting visitors from 

U.S., Russia and China.

ISRO plans next launch mission in Aug.

PSLV-C42 to carry an earth observation satellite 

apart from 20 to 30 smaller ones of foreign customers

The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) has 

slated its next launch mission, an earth observation 

satellite, tentatively for August. The last one was in 

April.

The upcoming episode will include 25 to 30 small 

secondary foreign satellites as passengers on the 

light payload lifting rocket, PSLV-C42.

The partly commercial launch is somewhat similar to 

the January 12 event in which a PSLV rocket (flight 

C-40) put 28 customer satellites to space along with 

Cartosat-2E and two small Indian satellites.

“We are looking at including 25 to 30 small 

satellites of foreign customers in the next PSLV 

launch depending on the configuration. They may 

total 250 kg,” said Rakesh Sasibhushan, Chairman 

and Managing Director of Antrix Corporation Ltd., 

which exports ISRO’s products and services.

New customers

C-42 would have new customers as well as repeat 

users of the Indian launch vehicle, he told The 

Hindu. The main load in it from ISRO could weigh 

around 800-1,000 kg.

Mr. Sasibhushan said the international launch market 

was “looking very good” and Antrix had sought two 

fully commercial launches (i.e., without an ISRO 

satellite) each year from the space agency.

Dedicated commercial missions — those that put 

a large single customer satellite to space — earn 

more money per flight than from lifting many tiny 

satellites to space at once.

This year, there would be only ‘piggyback’ customer 
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rides such as C-40 or C-42 with a primary ISRO 

satellite. However, “Antrix has contracted three 

dedicated customer satellites [which will be sent to 

space in] the next four years and is discussing some 

more probables,” he said.

To date the PSLV has launched 237 foreign customer 

satellites, a few of them in singles.

C-42 will be the fourth mission of 2018 and the third 

PSLV mission.

Around this time, ISRO had planned to launch the 

large, 5,400-kg communication satellite GSAT-

11 on an European launcher but brought it back 

from French Guiana to its Bengaluru facility for a 

confirmation test. The satellite awaits a new launch 

date, ISRO Chairman K. Sivan earlier said.

Why do rock lizards display varied behaviour?

Study provides rare evidence of why animal signals 

are relevant in nature

Lizards may perform comical push-ups, head bobs 

or suddenly transform from a stunning crimson 

body colour to a paler shade in just a few seconds, 

but this is no game. A recent study on male rock 

agamas published in Frontiers in Ecology and 

Evolution shows that such ‘signals’ advertise their 

quality to prospective mates and competitors.

An animal’s quality or ‘fitness’ — measured by how 

successfully it obtains mates and reproduces — is an 

important concept in evolution, showing how well 

an animal’s ‘strategy’ does in nature. So what do 

these males do to win females over?

Multiple signals

To find out, Shreekant Deodhar and Kavita Isvaran 

of Bengaluru’s Indian Institute of Science studied 

all behavioural and physical (changes in body 

colour) signals displayed by 41 wild male rock 

agamas throughout the lizards’ lifespan (for around 

2.5 years) in Andhra Pradesh’s Rishi Valley. They 

found that males used multiple signals, including 

head bobs, push-ups and neck flap extensions. Males 

often used these traits all at once; the frequency of 

most of these traits increased with the number of 

females in the vicinity, suggesting that these signals 

— directed towards females — are maintained by 

female choice.

“These behaviours may help females judge a male’s 

quality quickly and more accurately,” says lead 

author Deodhar. “It is often [energetically] costly to 

display all these signals together, and if a male does 

this, it can indicate his quality.”
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But there are costs to such flamboyance: it attracts 

predators and fellow competitors. The scientists 

found that most of these displays reduced in the 

presence of predators, proving that predation risk 

too played a role in the use of signals. Some colour-

changing traits could be aimed at multiple receivers 

including competitors, but detailed experimental 

studies would be necessary to understand this better, 

says Isvaran.

Rare evidence

The team also quantified male ‘fitness’, which is 

usually extremely difficult to measure in the wild. 

Observing males throughout their lifetimes, Deodhar 

noted how many females each male had access to per 

day and ‘breeding tenures’, the time for which males 

occupied territories during the breeding season (the 

longer this time, the more the access to females). 

Males that signalled more had longer breeding 

tenures; thus these signals are relevant biologically 

because they also affected lifetime reproductive 

success.

“The biological relevance of this finding is also 

exciting because it is often difficult to follow 

individuals across their lifetimes,” says Isvaran.

Agamas are well suited to answer this question 

because they have short lifespans, perform very 

unusual displays and live in open an habitat which 

makes it easy to study their behaviour, she adds.

Novel gold nanocomplex for cancer drug 

delivery

Using gold nanoparticles coated with a simple 

organic molecule (porphyrin), researchers from 

CSIR-Indian Institute of Chemical Biology, 

Kolkata, have designed an efficient drug nanocarrier. 

The nanocarrier was found to effectively deliver 

doxorubicin (anti-tumour drug) to the nucleus of 

the diseased cell and bring about programmed cell 

death.

Porphyrin was armoured on the gold nanosurface 

via continuous stirring method. “Porphyrin is a 

simple organic compound and it gives the necessary 

protection and stability to the nanosurface. 

Porphyrins are essential co-factors in many human 

proteins such as hemoglobin and so it can escape 

from the macrophages in our body,” explains Dr. 

Nakul C. Maiti, Senior Scientist at the Structural 

Biology and Bioinformatics Division of CSIR-IICB 

and one of the corresponding authors of the paper 

published in ACS Omega.
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The porphyrin molecule was found to be uniformly 

distributed on gold nanoparticles and the porphyrin–

gold complex was stable.

The anti-tumour drug doxorubicin was then 

successfully loaded on the porphyrin–gold 

nanosurface. “Doxorubicin is selectively released 

when it reaches the low-pH environment seen in 

cancerous cells,” explains Kaushik Bera, research 

scholar at the institute and one of the first authors of 

the paper.

Activity of the complex

Its activity was then tested on brain and lung cancer 

cells and normal healthy cells. The porphyrin–

gold complex without the drug showed no toxicity 

to healthy and cancerous cells. The nanoparticles 

coated with the drug showed very low toxicity to 

normal cells and caused programmed cell death both 

in brain and lung cancer cells.

Multidrug resistance is one of the major barriers in 

cancer cells, where the drug is quickly ejected out, 

reducing the effective drug concentrations within 

the cells and thus decreases its sensitivity.

“We found that the drug-coated nanoparticles were 

retained well inside the cells thus showing higher 

activity,” says Samarpan Maiti, another research 

scholar at the institute and one of the first authors of 

this paper in an email toThe Hindu.

“There are several pathways by which the drug 

can damage the DNA. Currently we are studying 

the pathways, and trying to design a system that 

can release the drug more efficiently. We are also 

studying how the system works in real scenario of 

tumour model,” says Prof. Chitra Mandal from the 

Cancer Biology & Inflammatory Disorder division 

of this institute and one of the corresponding authors 

of the paper.

Treating latent TB of the uterus improves 

pregnancy outcomes in infertile women

For the first time, researchers have been able to 

find a direct association between latent TB of the 

endometrium (inner lining of the uterus) and fewer 

eggs in the ovary, technically called low ovarian 

reserve, in infertile women.

Compared with infertile women who did not have 

latent TB, there was significant improvement in 

pregnancy outcome in women with latent TB who 

had successfully completed the standard TB therapy 

lasting six months. Results of the study were 

published in the journal Human Reproduction.
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Low ovarian reserve

“We came across infertile women with low ovarian 

reserve having latent TB. So we wanted to find out 

if there was indeed any association between latent 

TB and low ovarian reserve in these women. Loss 

of fertility due to latent TB has not been studied 

before,” says Dr. Padma Rekha Jirge.

Dr. Jirge is a gynaecologist at the Department 

of Reproductive Medicine, Shreyas Hospital in 

Kolhapur and corresponding author of the paper.

The team led by her undertook an observational 

study involving 431 infertile women with latent 

TB and 453 infertile women without latent TB. The 

women included in the study were in the 21–38 years 

age group and had infertility for more than two years 

and had received at least six cycles of ovulation 

induction with or without undergoing intrauterine 

insemination or IVF.

Though latent TB is generally believed not to have 

any clinical significance, earlier studies have shown 

that latent TB does cause silent inflammation. The 

present study did not look at whether latent TB was 

causing inflammation leading to loss of eggs. “The 

objective of the present study was not to find out how 

latent TB caused a reduction in ovarian reserve,” Dr. 

Jirge says.

Other causes

“Inflammation of the endometrium could affect the 

ovaries too or the TB bacteria could be present in 

the ovaries as well,” says Dr. Deepak Modi from 

the National Institute for Research in Reproductive 

Health, Mumbai and one of the authors of the paper.

After completion of treatment for latent TB, infertile 

women had nearly 52% successful pregnancy 

compared with 40.5% in the case of infertile women 

who did not have latent TB.

Latent TB treatment did improve the chances of 

pregnancy. But the study did not look at whether 

the treatment halts the decline in eggs. “The women 

must be followed up for one year and the hormone 

that serves as a marker for ovarian reserve has to be 

tested to know if treatment halts ovarian decline,” 

says Dr. Modi.

“We know when the ovarian environment is affected 

the quality of eggs also gets affected. So what we 

saw was after the treatment, women had better 

quality eggs and the implantation rate was also 

proportionately higher when IVF was done,” says 

Dr. Jirge.

“If doctors come across infertile women with lower 
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than normal anti-Mullerian hormone (AMH) [which 

serves as a marker for ovarian reserve] then they 

may test for latent TB of the endometrium and start 

treatment to improve the pregnancy outcome,” says 

Dr. Modi. Dr. Jirge next wants to study inflammation 

markers to find out if TB is affecting the ovarian 

environment.

In a first, WHO recommends quadrivalent 

influenza vaccine?

The quadrivalent vaccine will have two A virus 

strains — H1N1 and H3N2 — and two B virus 

strains — Victoria and Yamagata

Sanofi Pasteur’s injectable influenza vaccine 

(FluQuadri) containing two A virus strains — H1N1 

and H3N2 — and two B virus strains — Victoria 

and Yamagata — for active immunisation of adults 

of age 18 to 64 years was approved in May last year 

by the Drug Controller General of India (DCGI). 

The application for the paediatric indication is under 

review by the DCGI and final approval is expected 

by the end of this month.

Sanofi’s quadrivalent influenza vaccine was licensed 

for use by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA) in 2013; it is licensed in 26 countries.

Better protection

While a trivalent influenza vaccine contains both 

A subtype viruses, it has only one of the B subtype 

virus, the quadrivalent vaccine offers greater breath 

of protection as it includes both B subtype viruses. It 

is because of greater breadth of protection that a few 

other companies too have shifted from a trivalent to 

a quadrivalent vaccine.

Since the vast majority of influenza vaccines 

manufactured were trivalent till recently, the World 

Health Organisation (WHO) used to recommend 

two A subtypes and one B subtype, plus an optional 

fourth strain (the other B virus strain). But this 

February 2018, for the first time, the WHO issued an 

official recommendation for a quadrivalent vaccine. 

“It is recommended that quadrivalent vaccines for 

use in the 2018-2019 northern hemisphere influenza 

season,” the WHO noted.

The quadrivalent vaccine will contain four influenza 

virus strains (two A subtypes and two B subtypes 
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— H1N1 and H3N2, and Victoria and Yamagata 

respectively). The WHO recommendation then 

mentioned which B strain should be removed in the 

case of a trivalent flu vaccine.

The viruses used in the vaccine are killed and this 

eliminates the possibility of the virus in the vaccine 

itself causing infection. In India, the vaccine will 

be available as single dose pre-filled syringe. 

Eventually, it will be available in a vial for public 

health use. In the case of H1N1, there are two strains 

— California and Michigan — that cause influenza. 

In India, the Michigan strain was earlier circulating 

and has been replaced by the California strain. For 

2018, the WHO has recommended the Michigan 

strain for the southern hemisphere, including India.

Each year, the vaccine changes to reflect the different 

strains in circulation. Year round, scientists across 

the globe track, analyse and classify the viral strains 

causing illness. This allows the WHO to select 

the strains in February for the upcoming season’s 

vaccine.

Since 2011, there have been about 97,000 H1N1 

cases and over 7,100 deaths in India according to the 

Integrated Disease Surveillance Project (IDSP) data. 

Till June 3 this year, there have been 1,740 seasonal 

influenza cases and 191 deaths caused by H1N1. The 

years 2015 and 2017 witnessed a sharp increase in 

the number of cases and deaths. There were 42,592 

and 38,811 cases and 2,990 and 2,270 deaths in 2015 

and 2017, respectively.

Indian context

Despite the high number of infections and mortality 

each year, India does not have in place a national 

policy for influenza immunisation. Pregnant 

mothers, children aged below five and young people 

with asthma, cardiovascular disease, diabetes and 

high blood pressure are at a greater risk of infection 

and death. The Ministry of Health issues only H1N1 

vaccination guidelines for different vulnerable 

groups including healthcare workers.

“If you want to reduce the influenza burden in 

adults, then we must target children as they act as 

reservoirs,” Dr. Su-Peing Ng, Sanofi Pasteur, Head 

of Global Medical Affairs.

“Influenza can be seasonal or pandemic. What 

we observed during the 2009 pandemic is that 

countries which traditionally had good seasonal 

vaccine coverage could reach 50% coverage during 

the pandemic. Other countries achieved only 

20% vaccination coverage during the pandemic. 
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So seasonal vaccination is part of pandemic 

preparedness,” said Dr. Pier Luigi Lopalco, 

Professor of Hygiene and Preventive Medicine at 

the University of Pisa, Italy.

“When people can use the seat belt each time they 

drive why not get vaccinated against influenza just 

once a year?” asked Dr. Su-Peing.

(The Correspondent visited Sanofi Pasteur’s vaccine 

manufacturing unit at Val de Reuil near Paris at the 

invitation of Sanofi Pasteur)

Battle ready: Dhanush artillery gun clears 

final trials

The indigenously upgraded artillery gun Dhanush 

has successfully completed final user trials and 

is ready for induction into the Army. Dhanush is 

an upgraded version of the Swedish Bofors gun 

procured by India in the mid- 1980s.

“This was the third and final phase of user exploitation 

firings in which six Dhanush guns were fired in 

battery formation from May 31 to June 7, 2018 at 

the Pokhran field firing range. A total of 301 rounds 

were fired from the six guns, including burst fire,” 

said Dr. Uddipan Mukherjee, public relations officer 

of the Ordnance Factory Board (OFB), in response 

to a questionnaire from this newspaper.

The first phase of trials were conducted between 

July and September 2016 at the Pokhran and Babina 

ranges and the second phase was conducted between 

October and December 2016 at the Siachen base 

camp with three guns. A total of 1,520 rounds have 

been fired in all the three phases.

Tested in all terrains

During the trials, the guns travelled extensively 

in towed/ self-propelled mode in desert and high-

altitude terrains with each gun clocking over 1,000 

km, demonstrating their mobility.

Dr. Mukherjee said the next step was the completion 

of general staff evaluation, after which Bulk 

Production Clearance (BPC) will be accorded. The 

OFB already has an indent from the Army for 114 

guns and will start supplying the guns on receipt of 

the BPC. “The OFB has already supplied six guns 

for battery firing during the user trials. Another 12 
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guns will be issued within a year on receipt of the 

BPC,” he stated.

The entire order of 114 guns is to be delivered within 

four years. To meet the requirement, the Board has 

undertaken capacity augmentation to manufacture 

over 400 barrels and 250 ordnances for large-calibre 

weapon systems, Dr. Mukherjee said, adding that 

the OFB was confident of producing eight to 10 

guns per month within two to three years. As of 

now, the gun has over 80% indigenous content. The 

imported systems include the power pack, parts of 

the electronic suite, and some seals and bearings.

New health scheme flawed: IMA

Warns that low rates for procedures will compromise 

patient safety

The Indian Medical Association (IMA) has 

demanded a review of the Centre’s ambitious 

National Health Protection Scheme (NHPS), saying 

it has “conceptual deficits and operational flaws”.

The doctors’ body said the rates quoted by the 

government for various procedures were abysmal 

and impractical and most do not cover even 30% of 

the costs.

“No hospital can work on these rates without 

seriously compromising patient safety. In the garb 

of cost-cutting, the government is exposing the 

people to danger in the hospitals. Caesarean sections 

underwritten for Rs. 9,000 cannot ensure safety of 

the mother and the child,” IMA national president 

Ravi Wankhedkar said. The IMA has demanded that 

the costing be transparent and in the public domain.

Funding govt. hospitals

The association said the money allotted for the 

Ayushman Bharat-National Health Protection 

Scheme (AB-NHPS) would have better served the 

country if every district hospital was strengthened 

with an infrastructure of Rs. 2 crore each.

“The highly optic NHPS fails to create any new 

national asset. The same money invested in our 

public hospitals would have brought secondary and 

tertiary care closer to the poor in our government 

hospitals.

“In addition to non-creation of new public sector 

hospitals, the government will lose around Rs. 400 

crore to private health insurance companies which 

will manage the scheme. The insurance-driven 

healthcare is a failed experiment,” Dr. Wankhedkar 

said.
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IMA members said apart from such conceptual 

deficits, the operational flaws of the scheme would 

ensure it is a non-starter.

The IMA said the current policy change in India 

would only end up strengthening the insurance 

business.

‘Intermediaries gain’

“The IMA has suggested to the government that the 

NHPS be modelled as healthcare purchase directly 

from the provider hospitals, removing insurance 

companies and third party administrators. These 

intermediaries siphon off 40% of the budgeted 

money and are breeders of corruption and unethical 

practices,” IMA secretary general Dr. R.N. Tandon 

said.

Twenty States have so far signed MoUs with 

the Union Health Ministry to implement the 

government’s ambitious health protection mission, 

aiming to provide a cover of Rs. 5 lakh per family.

Second-phase nesting leaves a stench at 

Rushikulya

Remnants of eggs from second-phase mass nesting 

of olive ridleys at Odisha’s Rushikulya rookery has 

made the coast a stinking, polluted place.

Fishermen from the region said they are facing the 

stench problem this year because of the unique 

recurrence of mass nesting of olive ridleys.

Thousands of decomposing remnants of turtle eggs 

can be seen strewn on the coast between Podampeta 

and Gokharkuda, the region where mass nesting had 

recurred in April this year.

Environmental activist Rabindranath Sahu, who 

heads the Rushikulya Sea Turtle Protection 

Committee, said this problem has been caused by 

nature and nature only will alleviate it with time. 

Olive ridley eggs incubate on their own by the heat of 

the sand under which they are buried. The hatchlings 

come out in 45 to 50 days and after that the covering 

of the eggs decompose and mix with the sand.

Vagaries of nature

This year, the olive ridleys nested twice at 

Rushikulya coast — the first time in February when 

it’s the regular mass nesting period, and the second 

time in April from 18th to 22nd. In the second phase, 
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around 37,000 mother olive ridleys laid eggs at the 

beach. This untimely second-phase mass nesting 

faced vagaries of nature like eroding sea waves 

which could not be stopped by using sand bags. A 

large number of olive ridley nests were exposed 

and damaged by the waves. These eggs have started 

to decompose now and the stench emanating from 

them is driving tourists away from the beach, said 

Mr. Sahu.

Khallikote ranger of Forest Department Dilip Kumar 

Martha said the summer sun and saline water of the 

sea will gradually decompose the remnants of the 

eggs and the beach will become free from the debris 

which will mix up with the sand.

Kharif crop sowing slows down as monsoon 

stalls

With the western sweep of the monsoon stalled 

over the Konkan coast, kharif crop sowing has also 

slowed. About 12 lakh fewer hectares have been 

planted than at the same time last year, according 

to a statement by the Ministry of Agriculture and 

Farmers’ Welfare.

The biggest lags are seen in rain-fed crops such as 

pulses and oilseeds. At this time last year, 9.93 lakh 

hectares of oilseeds — mostly soyabean — had 

been planted. This year, only half that area has been 

planted, at just over 5 lakh hectares.

“The monsoon has not started yet in many of the key 

areas. This is a rainfed crop, so farmers are delaying 

planting till the onset of the monsoon,” said a senior 

official at the National Mission on Oilseeds and 

Oilpalm, who did not wish to be named. The mission 

was launched in 2014 in an effort to reduce India’s 

dependence on edible oil imports by increasing 

domestic production to meet rising domestic 

demands. However, oilseed prices crashed to a five-

year low last year, even as production increased. The 

official said lower prices were unlikely to impact the 

final acreage of oilseed crops.

‘Too early to say’

Siraj Hussain, former Agriculture Secretary and now 

a Senior Fellow at the Indian Council for Research 

on International Economic Relations, also felt it was 

too early to predict sowing trends. “The monsoon 

has slowed down, so farmers are waiting,” he said. 

“Even if prices have fallen, they will have to sow. 

They are not going to leave their fields empty.”

The overall acreage ofsowing so far stands at 115.9 

lakh hectares, in comparison to 128.35 lakh hectares 
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at the same time last year. Apart from oilseeds and 

pulses, sowing for paddy, coarse cereals and cotton 

is also lagging behind slightly.

IISc researchers find asthma drug effective in 

treating TB

A drug (Pranlukast) currently used for treating 

asthma has been found to be effective against 

tuberculosis, researchers from the Indian Institute 

of Science (IISc), Bengaluru, have found. Studies 

carried out in mice models found the drug to be 

effective in treating TB both when used alone and in 

combination with an anti-TB drug rifampicin. The 

results of the study have been published in EMBO 

Molecular Medicine.

Besides speeding up the process of drug discovery 

by repurposing an existing drug, the highlight of the 

study is the new approach adopted by researchers 

led by Prof. Avadhesha Surolia from the Molecular 

Biophysics Unit at IISc to zero in on the asthma 

drug. The drug uses a unique strategy to target the 

TB bacteria and is therefore quite unlikely to cause 

any adverse side-effects either to the human cells or 

the beneficial bacteria found in humans.

Most of the current anti-TB drugs target either the 

RNA synthesis (transcription) or cell-wall synthesis 

of the bacteria. “But we decided to look for drugs 

that target the arginine (an amino acid) biosynthesis 

pathway that is essential for the survival of the TB 

bacteria as well the pathogenesis [process by which 

the bacteria cause the disease],” says Prof. Surolia.

Many steps make up the arginine biosynthesis 

pathway and one of them involves an enzyme ArgJ 

(Ornithine acetyltransferase) which is essential for 

the survival and virulence of TB bacteria. The ArgJ 

enzyme is unique to TB bacteria and its counterpart 

neither exists in humans nor in the beneficial 

bacteria of human microbiome. This makes the ArgJ 

an exciting target for drug development and is very 

unlikely to cause any harmful side-effects in the 

human host.

To further reduce the chances of the chosen drug 

causing any side-effects, the researchers decided 

to target a unique site on the ArgJ enzyme that is 

not found in other proteins described so far. “If 

you target the active site in the enzyme, there is a 

possibility that the drug will target the same site in 

other biochemical reactions in the body,” explains 

Prof. Surolia.

Based on these conditions, the researchers carried 
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out in silico computational modelling of all FDA-

approved drugs that bind to the site. After screening 

1,400 drugs, 34 were found to be binding to the site. 

“Of the 34, we tested 15 drugs for their ability to 

bind to the enzyme site, and two drugs — Pranlukast 

(anti-asthma drug) and Sorafenib (anti-cancer drug) 

— were found to have inhibitory action,” he says.

Effective drug

Both these drugs were tested in vitro and were found 

to be effective in curtailing the growth of TB bacteria. 

“The asthma drug was found to be more effective 

in curtailing the growth when used alone and in 

combination with other anti-TB drugs — rifampicin 

and isoniazid,” says Archita Mishra from IISc and 

first author of the paper. “The combination of asthma 

drug and the two anti-TB drugs was significantly 

better in killing the bacteria than the currently used 

first-line combination drugs — rifampicin, isoniazid 

and ethambutol.”

“Like the asthma drug, ethambutol is also a metabolic 

inhibitor. So replacing ethambutol with the asthma 

drug for the combination therapy would be a viable 

strategy,” Mishra adds.

Both the drugs were also able to kill the bacteria 

found inside the macrophages (white blood cells) 

without causing any harmful side-effects to the 

macrophages.

The potency of the asthma drug was much higher 

than expected. This would mean that lesser amount 

of the drug will be sufficient to kill the bacteria 

within the macrophages. The higher potency comes 

from the drug’s ability to counter the survival 

strategy of the TB bacteria. When bacteria infect 

the macrophages, they usually cause inflammation 

within the cells, which helps the bacteria multiply. 

The asthma drug was able to prevent the bacteria 

from causing inflammation thereby proving to be 

more potent in killing them.

“Since the drug targets the pathogen as well as the 

host pathway, it could potentially help in treating 

multidrug-resistant TB bacteria,” says Mishra. The 

researchers are already working in that direction.

Animal trials

Even in mice models, the drug was more effective 

in killing the TB bacteria both when used alone and 

in combination with rifampicin. There were fewer 

granulomas in the drug-treated mice. “Our studies 

show that ethambutol can be replaced with the 

asthma drug,” he says.

The researchers plan to test the drug on guinea pigs 
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in a few months’ time. The efficacy will be tested by 

using it alone and in combination with rifampicin. 

“If we get encouraging results from guinea pig 

studies, we can straight away conduct Phase II 

trials in humans, as the safety of the drug is already 

proven,” says Prof. Surolia.

What the well-gadgeted man is wearing

Future ‘smart’ clothes could pack ‘serious’ gadgetry 

created by several developers and innovators across 

the world

Fans of P. G. Wodehouse will remember how the 

hero Bertie Wooster was persuaded by his aunt 

Dahlia to write a piece on ‘what the well dressed 

man is wearing’ for her weekly magazine “Milady’s 

Boudoir”. That was in the 1920s and the days of 

gentlemen of leisure. A century later, these are the 

days of gentlemen (and ladies) on the go. And the 

biweekly magazine “Science News” has published an 

article called: “Fashion forward: Advanced textiles 

may add serious gadgetry to clothes”, authored by 

Maria Temming and Mariah Quantanilla, in its May 

25, 2018 issue.

The two authors, Maria and Mariah, write about 

how future ‘smart’ clothes could pack ‘serious’ 

gadgetry, and give a few examples presented by 

several developers and innovators at some recent 

technological meetings in the US. Here are some 

excerpts from this article.

Clothes that change colour

About sixty or seventy years ago, one could buy 

a shirt made of a cloth teasingly called ‘Bleeding 

Madras’. It would change colour upon each wash 

(and fade!). The one discussed here changes colour 

not upon washing, but reversibly upon exposure to 

light (such as sunlight or on stage), when the wearer 

taps his/her smartphone screen. How does this 

happen? The fabric is made of thin yarn containing 

some thinner strands of copper wire sheathed in 

polyester (or nylon). This polyester fibre is coated 

with pigments just as normal clothes are. A garment 

is made of this pigmented cloth, and the garment also 

carries a tiny battery. The wearer sends a wi-fi signal 

from his/her smartphone, which activates the battery 
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to heat the copper wire in the yarn. With that signal, 

the colour changes and the wearer now shows off 

the new colour (or stripe or pattern – whatever has 

been built in) on his/her garment! Developed by Dr. 

Joshua Kaufman and Dr. Ayman Abouraddy of the 

University of Central Florida at Orlando, FL, USA, 

this fabric and the clothes, bags or upholstery will hit 

the market soon.

Traditional women in Gujarat and Rajasthan 

wear long skirts called lehangas or ghararas using 

fabrics which are studded with small discs made 

of glass mirror pieces. They shine when light falls 

on them. Well, now we have hi-tech versions that 

will be available soon; except, they will not have 

the traditional ‘inorganic’ mirror pieces but light 

emitting diodes or LEDs. And these LEDs too will 

be ‘organic’ in nature, or what the authors have 

called as OLEDs. These OLEDs are created on 

cloth- polyester- and are thus far more flexible than 

the conventional ‘inorganic’ LEDs. Developed by 

Dr. S. Kwon and associates at the Korea Advanced 

Institute of Science and Technology in Daejon, 

South Korea, these OLEDs, when activated using 

electric signals generated using smartphone signals, 

can light up the fabric. They can thus be organised 

in the fabric to display patterns and messages, or just 

light up the street to help pedestrians at night.

After a brisk run, you feel hot — the active motion 

generating thermal energy. Likewise, as you stand 

for a while in bright sunlight, you feel warm. Rather 

than lose energy through heat this way, can we 

convert heat or body motion into electricity? This 

was the question that Dr. Jun Chen and Dr. Zhong 

Lin Wang of Stanford and Georgia Tech Universities 

attempted to work on. To this end, they threaded a 

fabric with photovoltaic wires which, when sunlight 

falls on them, generate tiny amounts of electricity 

just the way traditional solar cells do. And this energy 

can be stored safely in a small battery attached to the 

garment. Dr. Chen is reported to have said that a 4 

cm x 5 cm piece of such a solar cell fabric stitched 

on to your T-shirt as you run in the sun can charge 

up your cellphone. Imagine wearing a whole shirt or 

a jacket made of such a fabric.

Dr. Chen has also devised a fabric made of a special 

type of polymer (called PTFE) which captures 

energy coming out of motion (movement of the 

body) and converts it into electrical energy. Maria 

and Mariah write: “this energy-harvesting material 

could also be built into tents that, when bathed in sun 
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or rustled by wind, could charge campers’ devices”. 

The article by these two ladies, titled: “Future smart 

clothes could pack serious gadgetry”, is available 

free on the net, and is recommended. It covers a few 

more such studies which focus on capturing energy 

from the environment through the use of devices of 

this kind, and converting it into storable and usable 

electric energy.

Light cell phone

Some people have done away with carrying bulky 

cell phones; instead, they go for wrist-wearable ones 

and earplugs. Many others no longer carry a laptop; 

smart phones do the job for them. (The Nobelist 

Prof. Martin Chalfie gave three different lectures 

recently in Hyderabad, with all lecture materials- 

slides and movies- saved in his smartphone, no 

laptop). Wearing gadgets (even computers) will 

become increasingly popular and convenient. Since 

these can now be charged using stuff in your clothes, 

look out for what Generation Z is wearing next year.

How insects evolve immune-memory against 

bacterial infections

For long, it has been a point of debate whether 

insects have an immune-memory

Much like humans, insects too develop an immune-

memory in response to infection, a team at the 

National Centre for Biological Sciences (NCBS), 

Bengaluru has found. In humans, for instance, natural 

infection or vaccination can lead to the formation 

of important immunological memory in the human 

immune system. In other words, once infected, the 

immune system becomes ready to deal with that 

particular antigen because of immune-memory. For 

long, it has been a point of debate whether insects 

have such a memory that can protect them against 

future infections. The present study shows that such 

a memory can evolve over generations in red flour 

beetles (Tribolium castaneum)infected with Bacillus 

thuringiensis (Bt). The results of the study were 

recently published in Proceedings of the Royal 

Society B.

The study was conducted in Deepa Agashe’s lab at 

NCBS and the experiment was designed by Imroze 

Khan, first author of the paper, and Dr. Agashe, the 

principal investigator. The team infected nearly 5,000 

to 6,000 beetles in every generation. “Every insect 

had to be pierced at the right point and injected with 

a standard number of bacterial cells. It took a year 
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to standardise this process,” says Dr. Khan, who is 

now a faculty at Ashoka University, Delhi. With a 

generation being approximately 45 days long, the 

study of 10 generations stretched over two years. 

“Every day Arun Prakash [one of the authors] and 

I had to infect 1,000 insects,” he adds when asked 

what the most challenging part of the study was. The 

beetle populations were exposed to a single large 

dose of live Bt antigens or exposed to dead bacteria 

followed by live infection.

Evolved immunity

After observing ten generations, the team found that 

the new generation of insects had evolved better 

defence against Bt antigen. The emerging populations 

showed either improved innate resistance or immune-

memory, as opposed to control populations which 

were injected with a buffer solution and did not 

evolve any special ability to deal with the pathogen.

“This is the first real-time observation of the evolution 

of immune-memory in an insect; we showed that this 

can happen very quickly, and quite often,” says Dr 

Agashe, in an email to The Hindu. “If our results hold 

true for other insects (which remains to be tested), 

this suggests that immune-memory can be a very 

broad system of defence against pathogens,” she 

adds. Since insects do not have the kind of immune 

cells that humans have, for a long time, scientists did 

not think it was even possible for insects to develop 

an immune-memory.

In the past few years, multiple studies showed that 

insects do show some form of immune-memory, 

but how such memory evolves remained a puzzle. 

“We now have some clues about how fast and how 

reliably memory could evolve, what might be the 

mechanisms involved and when might immune-

memory versus resistance be favoured by natural 

selection,” says Dr Agashe.

Together, Dr. Khan and Dr. Agashe’s labs are now 

trying to figure out the molecules responsible for 

immune-memory and resistance.

Do river dolphins hunt prey using many 

methods?

Asia’s river dolphins may be nearly blind, but they 

compensate by using many methods to catch prey. 

Though chiefly known as echolocators, researchers 

now suggest that these dolphins could also be 

listening for surface-swimming fish and sensing 

electrical signals emitted by bottom-dwelling prey 

on the river-bed.
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Eyes are of no use for river dolphins 

(genus Platanista ) in the naturally murky waters 

of the Indus and Ganga. Instead, they have evolved 

to use echolocation to navigate and catch fish: the 

small clicks they produce underwater echo back at 

them, helping them identify a prey or obstacle on 

their path. Despite increasing pressures on their 

habitat – from ships’ underwater noise (which could 

affect dolphin echolocation) to dams that alter the 

river’s flow – dolphins still survive in many heavily 

human-used river stretches.

Wondering if these aquatic mammals have other 

methods to catch prey and thereby survive, a team 

of researchers from institutes including Bengaluru’s 

Asoka Trust for Ecology and Evolution (ATREE) 

first dug through 105 studies and historical 

references for information about dolphin anatomy 

and physiology as well as that of their prey (shrimp 

and fish). They also complemented this by studying 

the prey they found in dead dolphins’ stomachs and 

acoustic information on the echolocation clicks 

Gangetic river dolphins use in varying depths of a 

100-km stretch of the Ganga in Bihar.

The results show that dolphins choose their prey 

based on size; bottom-dwelling fish dominate their 

diets. Dolphins grasp their prey and potentially suck 

them into their mouths using their unusually large 

tongues. The study, published in Mammal Review, is 

the first to calculate the distance that these dolphins 

can detect a fish from: their echolocation enables 

them to ‘see’ a fish the size of the finger from 20 

metres away.

Depths matter

There is also a clear difference in the way dolphins 

catch fish at various river depths: at the surface 

they listen for fish movement; prefer echolocation 

at the middle depths (dolphins produced the most 

number of clicks here) and sensitive snout-whiskers, 

especially in calves and juveniles, could help sense 

weak electrical signals emitted by bottom-dwelling 

fish and shrimp. This could make Platanista dolphins 

one of the few mammal groups in the world that use 

this method, says ATREE’s Nachiket Kelkar, lead 

author of the study.

“The use of these different feeding strategies 

together could perhaps also explain why we 

see Platanista dolphins even in some highly disturbed 

habitats,” adds Kelkar.

Novel packaging extends shelf-life of chicken
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Now, chicken kept in the chiller of the fridge may 

remain fresh and without any bacterial contamination 

for up to two weeks thanks to researchers from 

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC), Mumbai. 

The researchers have developed a new eco-friendly 

food-packaging material using mango peel extracts 

and three other biodegradable polymers to extend 

the shelf-life of chicken. The packaging film showed 

good antimicrobial properties against common 

food microbes and also exhibited high antioxidant 

characteristics.

Peels from four different mango varieties were 

used for the study — Alphonso, Kesar, Langra 

and Badami. The peel content was extracted using 

different techniques and the bioactive properties, 

antioxidant and antimicrobial activity of the extracts 

were studied.

Amongst the four mango peel varieties studied, the 

Langra variety extract exhibited the highest inhibition 

against Staphylococcus aureus and Pseudomonas 

fluorescens. It was also rich in bioactive compounds 

like phenolics and carotenoids and thus had high 

degree of antioxidant capacity.

The packaging films were then made using the 

Langra extract (5%), polyvinyl alcohol, gelatin and 

cyclodextrin. “All the ingredients are biodegradable, 

and the new film can be a viable option for developing 

new eco-friendly packaging material. Also, India 

is one of the highest producers of mango, and the 

peel, which is usually thrown away, has higher 

phenolic content than the pulp and can serve as a 

good antioxidant,” explains Dr. Sweetie R. Kanatt, 

Senior Scientific Officer from the Food Technology 

Division of the Centre and first author of the paper 

published in Journal of Food Safety.

The packaging film was 150 microns in thickness 

and exhibited good tensile and punctures strength. 

The package was then tested for storing minced 

chicken meat.

The meat was stored at 2–4˚C and tested every three 

days. The meat packed using the mango peel film 

was able to keep the meat fresh and without spoilage 

for up to 12 days whereas the ones packed in normal 

polythene bag got spoilt within three days.

“Meat has high lipid content that is prone to 

oxidation on storage/processing. We wanted to 

check how the film preserved the meat from both 

microbial spoilage and oxidative rancidity,” adds Dr. 

Kanatt. “Increase in shelf life as well as safety of the 

meat will be a boon to the food processer as they 
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can store this meat in chilled rather than frozen state. 

Film preparation methods are being fine-tuned for 

possible commercial applications.”

Artificial Intelligence system may help 

diagnose Zika

A platform developed by scientists at University of 

Campinas in Brazil can identify tens of thousands 

of molecules present in blood serum, with an AI 

algorithm

The Artificial Intelligence platform can identify 

positive cases of Zika even in blood serum analysed 

30 days after the start of infection, when the acute 

phase of the disease is over. Photo: Reuters

Washington: Scientists have developed an artificial 

intelligence system that can accurately diagnose 

Zika virus and several other viral, bacterial and even 

genetic diseases from the patient’s blood.

The platform developed by scientists at the University 

of Campinas (UNICAMP) in Brazil, can identify 

tens of thousands of molecules present in blood 

serum, with an artificial intelligence algorithm.

“We used infection by Zika virus as a model to 

develop the platform and showed that in this case, 

diagnostic accuracy exceeded 95%. One of the main 

advantages is that the method doesn’t lose sensitivity 

even if the virus mutates,” said Rodrigo Ramos 

Catharino, principal investigator at UNICAMP.

Strength of the platform, he added, is the capacity to 

identify positive cases of Zika even in blood serum 

analysed 30 days after the start of infection, when 

the acute phase of the disease is over.

“None of the currently available diagnostic kits has 

the sensitivity to detect infection by Zika after the 

end of the acute phase. The method we developed 

could be useful to analyse transfusion blood bags, 

for example,” Catharino said.

Development and validation of the platform involved 

analysis of blood samples from 203 patients treated 

at UNICAMP’s general and teaching hospital.

Of these, 82 were diagnosed with Zika by the method 

currently considered the gold standard in this field: 

real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), 

which detects viral RNA in body fluids during the 
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acute phase of the infection.

The other 121 patients were the control group. 

About half had the same symptoms as the group that 

tested positive for Zika, such as fever, joint pain, 

conjunctivitis and rash, but had negative RT-PCR 

results for Zika.

The rest had no symptoms and also tested negative or 

were diagnosed with dengue. All collected samples 

were analysed in a mass spectrometer, a device that 

acts as a kind of molecular weighing scale, sorting 

molecules according to their mass.

“We identified some 10,000 different molecules 

in the patients’ serum, including lipids, peptides, 

and fragments of DNA and RNA. Among these 

metabolites, there were particles produced both by 

Zika and by the patient’s immune system in response 

to the infection,” Catharino said.

All the data obtained in the spectrometry analysis 

of both the group that tested positive for Zika and 

the control group were then fed into a computer 

programme running a random-forest machine 

learning algorithm.

This type of artificial intelligence tool is capable 

of analysing a large amount of data by specific 

statistical methods in search of patterns that can be 

used as a basis for classification, prediction, decision 

making, modelling and so on.

“The algorithm separates samples randomly, 

determines which one will be the training group 

and the blind group, and then carries out testing and 

validation,” Catharino said.

“At the end, it tells us whether with that number of 

samples it was possible to obtain a set of metabolic 

markers capable of identifying patients infected by 

Zika,” he said.

Each new set of patient data fed into the programme 

enhances its learning capacity and makes it more 

sensitive, he went on. In the case of Zika, the study 

established a panel of 42 biomarkers as a specific 

key to identifying the virus.

Twelve of these were found by the algorithm to be 

highly prevalent in the blood of patients who tested 

positive for the disease.

IISc to boost science start-up incubation

The Indian Institute of Science, founded in 1909 

by Jamsetji Tata and former Maharajah of Mysore 

Krishnaraja Wadiyar IV, plans to open a research 

park at its Bengaluru facility within the next three 

years to incubate sci-tech companies.
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“Currently the Society for Innovation and 

Development is incubating about 15 companies,” 

said Prof. G.K. Ananthasuresh, chairman of the 

Centre of Biosystems Science and Engineering. “We 

want to scale it up ten times and the tender for setting 

up the facility has already been issued.”

Corporate collaboration

The institute has collaborations with companies 

such as Tata Consultancy Services, Volvo, Google 

Inc., General Motors, Microsoft Research, IBM 

Research, Boeing, Robert Bosch Foundation and 

Pratt & Whitney. It also works with the Indian Space 

Research Organisation, Aeronautical Development 

Agency and Centre for Development of Advanced 

Computing.

The institute, spread over 400 acres, is home to more 

than 40 departments.

Of about 12 companies incubated by the Society 

for Innovation and Development arm, an inter-

disciplinary body, include simulators used for 

endoscopy, microsatellites to access the Internet at 

lower costs, a medical diagnostic kit and a superwave 

technology to extract oil from sandalwood.

“Many of these companies employ core technology. 

There are deep science and deep technology 

involved and the impact they can create is big,” Prof. 

Ananthasuresh said in an interview.

“We have years of research behind us and 

comprehensive research is done before 

commercialisation.”

Pathshodh, the name for the equipment that 

uses superwave technology, can also be used 

instead of needles to inject medicine into patients, 

Mr. Ananthasuresh said. “It is close to being 

commercialised.”

“Another example is one project we did with Bellatrix 

where we used our knowledge to position and propel 

microsatellites. In Open Water, another project, 

we produced clean water from a contaminated 

[sample],” Mr. Ananthasuresh said.

An air-conditioned blanket invented by scientists in 

the institute enables one to cool “in cycles,” he said. 

“It is a layered blanket and one does not have to cool 

the whole room. It is a personalised air-conditioner,” 

he said.

The Robert Bosch Centre for Cyber-Physical 

Systems was established in 2011 at the institute as 

an interdisciplinary research and academic centre to 

promote research in cyber-physical systems.

Mimyk Medical Simulations, incubated at the centre, 
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had developed the endoscopy simulator for gastroenterologists.
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mGame on, it’s time to play like Yudhishthira

A group of amateur historians and archaeologists is 

hosting a weekend of ancient Indian board games in 

Mumbai

Many centuries ago, Jain monks played 

‘Mokshapatam’, which illustrated the steps to and 

slides away from moksha (liberation). It was later 

adapted for use in what is now Hinduism, with a 

choice of swargas (heavens) and subsequently found 

its way to Islam, and then to Europe and Christianity. 

In modern times, it is known around the world as the 

familiar ‘secular’ board game: Snakes and Ladders.

Kurush Dalal, assistant professor of archaeology and 

coordinator of the Centre for Extra Mural Studies 

(CEMS) at Mumbai University, says it is just one 

example of an ancient game not many know has 

Indian origins.

Aside from chess, whose origins are fiercely 

disputed with Chinese, Persian and Indians insisting 

that their forebears invented it, there is also Pachisi , 

the ancestor of Ludo . In the epic Mahabharata, it 

was at Pachisi that Yudhishthira wagered and lost 

everything to the Kauravas.

Dice found in Harappa

Dr. Dalal says the earliest evidence for these games 

in the subcontinent has been cubical terracotta dice 

excavated in several Harappan sites. “But no boards 

have survived, and we have no clue what the game 

was.” Not enough study has been done in the field, 

he says, so pinpointing anything with accuracy is 

tough.

Next weekend, CEMS and the Instucen Trust will 

host a two-day festival, where visitors can learn 

about and play a dozen such games.

The idea was born at their annual exhibition of 

archaeology and geology last year, where the stall 

of ancient Indian games was besieged with visitors. 

The team has since discovered other games, says 

Raamesh Gowri Raghavan, who is a member of the 

organising team.

At the CEMS office, a bunch of students are hard 

at work. One young man is quietly painting betel 

nuts for game pieces (which include pebbles, shells, 

and seeds and, incongruously, plastic pieces from 

modern game boards), others are working on the 

Misc. News
and Events 
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boards, which range from card and painstakingly 

sewn patchwork cloth to ancient designs printed 

on vinyl and etched stone slabs. A few groups are 

playing the games; they will teach visitors and need 

to have the rules down pat.

Aside from pachisi , mokshapatam , 

and chaturanga (a possible ancestor of chess), on 

offer will be tablan , a strategy board game from 

the Mysore region, navakankari, or naukhade , 

similar to nine men’s morris, tiger and goat ( wagh-

bakri in Marathi, and adu puli attam in Tamil and 

Malayalam, meka puli atta in Telugu, and adu huli 

atta in Kannada), pallanguzhi ( alli gulli mane , 

similar tomancala , a counting and strategy game 

played with cowries on a board with two rows of 

depressions, possibly the most ancient of the lot at 

around 4,000 years among others, ashtapada , and 

a possible descendant, ashta chamma ( chaukabara, 

ashte kashte, daayakattam ), chaupar (also chausar, 

chaupad, chopat or chapur , similar to Ludo), 

and kachapani (like mikado, but with fragments of 

glass bangles).

The team calls Radha Sinha, a retired architect, the 

prime instigator. She says her interest was kindled 

on a field trip when she saw lines etched on a temple 

wall, which Dr. Dalal told her was a game board (the 

surface was probably once flooring but had been 

repurposed at some point as a wall). “Some of these 

games still exist and are played,” she says, but not 

too many.

Information came from all over, says Dnyaneshwari 

Kamath, another organiser: books, of course, and the 

Internet, but also from older relatives or domestic 

help with links to rural India.

Lost heritage

Mr. Raghavan, an advertising professional, says 

many games have been lost though they find mention 

in ancient texts. He points out that the sutrakrtanga 

— a part of the Jain canon — forbids Jain monks 

from playing the ashtapadawhile the Buddhist 

treatise Vinaya Pitaka bars Buddhist monks from 

playing a ‘game of eight rows played with dice’. 

“There are lots of lacunae,” he says.

Of the CMES team, he says, “We are a large, 

happy, chaotic community of amateurs, working 

during the week, and  s and Sundays we come and 

learn. Dr. Dalal is the only professional historian or 

archaeologist. Mugdha Karnik [CEMS’s director] 
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somehow finds the funds for all this.”

Ms. Karnik credits the students for all the work.

But opening up the games to a larger audience has 

a deeper significance for her. “I feel pain when 

I see children sitting together, but not looking at 

each other, looking at their phones. I ask them why, 

and they tell me they’re playing games! Let them 

play electronic games, but they should have these 

alternatives,” she says.

Dr. Dalal hopes the weekend will set off interest 

and get people to study ancient games. “We’re at a 

bizarre cusp,” he says. “A large number of traditional 

games are on the edge of extinction.”

Mauritius to host global Hindi meet

Hindi scholars unimpressed, say conference could 

end up as a public relations exercise

The upcoming 11th World Hindi Conference in 

Mauritius is likely to produce directives to increase 

the popularity of Hindi globally, a source familiar 

with the preparation for the event says. Work on the 

international meet from August 18 to 20 is under 

way in the External Affairs Ministry, even as some 

prominent Hindi literary figures expressed their 

disappointment at the way the event has shaped up 

over the years.

“The conference will cover both classical and modern 

elements of Hindi, and we intend to get delegates and 

scholars of Hindi from all over the world. We hope 

to produce concrete guidelines for the promotion of 

Hindi as a language of globalisation and possibly at 

the United Nations,” said the official.

The World Hindi Conference is a major event 

organised every three years by the External Affairs 

Ministry.

Official preparations have been progressing ever 

since External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj 

announced in her annual press conference on May 

31 that there would be “disclosures” to promote 

Hindi at the conference.
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“Hindi in the United Nations should be increased 

and a lot of work is being done by the Ministry of 

External Affairs and the disclosures would be made 

in the World Hindi Conference to be held next in 

Mauritius,” Ms. Swaraj had said.

Interestingly, though the World Hindi Secretariat 

(WHS) supported by India is located in Mauritius, the 

government of the country does not promote Hindi 

on its website; nor is the language acknowledged 

officially. The website mentions English and French 

as the languages spoken in Mauritius, but leaves out 

Hindi referring merely to existing “Asian languages”.

The WHS will be the organising authority of the 

event.

‘Unproductive event’

Leading literary voices of Hindi have raised doubts 

about the scope of the upcoming conference saying 

the event might end up as a public relations exercise 

in view of the 2019 election and urged the Ministry 

to use the opportunity to support genuine scholars 

of Hindi.

“These Hindi sammelans over the years have been 

reduced to a meeting of old friends. This trend 

remains unchanged irrespective of the party in power 

in Delhi,” said Purushottam Aggarwal, Hindi scholar 

and author of Padmavat: An epic love story . “I have 

not been impressed by the outcome of these Hindi 

conferences so far. Wonder what new elements the 

government plans this year.”

Over the past few decades, the event has been held 

both in India and abroad but it has failed to reinvent 

itself, said noted literary figure Ashok Vajpeyi.

Ill-conceived: Vajpeyi

“The world Hindi conference has become an ill-

conceived, ill-organised chaotic event. It is a fair 

without any intellectual and linguistic rigour and 

direction. The event has become unbecoming of 

both Hindi and India,” Mr. Vajpeyi said.

As part of the preparation, regular official visits 

to Port Louis have been taking place over the past 

few months including one by Secretary in charge of 

eastern affairs in the Ministry, Preeti Saran.

During last week’s trip to South Africa, Ms. Swaraj 

stopped by at Port Louis to inspect the work herself. 

Sources say that special focus of this year’s event 

will be on Bollywood and the global reach of Hindi 

through movies.

Unity in culinary diversity

In eating habits, there is a fascinating commonality 
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stringing the four corners of the land

Not sure if there is any other country in the world 

that can match India’s diversity in terms of climate, 

topography, vegetation, ethnicity, language, dress, 

culture and religion. This also extends to food.

But in our daily eating habits, there is a commonality 

stringing the four corners of the land, which is 

fascinating and appears to be getting stronger by 

the day. Just think of this silent string of national 

integration binding the people of the different 

regions of India much more effectively than all 

the programmes being assiduously pursued by the 

government’s publicity agencies.

There has been an age-old commonality in daily 

home-cooked food, cutting across regions: the 

good old kadhi made with besan and dahi , 

and khichdi (rice and lentils), is popular from the 

Himalayan mountains to the plains of Punjab 

and Haryana. The cow belt of Rajasthan, Madhya 

Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and Bihar all savour kadhi . 

And migrants from the Sindh province of undivided 

Punjab, now settled mainly in and around Mumbai, 

love their Sindhi kadhi . Thekadhi is also made in 

Maharashtra and Gujarat I know, but this does not 

extend south beyond the Vindhyachal range.

Khichdi in the north is eaten with papad, dahi , ghee, 

chutney and achar , and also in the south. In Tamil 

Nadu it is called pongal and in Karnataka, besi beli 

bhath . It is given religiously to the young and the 

old who have upset tummies.

There are two other items that constitute our 

staple daily diet. The glass orkulhar of sweet lassi 

with malai (cream)/butter in Punjab, Haryana, 

the cow belt, is one. Then there is the good old 

butter milk, called mathha/chhach in Gujarat and 

Maharashtra, and rai (black mustard) seeds, curry 

patta and chillies tadka in the deep south taken as an 

appetiser or digestive before and after lunch. Dahi is 

generally not consumed in the northeast.

Then there is the dal tadka (lentils), an essential item 

of the diet all over the north to go with rotis. It gets 

converted into sambar and rasam, more peppery with 

spices and tamarind water added to it, and taken with 

boiled rice in the south. In Maharashtra, where it is 
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extensively used, it is called ambat varan .

The good old papad s, thicker and spicier and either 

roasted or fried in the north but thin and papery and 

served fried in with rasam ( appalam or papadam ) 

are in the southern States.

Across the regions

I feel happy to observe that silently but very 

noticeably, Indian cuisine is cutting across the 

regions. Chaat in different forms such as gol gappas, 

aloo tikkies, samosas and chholey bhaturey , a 

mainly north Indian phenomenon, is spreading to all 

parts and being devoured even in the deep south. And 

dosas and idlis with sambar and coconut chutney are 

being enjoyed in the north.

Bhel puri of Mumbai is a popular chaat item all 

over the north. The tandoor (clay oven), which 

was an unknown form of cooking in the south a 

few decades ago, is becoming popular all over the 

south, especially among the young who throng small 

dhabas set up by sardarjis , never lacking in business 

enterprise, big or small. They enjoy tandoori and 

butter chicken with ma ki dal (urad) and naan . The 

northeast is also contributing to this phenomenon, 

as one notices. Nepalis from Sikkim and Darjeeling 

doing brisk sale of noodles and momos: vegetarian 

and chicken with chilli sauce, from small kiosks that 

have sprung up in every nook and corner of Delhi.

Non-vegetarian dishes are also travelling far and 

wide: tundey ke galawati, kakori kebabs and Awadhi 

biryani of Lucknow, and Hyderabadi biryani, are 

hot-selling items in Mughlai restaurants that have 

come up all over Delhi and other north Indian cities. 

The younger generation even in north India are 

switching from red (mutton) to white meat (chicken 

and fish) on health grounds. But traditional fish-

eaters, Bengalis, Oriyas, Konkanis and Keralites, 

stick to their preferred varieties: hilsa, rohu and 

katla for Bengalis, and pomfret, mackerel, prawns, 

lobsters, crabs and oysters for those living along the 

coastline. Singharas and mahseers, fried, remain the 

favourites among Punjabis.

Although there is a bewildering variety of Indian 

sweets eaten from north to south, like milk 

cakes and gulab jamuns in Punjab and Haryana, 

jalebis, laddoos, pedas and rabri in Uttar Pradesh, 

kulfis all over the north, rasogullas, sandesh, 

chamcham and rasomalais in West Bengal; mysore 

pak in the south, sooji ka halwa and kheer (made of 

milk and rice) is the common dessert denominator 

being called kesari bhath and payasam in the South. 
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But the Tamils must cap their meals with thair 

sadam (curd rice).

I think this commonalty in food in India has a lot to do 

with the local produce. Unlike the developed world 

where fresh food products are available globally, 

here we have to depend largely on local crops.

Of course, the food packaging industry is making 

snacks and masalas available everywhere.

There is also a reverse swing in motion with popular 

dishes from the Western world and the Far East 

silently converting the eating habits of our young 

ones: take pizzas, hamburgers, chow meins, chilly 

chicken, Thai curries, both red and green. But we 

shall talk about this later. Bon appetit !

Between the haves and the have-nots

Of unadorned life in the hills and the plains, and of 

how class differences with affluent cousins were 

overcome

Having lived in the plains of North India all my 

life, I do have a deep connection with the hills. My 

parents belonged to Almora, a mountainous district. 

I call myself a non-resident Kumaoni, unable to 

visit my native place regularly. In these days of 

luxuries becoming necessities, air-conditioners and 

heaters have perhaps made this seasonal migration 

redundant. Travelling is on a new high; all the year 

round, not restricted to inclement weather.

In the past, most of my relatives would head for the 

UK. No, not the United Kingdom but Uttarakhand, 

where like migratory birds they would fly to find 

relief from the scorching heat. My relatives would 

visit us in the severe winter months, unable to 

survive the cold back home.

While growing up in almost threadbare, spartan 

surroundings, my elder brothers and sisters started 

getting conscious about the lack of comforts within 

our household, especially when we fraternised with 

cousins who were better off and more accustomed to 

a sumptuous life, living in a state of great comfort and 

elegance. This inferiority complex led to awkward 

situations, especially when the haves visited the 

have-nots in winter, when residential schools would 

be closed for vacation.

My cousins were being educated in exclusive public 
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schools (the hill district of Nainital is known for 

many schools established by the British) while we 

lived in the dim outskirts of their world; studying in 

local schools, struggling to converse in English. It 

was difficult to sustain a long conversation, so we 

often ended up mixing it with a smattering of Hindi.

Sartorial elegance was another point of difference. 

Their stylish clothes from reputed tailors were so 

much different from our home-stitched clothes. We 

were asked by our parents not only to absorb their 

elegant manners, their chaste and impeccable British 

accent, their flowery speech and their habit of reading 

ornate leather bound books and also newspapers in 

English.

My father did not have the means to splurge on 

material things but he always spent much of what 

he earned for us on comics. We were lucky to have a 

cupboard full of Mandrake the Magician, Phantom, 

Little Lotta, Dot, Hot Stuff, Dagwood, Blondie, and 

Casper, the Friendly Ghost, not to mention loads and 

loads of Archie comics. Comics bonded us, in a way. 

My cousins envied us for our sizeable collection. 

Their schools had always encouraged them to focus 

on the classics and cultivate highfalutin’ reading 

habits, incomprehensible to us. So, while they were 

reading Victor Hugo and Charles Dickens, we, the 

plebeians, were chuckling over Sad Sack and Beetle 

Bailey.

The other major leveller in relationship between the 

privileged and the humble was the bicycle. Bike-

riding was unknown to most cousins of my age. 

When they came down to the plains, they would 

shakily learn to pedal and balance the bicycle; a 

skill they had not experienced in the serpentine, 

undulating hillscape.

The grown-ups, without any such emotions, would 

catch up on gossip, basking in the sun with endless 

cups of tea, snacks of potato fritters and fresh peas, 

cooked tender in clarified butter, with a tempering 

of cumin seeds, garnished with finely chopped 

coriander leaves and a tangy squeeze of lemon. 

My mother would be busy in the kitchen, with her 

ears listening to the grown-ups’ conversation, eyes 

on the household help and a third eye on what was 

transpiring among us children.

We overcame all the class differences and scored 

over our affluent cousins. They felt we were leading 

awesome lives, not having a gruelling schedule to 

follow in school or at home, eating with their hands 

and not using cumbersome cutlery all the time. They 
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loved the wholesome breakfast of puri-bhaji , which 

was so normal for us, instead of chota haziri of 

porridge, toast and boiled egg, that too in an egg cup.

We could not comprehend half of their lifestyle 

they told us about, but what we understood was that 

sometimes too much comfort, too much of discipline, 

was not an advantage, and that lack of control in life 

was not bad but full of grace and miracles.

The impatient Indian

We’ve heard about the Argumentative Indian, the 

Philosophical Indian and so on. But we see all 

around impatient Indians. It is perhaps in our genes 

not to wait to take our turn. It is not as if the impatient 

are going to gain anything by being impatient, bar 

getting on the nerves of other citizens.

It is a common scene in railway stations. Scores of 

people surge around the entrance, luggage in both 

hands, trying to barge in, elbowing others, even 

those who want to de-board. It does not matter 

whether they have seats reserved or not and whether 

there is a packed compartment or most of the seats 

are empty. You can see the impatient Indian, jostling 

around, making the journey difficult for him as well 

as others.

Another such place is the ration shop, where even the 

presence of just two people will be enough for crowd 

behaviour to kick in. If you are able to overtake even 

one, there is satisfaction writ large on the face.

The best example you can think of is getting the 

passport. In the olden days, a gazetted officer could 

sign a recommendation letter, which could help a 

person skip police verification and get the passport 

within a week. Otherwise it used to take about two 

months. As one who was authorised to append such 

letters, I was amused to hear all kinds of weird 

reasons, explaining “emergent” situations. The 

most common one was that he/ she had applied for 

admission in a foreign university or had got a job 

offer, and may get the card soon.

It is a common sight at foreign consulates, and 

immigration counters in airports, the trait of 

impatience exhibited blatantly. If you see a person 

crossing the yellow line, which is marked to regulate 

the crowd and ensure orderliness, inviting a hard 

stare from the officer at the desk, be sure it is an 

Indian. The tribe of middlemen at the RTO’s office, 

the sub-registrar’s office and the like, make a killing, 

thanks to people’s indefatigable urge to get things 

done earlier than others, out of turn.
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Centre may scrap UGC, proposes new 

regulator

There is no plan to merge all higher education 

regulators, as was proposed through a planned agency 

called HEERA, which was supposed to be put in place 

as a super regulator.

The present proposal, said Secretary (Higher 

Education) R. Subrahmanyam, is to replace the UGC. 

Once this is done after the HECI Bill is passed by 

Parliament, the technical education regulator AICTE 

and the teachers’ education regulator NCTE will also 

be reformed on similar lines.

The new regime separates the academic and funding 

aspects of higher education. While HECI will be in 

charge of ensuring academic quality in universities 

and colleges, the Ministry of Human Resource 

Development (MHRD) – or another mechanism that 

will be put in place later – will be responsible for 

funding universities and colleges.

Closing down

Another key feature of the draft legislation is that “the 

Regulator will have powers to enforce compliance 

to the academic quality standards and will have the 

power to order closure of sub-standard and bogus 

institutions”, said an MHRD release.

Moreover, non-compliance could result in fines or 

even a jail sentence.

Till now, the UGC had no such powers. All it could 

do was to release a list of bogus institutions and not 

recognise their degrees.

Norms to be developed

“HECI is tasked with the mandate of improving 

academic standards with specific focus on learning 

outcomes, evaluation of academic performance by 

institutions, mentoring of institutions, training of 

teachers, promote use of educational technology, 

etc.,” said the release.

“It will develop norms for setting standards for 

opening and closure of institutions, provide for greater 

flexibility and autonomy to institutions, lay standards 

for appointments to critical leadership positions at the 

institutional level irrespective of university started 

under any law (including State list),” it said.

A senior official of the MHRD said UGC staff would 

be retrained to adapt to the HECI regime, which 

would be fully digital and do away with file work.

The HECI will have a Chairperson, a Vice-Chairperson 

and 12 other members, including ex officio members, 

eminent academics and a doyen of industry.
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HAL Su-30 aircraft crashes in Nashik

A Su-30MkI aircraft manufactured by Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) crashed at Nashik in Maharashtra   

morning. Both the pilots ejected safely.

“Su-30 MkI, produced at HAL Nashik crashed during a sortie in local flying area of Ozar (Nashik) Airport 

today at 11 a.m.,” HAL said in a statement.

Pre-delivery trials

The aircraft was undergoing pre-delivery trials by the manufacturer after which it was to be handed over to 

the Indian Air Force (IAF).

According to local police, the jet took off from the HAL airstrip near Nashik and crashed around 25 km away 

near Pimpalgaon Baswant town.

“It was piloted by Wg Cdr Prashant Nair accompanied by Flight Test Engineer Squadron Leader L. Biswal,” 

the statement added.

Probe ordered

HAL is manufacturing the Su-30 twin engine, air superiority fighters under licence from Russia. A Board of 

Investigation has been ordered to determine the exact cause of the accident.
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